
Colonial Secretary were also -fruitless.The Colonial 
Office supported Milner and his officials; it agreed 
that there was "no truth in -the complaints" of the 
Transvaal Miners' Association. Both Milner and the 
Colonial Secretary dismissed the view of orgiinised 
labour that the miner was placed "in the unhappy 
position of either disobeying his employer or 
otherwise violating the regulations"; the miner's 
refusal to comply with management's directives led to

o>=̂his summary dismissal. ~ In 1905, when convicting 
fifteen miners for breaking the Sundaiy Act, the 
Resident Magistrate of Johannesburg confirmed the 
contention of the miners' union. In passing judgement 
he stated;

Under the eristing law the miners suffer a 
hardship, inasmuch as if they did not vjork 
they would be discharged, and if they did 
work they were prosecuted.

Because of their prior experience as senior 
employees in the mining houses, the personnel of the 
Department of Mines were biased in favour of and 
actively supported the industry's need to reduce 
working costs. This priority influenced their 
dealings with miners. During Crown Colony rule of the 
Transvaal, officials of the Mines Depairtment generally 
viev;ed the needs of miners as being subordinate to the 
profit margins of the industry. In complying with 
many wishes of the Association of Mine Managers, mine 
inspectors often "liberally construed" the regulations 
to meet the "present circumstances".
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This attitude was particularly evident in the 
conclusions reached by the commission which 
investigated the question o-f mining by single outlet. 
The commission, which included two mine inspectors, 
agreed to allow the Cinderella Deep, in contravention 
of the mining regulations, to continue producing 
temporarily with only one shaft. The rationale of the 
commissioners was that "the absolute prohibition of 
stoping might mean ruin to a mining company and a 
serious blow to the Industry".'^® In drawing this 
conclusion the commissioners were influenced both by 
the representations of the Cnamber of Mines and by the 
Government Mining Engineer, Weldon, "acting as an

OOindependent witness".

The "present circumstances" also influenced the
views of most of the Rand's residents towards the
industry. They were well aware that the welfare of
the community and of each of its individual members
hinged on the prosperity of the gold mining industry.
Many residents also believed, as did Thomas Leggett,
the American consulting engineer for the B. Neumann
group, that the material progress of the irfdustry in
1902 was vital to the "whole of South Af rica". In
1905 William Cullen, in his presidential address to
the Chemical, Metallurgical and Mining Society of
South Africa, summed up the prevailing moods

1 say directly advisedly, but indirectly 
everyone of us is dependent on that great 
industry; I go further, and maintain that 
not only we, as Transvaalers, but the whole 
of South Africa, including even the 
Portuguese province is in precisely the same
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position 101

This view did not merely reflect the "ideology of
1mining capital" as Belinda Bozsoli suggests; it was 

a material circumstancBa Milner tried to balance the 
demands' of rural development with those of the

•Imines. Nevertheless, the gold mining industry was 
the predominant economic force in the Transvaal. Even 
after Union, during the period 1911 to 1912, the 
contribution of gold mining to the national income of 
South Africa was 19,6 per cent as compared to the 
combined contribution of farming and fishing, which
was 16,1 per cent 104

Medical doctors, too, were conscious that the 
advancement of the industry both directly and 
indirectly affected their livelihoods- After the 
British conquest of the Transvaal many doctors from 
the United Kingdom emigrated to the Wi tv-jatersrand, 
where they joined their colleagues, who had reopened 
their pre-war practices. -- Also, a number of doctors 
who had served as medical officers during the war, 
particularly in the detention camps, decided to remain 
in the Transvaal. But most of those who had hoped 
"to make thousands a year" were "sadly disappointed". 
Within a short time the profession on , the
Witwatersrand was "overstocked"! there were too many 
doctors for the demand. ' As a result, doctors on the 
Rand were obliged to depend "either largely or 
entirely, on appointments, either Bovernment or 
mine".-^-° The few doctors who obtained government
billets, including district surgeoncies. did
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"wel 1". But most doctors relied on part-time
appointments on the mines - until 1914 only a handful
of mines employed doctors on a full-time basis, 110

- Some mine doctors attended to both Africans and 
whites on the mine, while others had racially 
distinct part-time practices. On mines where two 
doctors practised, the white mineworkers belonging to 
the mine benefit society chose their ovjn doctor, while 
the mine manager appointed, as "an unav'oidable evil",
the black mineworkers' doctor ii: All the part-time
mine doctors were unsalaried professionals who worked

•j -j "3*for "so much per head"; and all depended on the
"patronage" of the mine maneigers, 114

As a professional group, doctors in South Africa 
generally had a relatively low economic and social 
standing: they often bitterly complained about their 
relatively infer'ior status, jyut doctors on the 
Witwatersrand, where wealth and status tended to 
coincide, perceived their standing to be lower than 
that of their professional counterparts elsewhere in 
the country, The reliance of Rand doctors on mine 
appointments further diminished their independence and 
prestige: "the mine doctor w=\s "very much at the mercy 
of the M a n a g e r ^ D o c t o r s  were responsible to the 
mine managers and not to the mining house
directors. U S In 1906, for instance, the Association
of Mine Managers refused the Transvaal Medical 
Society's request for an increase in the rate "per 
head" paid to mine doctors. In terminating
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negotiations the r.iine managers asserted arrogantly 
that "they could easily- get rid o-f their doctors i-f 
necessary and find plenty of doctors to replace
them".119

Ely holding positions as health officers on the 
mines, doctors were in a conflictual situation. 
Management expected doctors to forgo their
impartiality in favour of their loyalty to the 
industry. In private correspondence Sansom 
acknowledged that the public regarded doctors 
were employed in jobs directly associated with the 
industry, to be "not unbiassed"."^--- J. S Marwick's 
indictment of mine doctors, particulair 1 y those who 
cared for Africans, was much harsher than that of 
Sansom. In a confidential! letter to John X. Merriman, 
Marwick, an independent labour recruiter, provided the 
glaring example of the "ainomalous" position of Alfred 
Edward Miller: the district surgeon for Boksburg,
Miller, was simultaneously chief medical officer for 
the East Rand Proprietary Mines, where he attended to 
24 000 African mineworkers. ■ Marvjick further alleged 
that Miller was partial to the Rand Mutual Assurance 
Company, the insurance company, which the Chamber had 
founded and financed after it had agreed in 1905 to 
pay compensation to Africans involved in mine 
accidents. According to Marwick, in his state
capacity Miller often rejected Africans' claims for 
accident compensation or adjusted their financial 
appeals in favour of the insurance company.
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Doctors often compromised medical standards to 
accommodate the needs and costs of the industry in 
order to safeguard their jobs. They accepted
positions in which management put no restriction on 
their case loads. On most mines doctors were
responsible for the health care of a minimum of 
2 000 black mineworkers. Undoubtedly the medical
care of Africans on the mines v-jas worse than that of 
whites. Even so, because of their terms of
employment, mine doctors, in general, provided medical 
services of a poor quality to both white and African 
m i n e w o r k e r s . I n  1910 an inspector of mines, who 
understood the insecurity of mine medical officers, 
perceptively eKplained their predicament to one of his 
col1eagues:

Hine doctors will rather accept existing 
conditions than-jeopardise their positions 
by suggesting drastic and expensive 
improvements- I have had complaints from 
mine doctors as to these conditions Cthe 
housing accommodation on the mines and the 
treatment extended to the miners in cases of 
sickness or diseasel, but such complaints 
have always been accompanied by the request
that I should not state that the complaint, 
or the opinion expressed, came from them.

As Jeeves has shown, the propaganda of the 
mineowners was successful in convincing the public 
that their welfare was tied not only to the successful 
performance of the industry as a whole but also to the 
profitability of the poorest and weakest low-grade 
producers. Doctors succumbed to the persuasion, 
too, as is evident in the way the medical profession 
handled health issues relating to the mines. Even
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doctors who held state appointments and therefore 
enjoyed an independence from mining house control 
could not escape the tentacles of the industry: in
making decisions on health issues concerning
mineworkers, the cost of health services to the 
industry, and particularly to the poorer mines, 
influenced the decisions of almost the entire medical 
profession on the Witwatersrand. This is well
illustrated bv the compound controversy in 1904.

In terms of the Labour Importation Ordinance of 
1904, which permitted the importation of indentured 
Chinese labourers, the mineowners were obliged to 
build suitable compounds, which would satisfy state 
requir ements. Also, the Randlords agreed that the 
same standards for the Chinese would apply to 
Africans. - Seorge Turner, the Transvaal Medical 
Officer of Health, stipulated that the compounds 
provide 300 cubic feet of air space per person. But 
the Chamber objected on the ground of expense. The 
difference between 200 and 300 cubic feet air 
allowance was £5 per person; the poorer mines could
afford only 200 cubic feet per person. 132

]
"7*7

As Turner refused to modify his requirements
i "7*7V'jhich complied with British ventilation standards, 

on the initiative of the Chamber, Sir Arthur Lawley, 
the Lieutenant Governor of the Transvaal, agreed to 
defer the matter. He was prepared to i-jait until the 
Transvaal Medical Society had presented an independent 
report to investigate whether 200 cubic feet per
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person would satisfy medical standards of health. 
Like the mine doctors, whose advice the Chamber had 
earlier sought, the report of the sub-committee of 
the Transvaal Medical Society accepted the Chamber's 
proposal, provided that additional ptovisions were 
made for air circulation; the doctors rejected the 
British ventilation standards as being inappropriate
to conditions on the Witwatersrand.136

Turner, however, remained obdurate; he ignored 
the allegation that “‘he did not knovj the conditions as 
well as those men did".̂ '~'̂  In a letter to Milner he 
rejected the compromise", to which the committee of 
doctors had agreed. Turner argued that the 
committee's recommendation of 200 cubic feet of air 
space par person would cause overcrowding so promoting 
the spread of tuberculosis. He also warned that the 
committee's proposal for increased draughts of air 
would be conducive to "a virulent form of
pneumonia". “ In 1912 the visiting Amer an
consultant, W. C. Gorgas, by presenting similar 
criticisms of the reduced compound air space,

i 'TOvindicated Turner. " '

In s'iew of the deadlock, Milner in August 1904 
appointed the Coloured Labourers' Compound Commission 
to decide the issue. Apart from Dr James Moir, the 
chemist to the Department of Mines, the five—man 
commission, which in'~l tided Turner, were doctors. 
Except for Turner, all the commissioners recommended 
that the air space per person in the compounds should
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be 200 cubic -feet.̂ '̂-’ In the view o-f the Colonial 
Office, British ventilation "practice", on which 
Turner based his evidence in his dissenting minority 
report, "was on his side - very much on his side".
The Colonial Office was convinced that "the practical 
difficulties of acting on his CTurner'sl view", which 
the Chamber had stressed in its evidence to the 
commission, haid influenced the majority 
conclusionŝ '̂ '-' the commissioners, by acknowledging the 
"practical difficulties", saved the industry
£2 225 000 in compound costs, 144

Li!ce the rest of the Witwatersrand community, 
doctors were sensitive to the impact on their 
livelihoods of the economic vagaries of the gold 
mining industry. In the compound controversy' they 
c'early modified medicaxl standards to accommodate the 
industry. They took seriously the implied threat of 
Harold Strange, the President of the Chamber in 1904, 
wh , arneds

If the latter CTurner's ventilation 
standard! were enforced it would grea’cly 
affect the prosperity of the country...in 
fact, it ujould not be within the power of 
many of the compatnies to take advantage of 
che provisions of the Ordinance Cto employ
Chinese labourers! 145

Like other "informed opinion in South Africa", 
Wi twatersrand doctors, who held independen't state 
positions, "warmly" supported "all fair and legitimate 
measures calculated to advance the mining 
i i n d u s t r y S t a t e  health officers, including Sansom 
and Charles Porter, the Johannesburg Medical Officer
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of Health, who served on numerous health commissions, 
in public refrained from making "damaging statements 
which vitally affect the industry on which the welfare 
of this country depends". In this respect they
conformed to the majority view of members of the 
mining community; it did not countenance "lightly" 
critical or "alarming" pronouncements.^'^® Neither the 
Chamber nor most members of the mining community 
i anted to shake the ■ overseas investors' confidence in 
the industry. Nor did they want to disturb the 
consciences of shareholders, not all of whom "were 
Randlords and plutocrats, but simply middle-class 
investors". Indeed, the Chamber was so sensitive to 
any adverse publicity concerning the industry that it 
set up a Committee of Mining Representation "to deal 
vjith criticism of mining policy". "■ The Chaimber 
undoLibtedly approved the stance of state-employed 
doctors, who played an important role in promoting the 
image of the industry. The approach of the medical 
profession was subtle. When necessary, doctors 
advocated health improvements on the mines. But they 
played down or denied the industry's responsibility 
for creating the very conditions which required 
reform.

It was only after Union that the Witwatersrand 
medical profession was publicly censured. In 1912 
Staxnley A. li. Pritchard, the Director of the 
Qovernment Native Labour Bureau, accused the mine 
medical doctors of being "callously careless of the
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welfare of the patients under their charge”; their 
attention to African mineworkers, he told J. W. Sauer, 
the Minister of Native . Affairs, was "shockingly 
inadequate".'- Dr Alfred John Gregory was even more 
direct than Pritchard; he "was out for blood".

As we have seen,̂ -'-̂ ‘ in a controversial separa'te 
report to 'the Tuberculosis Commission, which ha had 
chaired, Gregory in 1914 ait'fcacked two of his fellow 
commissioners, George Turner junior, the medical 
officer of the WNLA, and Charles Porter. Gregory, the 
retired Cape Medical Officer of Health and

H IT  ASignificantly, not a Transvaal er , ^ censured Turner 
and Porter for their uncritical findings regarding the 
health care of African mineworkers. He alleged that 
the conclusions of the two doctors were subjective and 
partial to 'the gold mining indus'try; their posts 
identified them "intimately with the existing system
of con'hrol 1 etc:

II i O - J

This was not the first time that Porter had been 
publicly criticised; in 1913, in the Union House of 
Assembly, H. Ment'z, the MP for Zoutspansberg, claimed 
that Porter could not be abjective on the question of 
mine medical services for Africans, "because it might 
trench on his own work".^’-'*̂ As a member of the 1913 
Select Committee on Native Affairs, Ments had been 
alerted to the deficiency of the medical services that 
catered for black mineworkers.
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Pritchard, Oregory and Mentz were appalled by the 
industry's poor medical health care of African
mineworkers. Also, except for handful of
dissidents, the Transvaal medical profession was 
equally unsolicitous towards white m i n e r s . U n t i l  
1914 most doctors were uncritical of the mineowners' 
liability for disease, particularly silicosis, amongst 
its white workforce.

In May 1901, when the industry started production 
for the first time since the outbreak of v-jar in 
October 1899, health problems had not yet surfaced. 
In the view of Thomas Leggett the "vital question" was 
"to get this Industry cxt work at the earliest possible
m o m e n t M i n e  managers agreed. After nearly two
years of lost production, they intensified their 
attempts to "speed up" and to reduce working costs. 
Such efforts initially involved both artisans and 
miners. We have already seen that mine managers 
infringed the mining regulations with impunity by 
compelling mineworkers to work on Sundays. In June 
1901 the Mine Managers' Association formally aibolished 
overtime rates, which had previously been paid at time 
and a quarter or time and a half; "all overtime in the 
future, whether on waek~d£iys or Sundays, should only 
be paid for at the ordinary rate".'^“ " The suspicions 
of white mineworkers intensified; they viewed 
management as being intent on whittling away the palmy 
conditions they had largely enjoyed under Kruger. In 
March 1902, without negotiation, management on the
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Crown Ree-f summarily introduced piecework, so 
provoking a strike by the artisans wnich had a 
successful outcome for the workmen.

Hiners on the Crown Reef were not affficted by the 
strike as the new piece payments applied only to 
mechanics in the workshops. Nor did the miner
abject to piecework!; his contract was a form of piece 
payment. Even so, management's attempts to reduce 
artisans', wages alerted miners to the need for 
organisation: they believed that their i*jages, too, 
would soon be under siege, as the payment of .5s, 
7s. 6d and 10s per day to farmer members of the 
irregular troops, who were nos^ice miners,
i ndi Gated 163 In May 1902 professional miners speedily
farmed a union - the Transvaal Miners' Association.

Contrary to past practice, the overseas miners 
did not organise on industrial lines. Instead, as 
their first rule book indicates, they founded an 
organisation based on craft union principles. Their 
objectives stressed negotiation and conciliation, but 
not radical strike action. Also, the union's 
condition for membership was the miner's possession of 
a blasting certificate: the union considered the 
certificate to be the equivalent of an artisan's trade 
qual if icati on. It was not until 1910, when Tom 
Mann, the Secretary of the British Independent Labour 
Party, visited South Africa, that the Transvaal 
Miners' Association widened its ranks. Mann convinced 
the mine.î s of the need for organising on industrial
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lines; and they admitted the "semi-skilled" gangers as
members of their union at "cheap rates'

In 1902 miners on the Witwatersrand were 
uninterested in general unionism; their priority was 
skilled trade protection. The initial boom in gold 
mining shares was collapsing rapidly, largely because 
of the shortage of African labour. Although there was

i AOno scarcity of jobs for miners, ■■ by September 1902 
the market was "glutted" with artisanss "financial 
depression prevailed". Conflicting reports were 
circulating in the United Kingdom; while seven hundred 
immigrants, whom the Colonial Office had "encouraged" 
to leave Britain, were "stranded at Cape Town",^^^ 
Milner was advising Chamberlain to stop "advertising"
for artisans. 172

As miners surs'eyed the plight of artisans, they 
feared that they, too, would be unemployed. They 
believed that the "want" of African labour would cause 
many mines "to fall idle". Under recession, which was
already imminent by the middle of 1902, 173 they
correctly predicted that the depression would be
"twenty times worse than under Kruger „ 174 The miners'
need to organise had become apparent. Also, their 
working condition had changed "for the worse since
Kruger 175 As management had stopped their "dinner
breaks",-'^^ in addition to 11 the . other new
inequities, they now worked a full ten-hour shift. 
More important, their long hours underground made them 
specially vulnerable to the newly discovered
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occupational disease, accelerated si 1 icosis.

In promoting the need -for organisation, the 
•founders of the Transvaal Miners' Association stressed 
the "dire calamity" o-f silicosis. Besides providing 
customary cra-ft union bene-fits, the objects of the 
new union were therefore to "protect men's lives by 
urging legislative enactment and to provide union 
funds to finance treatment for miners in hospitals and 
convalescent homes, "thereby placing members out of 
reach of chariti es". • In the view of the office 
bearers of the union, such provisions were all the 
more necessary, as the "scourge" which had fallen upon 
miners was a "question" with which "neither industry 
nor the government had attempted to grapple".

As soon as the mines began producing in May 1901 
mine managers were dismayed to discover that man'/ of 
their former skilled miners, in particular rock 
drillers, had not returned to the Witwatersrand. Mine 
managers required their services to restart 
productions skilled miners were one of the main 
requisites for the industr'/'s renewed progress. On 
making personal and infoi-mal enquiries from miners who 
had returned to the Rand as to the whereabouts of 
their former friends and fel 1 ow-workers, the mine 
managers learned that most of the missing rock 
drillers were dead. They had died either o'/erseas, in 
Britain and Europe, or in the coastal towns of South 
Africa, the places to which most miners had retreated 
at the beginning of the war.^®^ On collating the
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•figures at meetings of the Association of Mine 
Managers, management was alerted to the serious 
implications of its survey; "since the beginning of 
the 'War' there had been a great mortality among the 
Rock Drill Men, which doctors advised was due to "the

1clogging of the lungs by dust".

The prevalence of accelerated silicosis was not 
merely a war-time phenomenon. In 1899, shortly before 
the outbreak of war, Witwa-tersrand doctors had noticed 
an increase in 'the number of youthful silicotic 
miners." E-iut they had not advised the mining 
authorities or 'the miners to take special 
precautions. Instead, they had recommended that their 
patients qui't their occupation. Richard Barry, John 
X. Merriman's nephew and the manager of the Nourse 
from 1911 to 1915, who had been working as a 
"practical man" during the pre-war years, received 
similar advice;

I was personally ads'ised by Doctors CW. 6.3 
Rogers and CE. T. 3 Hamil'ton a year before 
the war, to stop working as a miner because 
I was becoming effected Csic3 with a new 
disease which they were then just beginning 
to realize, a disease of the lungs.

In 1899 few visible deaths from silicosis
occurred on the Witwatersrand. Most miners, who were 
severely disabled by the disease, left, the Reefs 
although death was often imminent, they tried to 
recuperate by re'turning home or taking a holiday in 
the South African coastal towns. Also, ^̂ [hen deaths 
from the disease occurred on the Witwatersrand,

\J
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doctors invariably recorded the immediate cause of 
death, notably pneumonia or "phthisis", and not the 
primary cause, which was si 1 icosis. Clearly, had it 
not been for the war, the discovery of the prevalence 
of accelerated silicosis would have been further 
delayed.

In 1901 the mine managers reported their findings 
on the mortality of rock drillers to the Department of 
Mines, which immediately conducted an investigation. 
The results of the investigation confirmed the survey 
of the Association of Mine Managers. Although the 
Government Mining Engineer reported the inspectors' 
findings in his annual report for the half-year ending
December 1901 190 the report, like other government

1 a  -jreports at that time,-̂ -̂̂  was published only six months
later, at the beginning of June 1902 192

The investigation conducted by the mine 
inspectors covered the period October 1899 to March 
1901, a period of one and a half years. The 
investigation also embraced the whole of the 
Witwatersrand2 it included the mining districts of 
Johannesburg, Germiston and Krugersdorp, that is the
Central ?and and the East and West Rand. 19; It?
findings showed that out of 1 477 rock drillers, the 
total number of machine men employed in October 1899, 
227, or 16,5 per cent, "were known to have died". 
Also, the rock drillers' average age of death, at 
thirty-five years was, according to actuarial 
computations, "7.8 times higher than that which should
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obtain in an ordinary trade -from all causes".

Although extremely serious, the mortality -figures 
were inaccurate:

The number o-f known deaths did not coincide 
with the number o-f those who failed to 
answer to their names; far from it. There 
does not appear to have been a strenuous 
effort made to follow up all the missing, 
for the general cause of the decimation was 
felt to be sufficiently revealed by such 
returns as were readily obtained. In nearly 
every case the physical collapse was traced
back to miners' phthisis. 195

Undoubtedly the Department of Mines did not 
conduct a thorough investigation. Six mon'ths after
the publication of his 1901 report, Weldon, the
Government Mining Engineer, in his half-yearly report 
for January -to June 1902 conceded the point. Also, 
in 1907 R. J. Gluyas claimed that the survey had not 
been comprehensive. A consulting engineer and bro’ther 
of the mine manager of the Jubilee, Gluyas in 1901 
conducted a private investigation of his own. He 
found "400 men's names" who had died during the 
eighteen-month period, from October 1899 to May
1901 197

The Inspector of Mines of the Johannesburg 
District mi sinterpreted his findings: he mi sealculated 
the length of the period under survey, so causing the 
average annual death rate of rock drillers to be seen 
as lower than, in fact, it was. His inaccuracy, 
perhaps unvii'hting, is all the more serious because 
contemporaries and later historians of^en quoted his 
statistics as beinq definitive for tne turn of the
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20th century. In 1903 even the Haldane Commission 
sitting in Cornwall did not notice his mistake; the 
British commissioners did not check the Transvaal 
inspector's figures.

The report of the Johannesburg Inspector of Mines 
was dated 3 March 1901. His survey therefore covered 
one and a half years and not two and half years, as he 
claimed, Consequently the "general average of 17.2 
7. dead in 2.5 years", v̂ hich the inspector of mines 
v-jorked out to be "an average of 6.9 % per annum","” • 
is wrong. Instead, the average annual mortality was 
nearly double that of the inspector's calculations; it 
was 11,49 per cent per annum. Also, given the 
haphazard research of the Department of Mines, the 
average annual death rate of rock drillers from 
accelerated silicosis was undoubtedly considerably 
higher than 11,49 per cent per annum. If we accept 
Gluyas's estimate as being accurate, 27 per cent of a 
specific group of miners, the pre-war rock drillers, 
had died in eighteen months.

From the beginning of 1901 until the middle of 
1902 the newspapers did not mention the mortality 
amongst rock drillers; no articles and letters 
addressed the issue and there was not a single 
editorial. Nor did the 1900-1902 Ariuui>I Report of the 
Transvaal Chamber of Hxries comment on the problem; 
the publication of "unpalatable facts" certainly did 
not, at this critical time, "suit the policy of the 
Government and the mining houses". Neither the
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state nor the mineowners wanted to deter potential 
investment by indicating that there was an impediment 
to the industry's methods of mining. Also, neither 
party wanted  ̂ create "misapprehensirns" concerning 
the industry “in the minds of its all too ready 
detractors”.

Despite the lack of press coverage, the mortality
of rock drillers, which had occurred during the war,
was common knov-̂ l ,dge in mining circles on the
Witwatersrand. Although members of the Reef mining
commur,ity were conspicuously silent about the problem
in public, many of them privately expressed concern.
Their confidences were similar to those of C. B.
Saner, a regular member of the Chemical, Metallurgical
and Mining Society of South Africas

I know that before the war, out of 35 or 40 
Cminersi I was personally acquainted with no 
less than 15 men died.--'°

Francis Fox, a Cornish mining engineer, who had spent
some time during the 1890s on the Witwatarsrand,
described his experiences with the victims in
Cornwall, after they had returned home during the war:

I may state that I was personally connected 
with a certain heading vihich vias being 
driven by a gang of miners — all fine 
povMerful fellows — and yet within a
comparatively short time every one of them 
died of consumption. The last survivor came 
to my house for some weeks, and it was 
pathetic in the extreme to hear him speak of 
his dead comrades and to know that so soon
he was also to be in his grave. 507

Miners, too, re not immune to the enquiries and 
the rumours, which swept across the Reef.^*-’̂  Within
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the -first year of their return to the mines they
witnessed on the Witwatersrand the deaths of many of 
their friends. "During the first twelve months after 
the resumption of work," as Irvine observed, "many of 
the remainder Cof rock drillers! went to swell the 
grim tota Irvine's evidence for his bleak
conclusion were his observations, between June 1901 
and November 1902, in the Johannesburg Hospital. 
During the eighteen-month period Irvine noted tha-h of 
■;he ninety—three males, wuo had died from chest
diseases, forty-three were mi ners, Dr Norman Pern's 
observations confirmed Ii dne's findings. According 
to Pern, between 1 July 1903 and 20 November 1904 
twenty—two out of thirty-two miners admitted to the 
Johannesburg Hospital suffering from silicosis had 
died; Pern's prognosis for the remaining ten patients 
was " hopel ess" .

From 1901 onwards, according to the Cornubiart,

the funerals on the Reef of miners, who had succumbed
to the "white death", were r weekly occurrence:

On the previous Sund sy three miners were 
buried in Johannesburg side by side, leaving 
families behind. The following Sunday three 
more miners died, and the public verdict was 
(says a foreign corresp^ondent) "Death from 
millionaire economy

But these were only the visible fatalities from 
silicosis, some of which were recorded in the Cornish 
newspapers, mainly because of ■•'he dead miners' ties to
the British county. 213 As they contributed to the
victims' funeral e;;penses the Wi twatersrand miners
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were aWcxrra a-f many such deaths amongst both Cornish 
and non-Cornish miners. The general public, however, 
was oblivious to the numerous deaths o-f rock drillers 
in its midst; rhe local newspapers did not report

“Iam - ̂  “

Of- equal significance were the inconspicuous 
deaths of numerous miners who, when sick or 
incapacitated -fron silicosis, had returned to Britain 
and E u r o p e . T h e  rtesiot̂ nts on the Reef did not 
witness their burials. Unless rhey were intimately 
acquainted uith the deceased, the members of the 
Witwacersrand mining community did not know thav the

'7mxners had dxed abroad.'̂ '̂ '

Not unnaturally during 1901 miners were "all 
getting anxious now".'^ The mortality from the 
disease deterred some miners from returning to the 
Witwatersrand and caused others, who were present on 
the Reef, to be "reluctant to enter the mines".-̂ '̂  ̂ To 
counter the miners' anxiety, in September 1901 the 
Association of Mine Managers asked the Chamber of 
Mines to insert "paragraphs" in the local press and in 
those overseas newspapers that fed the "labour 
areas". The intention of the advertisements was to 
reassure the rock drillers that the industry was 
implementing pres'entive measures to stop miners from 
inhaling dust,-"”"̂' In August 1901, when the mine 
managers had consulted the Transvaal Medical Society, 
the doctors had instantly identified dust as being the 
main cause of the rock Drillers' incapacitation and
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death from silicos-ls. r?o 1
X . .£ .  X

Management regarded the idea that dust was the 
cause of the disease as being only a generally 
accepted assumption; in its view doctors had not 
scientifical]y established the cause. They were 
reluctant to accept the findings of pathologists, who 
had no doubt that dust was the cause of the disease. 
It was not until 1912, when the Van Miekerk 
Commission, also knov'jn as the Medical Commission, 
investigating "miners' phthisis and pulmonary 
tuberculosis", presented its report, that the
Chamber of Mines eventually agreed that the results of 
the pathologists constituted “definite
inf or mat ion" .

In August 1901 a\ sense C:- "urgency" motivated the 
Association of Mine Managers to convene a meeting with 
the Trainsvaal Medical Society for advice on preventive 
measures."-"̂ '' But the mine managers' initial sense of 
immediacy was short lived. They made the date of the 
noKt meeting with the doctors, for further action and 
deliberation, for more than si;-: months later - in 
March 1902. In March both parties were apparently 
confident that they could control the situation:^^^ 
the doctors urged the mine managers to allay the dust 
with water; the Association of Mine Managers wrote to 
the Chamber recommending "strongly" the implementation 
of the 'remedial measures". Neither organisation 
viewed the problem as being serious enough to warrant 
a public investigation.-'^-"^
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In evidence to the Weldon Commission in December 
1902, the Transvaal l''ledical Society stressed its 
co-operative role with the Mine Managers' Association 
and emphasised their joint c o n c e r n . B u t  in 1901 and 
during the first half of 1902 both the doctors and the 
mine managers, in fact, approached the issue in a 
rather leisurely fashion. It was only after June 1902 
that both organisations acted more decisively than 
they hcKj in the past few months: in Britain, the
adverse publicity concerning the mortality from the 
disease compelled both the professional bodies to show 
more resolve. The change of attitude, as we shall see 
later, was of short duration. After the Weldon 
Commission had presented its report, both societies 
focuseid rn other issues; after 190rS, for most doctors 
and mine managers, silicosis was no longer a pressing 
problem. Even so, despite their dilatory approach to 
the problem after 1903, the mine managers were 
undoubtedly far more assertive axbout the need for dust 
prevention than their employers, the mineowners.

The first instance of the doctors' new sense of 
resolve occurred in August 1902, only after a worried 
deputation from the Transvaal Miners' Association had 
interviewed Francis Mapier, the President of the 
Transvaal Medical Society. He cxgreed to ask the 
doctors to assist the miners. In the face of the 
unabating mortality from the disease amongst rock 
drillers, the miners' union wanted the medical 
profession to influence the industry to institute
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sound preventive measures against silicosis. Also, 
the Transvaal Miners' Association wanted the doctors 
to urge the government to provide medical attention 
and accommodation for the handicapped miners, most of 
whom were "destitute". • The Transvaal Medi cal
Society therefore, on its own initiative, appointed a 
sub-committee of si;< doctors to collect evidence on 
the "rate of mortality". Also, to counter the 
scepticism of management that dust V‘jas the primary 
cause of si 1 i c o s i s i t  conducted as many autopsies 
as possible of the "lungs of miners dying from the 
disease to show the real cause of the disease".

As a formality, the Transvaal Medical Society 
communicated its plans to the Association of Mine 
Managers, which agreed to assist the doctors with 
their investigations."--’-'. Although the doctors 
completed their report in less than two months, they 
did not publish their findings. Nor did they send the 
report to either the Transvaal Miners' Association or 
the government. It was at this point that the 
doctors' temporary resolve vanished. Although the 
Trcuisvaal Medical Society "had it Cthe report! in its 
possession months before the Commission was ever
thought ofr... 234 it lacked the courage to publish its
findings to a sceptical, perhaps hostile, public,; 
their conclusions implicitly criticised the industry's 
methods of mining. But the doctors were prepared to 
present them to the Weldon Commission, becexuse the 
official enquiry sanctioned open discussion of a
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subject which was singularly "notorious" amongst 
mining circles.

Until August 1902 the press did not inform the 
public that there was "inclined to be a scare on"

r-y-.rramongst the miners."^" In February 1902 the Star 
published the annual report o-f the Association of Mine 
Managers, in which mention was made of the efforts by 
manageme.,t to allay the dust with water. Also, the 
Star published a letter by an "underground workman", 
who responded to the press report of the mine 
managers' annual meeting.. The author, an anonymous 
miner, who did not want to be victimised, expressed 
doubts about the efficacy of the mine managers'

r r « 'T C jpreventive m e a s u r e s - E x c e p t  for these two 
publications, the mineowners' newspaper, the Star, was 
silent on the subject of silicosis.

After the reopening of the mines many doctors 
probably had experiences similar to those of W. I). 
Fraser! he consulted with "150 miners who had distinct 
signs of Miners' Phthisis". Even so, the medical 
profession, like management and the Department of 
Mines, kept singularly quiet about the problem- As we 
shcxll see, until the Weldon Commission heard medical, 
e'/idence in December 1902, only one Witwatersrand 
doctor addressed the problem: in an article to the 
Star he expressed his personal concern over the high 
prevalence of silicosis aind stressed the need for 
preventing the d i s e a s e . N o t  a single doctor on the 
Witwatersrand communicated the mortality rate from the
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disease to a medical journal 241

As we have seen, as soon as miners returned to 
the Witwatersrand in 1901, they were alerted to the 
risks o-f accelerated silicosis: they rapidly learned 
about the premature deaths of rock drillers, which had 
occurred during the war. But they continued to work 
on the Witwatersrand gold mines, partly because of 
their ability to rationalise the undue severity of the 
death rate. Initially they attributed the onset of 
accelerated silicosis to the dampness of the climates 
in Britain and at the South African coastal towns: 
they believed that in the moist atmospheres of such 
places the disease became "more noticeable", Before 
the Weldon Commission dispelled the misconception,^^’-' 
the rationalisation was both convenient and a source 
of relief for supporters of the industry and for the 
Depc\rtment of Mines. The rationale exonerated the 
Witwatersrand gold mines from their responsibility for

o/LK=rthe di sease.

Another rationalisation, favoured by observers of 
the mineworkers, was that the miners deliberately 
gambled with their health in return for relatively 
high money wages:

They Cminersli spoke of the dust in their 
lungs as gamblers speak of stocks and shares 
when the market is depressed. Most of them 
hoped that one day they would get away, 
before their lungs were badly affected.
Very few really came to a determination; 
they seemed incapable of puting a period to 
their servitude by an act of will. It was 
a\s though they were in the grip of a power 
which had completely enslaved their will to
i tself.246
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As we have seen, many miners did, indeed, view
the Rand as a temporary place of work« They hoped
that their relatively high money wages would enable
them to accumulate a little capital for investment in
permanent residence el sewhere. After they had been
alerted to their vulnerabi1ity to accelerated
silicosis, miners, by continuing to pursue this goal,
clearly took into account the risk of contracting the
disease. Even so, most miners did not gamble
"recklessly" with their health, as John X. Merriman
later alleged."^ The development of the disease, with
its initial slow progression, gave them little or no
intimation of the appropriate time for them to quit

Thare^Fore their decision to stop working on
the Witwatersrand was not a simple question of
gambling with time. .Until the damage was irreparable,
miners wer'e completely unaware of the injury to their
lungs. Nor could doctors, who had greait difficulty in
diagnosing the disease, authoritativ.ely advise miners
to give up their occupation.

It was a not uncommon experience for a 
gold”miner on the Rand to be pronounced fit 
for work, after a carefu.l examination, and 
yet to die from_miner's Csicl phthisis 8 or
9 weeks later. 2b U

Accelerated silicosis was so "insidious" that its 
sudden and rapid progression, as Sir Thomas Oliver 
illustrated, both horrified laymen and stunned the 
medical profession:

On examining the first patient the subject 
of gold-miners' phthisis I was struck by the 
health'/ bronzed appearance of his skin. The 
man looked as if he had been exposed to the 
sun and the weather. He had the appearance
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of a man in good health, and v'et he could 
not walk a few paces without 
panting...Within a few months this patient 
died, the pulmonary symptoms having become 
progressively worse, and yet there was 
nothing like the emaciation of the body that 
is observed in ordinary tuberculous 
phthisis- What is peculiar to "gold" or 
"Rand miners'" phthisis is its subtle origin 
and development. • The unobtrusive manner in 
which the disease invades the lungs without 
producing symptoms is a noteworthy fact, but 
once the disease has gained good hold upon 
the lungs, circumstahces at any moment may 
arise to cause marked ingravescence of the
physical signs and symptoms.-^;5i

With accelerated silicosis the miner did not feel 
that he was "really ill" until he was "practically 
speaking past all wark". Also, it was only at this 
advanced stage of the disease that miners tended to 
consult doctors. By now the miner had no
alternative other than to quit mining; he V‘ias 
"practically incapacitated from hard work for the rest 
of his life","̂ '" ' the duration of which was "a few 
months or yeairs". The life-span of a severely 
handicapped miner was, at best, two years. If 
tuberculosis supervened, he usually did not survive 
another six months.Accordingly, although miners on 
the Witwatersrand knew that they were taking a chance 
with their health, clearly they did not gamble 
recklessly with their lives; it was impossible for 
them to know beforehand when to stop mining.

As they had no alternative form of livelihood,
most miners had no option but to risk their heal th.
In 1902 a realistic miner stated bluntly;

The miner knov-js quite well when he is 
beclouded with dust, emanating from a rock 
drill, that he is inhaling what is injurious 
to his health. And he also knows that there 
is one alternative only, vis., starvation
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and poverty -for his family if he
discontinues. 15S

The money wages on the Rand, which were higher than 
those paid at any other mining centre in the world, 
lured the overseas miners to improve their material 
position. But the hope of earning high wages also 
hastened them to their graves "for the sakes of the 
home and the family"."̂ '"

Until the unsuccessful miners' strike of 1907
most overseas miners did not leave the Rand. The hope
of material advancement and a sense of fatalism shaped
their decision to work here. From 1901 to 1907 "old,
middle-aged and young, robust, strong and active men,
husbands, brother, fathers, the cream of miners from
all over the world" came anew, or returned, to the
Wi twatersrand. ■ Together they faced a "menace" which
"seemed less terrifying by reason of the fact,
perhaps, that it was shared by so manv' thousands of

^  A 1f el 1 ow-creatures" .

But the threat of silicosis was evei— presents 
healthy miners heard their comrades coughing and 
regularly attended funerals. Although they had no 
need of tangible reminders, some miners, like James 
Nicholson, carried bisarre objects as emblems of their 
fate. Nicholson, a "bluff and hearty young man" and 
an executive member of the Trarssvaal Miners' 
Association in 1 9 0 2 , “ always kept in his "waist-coat 
packet" a "stone", which "was, in fact, the hardened
piece of lung from a dead miner 263 In 1902, during
the Village Main Reef strike, Nicholson, while making
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a speech to emphasise fcha "aw-ful results of rock 
drilling", v-̂ ith dramatic ges .ure showed it to the mass 
meeting.'^ In August 1913, in the aftermath of the 
general strike on the Witwatersrand, R. L. Outhwaite,

/ jsrthe "anti-capi tal i st" MP for Hanley, spoke of the 
"stone" in the House of Commons.Ou t h w a i t e , an 
Australian and formerly a radical journalist on the 
Rand, had witnessed Nicholson's rhetorical gesture in 
1902.^ But Nicholson did not live long enough to see 
his symbol of danger become a legend in his life 
time. The "stone" was, indeed, a portent of his own 
death. He died in April 1908 a few days after 
resigning his commission as the representative of the 
Transvaal Miners' Association on the Mining 
Regulations Commission.'"

Despite their sardonic jokes and their outward 
appearance of insouciance, after the Anglo-Boer War 
the attitude of the Witwatersrand miners towards their 
vocation changed. Once they realised that the average 
working life of the rock driller on the Reef was a 
mere seven years, feelings of anger and resentment 
towards conditions of mining on the Witwatersrand 
co-eKisted and conflicted with their fatalist 
attitude.

During the 18905, although miners were generally 
aware of the injurious nature of dust, a sense of 
fatalism, as we have seen,'^°^ accompanied their 
compliance with their working conditions. Also, the 
miners' "passiveness" to excessive dust levels had
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stemmed -from their "ignorance":'^ they were unaware 
that they were vulnerable to accelerated silicosis, 
which di-f-fered so sharpl / from the chronic "miners' 
asthma" to which they were long inured. Despite their 
disregard for the health of their employees, during 
the pre-war period most of the mineowners VMere also 
apparently unaware that rock drill work could cause

i - y - j  Jaccelerated si 1 icosis Even the outspoken critic of 
the Randlords, the independent consulting mining 
engineer, E. ... Moynihan, gave the mineowners the 
benefit of doubt.

The fatalism of miners was an attitude which
helped them to defend themselves against the reality
of their daily dangers and to distance themselves from
the reality. They sublimated their fears in carousing
and gambling or reverted to moods of despondency which
they tried to anaesthetise with alcohol . The
mineowners and the general public interpreted such
activities as wanton indulgence - the result of unduly
high The disparaging comments in 1913 of Sir
William Bisset Berry, the Union par1iamentary
representative for the constituency of Albany,
illustrates the clash of the two world viev-js:

They Cminersl require many things which man>' 
men usually pride themselves in doing 
without. Copious "drunks", bioscopes, 
whippet fights, theatres, cab fares, cafe 
teas, north e::cursions, tricks of various 
sorts and, I suppose, life in the stars for 
the many single men all lead to the spending
of cash and to depreciate the rt'al value of 273wages,
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After the Anglo-Boer War, when the Witwatersrand
miners had learned of the high mortality amongst their
contemporaries, many of them were no longer as
"passive” to their dangerous work conditions, as they
had been in the past,- The risk of premature death at
an average age of thirty^-five, combined with the
mineov‘fners' reluctance ’ to implement thorough
preventive measures against silicosis, intensified the
miners' hostility towards their employers. Also,
feelings of resentment and anger with the conditions
under which they were obliged to work gradually
replaced the miners' former fatalism towards the
hazards of mining. They no longer viewed high money
wages solely as an inducement to come to South Africa.
Instead, miners also regarded their relatively high

0*7 z.V'fages as danger money, or risk pay.’'̂

From 1901 onwards any attempts by management to 
reduce miners' wages or to extend miner productivity 
generated amongst the miners on the Witwatersrand a 
militancy, which had been absent during the lS90s. 
Their fea\r of contracting accelerated silicosis helps 
explain their apposition to the white labour 
experiments conducted by F. I-!. P. Creswell, in 
particular, on the Village Main Reef in 1902. On .2-5 
Septembei” 1902-the rock drillers, with the sanction 
and active support of most of the executive of the 
Transvaal Miners' Association, went on strike on the 
Village Main Reef.-'̂ '̂  ̂ Their anger at being the victims 
of a preventable occupational disease was an important
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reason, although not the sole one, that prompted them 
to strike.

The shortage o-f A-frican labour caused, many mining 
houses in August 1902, as a temporary expedient, cu 
employ unskilled white labcurers, ma if whom were 
ex-irregulars and indigent Afrikaners, in a number of 
jobs formerly, performed by black underground 
mineworkers.Within a short time of the start of 
their ''‘apprenticeship" Cresv-jell, the mana.ger . of the 
Village Main Reef, permitted the whi'te labourers, 
e-n-ployed a‘b 5s per day, exclusive of board, to operate 
the rock drills under the supervision of the 
professional miners. Also, Creswell increased the 
number of machine drills under the supers'! si on of each 
rock driller. He now made each rock drill supervisor 
responsible for three machines operated by six newly 
recrui'ted unskilled white labourers: the rock drill 
supers'! sors were accustomed to oversee only' two 
machines with the help of five black assistants.

The overseas miners undoubtedly s'iewed Creswell's 
scheme as job fragmentation. They argued that the 
innos'ation would result in all-round wage reductions 
for white miners.^ Also, they feared that the demand 
•for prc-f essional miners would decrease.~ They 
believed that management would employ semi-skilled 
machine operatives, at lower than customary wages, in 
preference to all-round idners, who had been tr’ained 
in the traditional way. They correctly anticipated 
that within a mere three months nos'ice miners would be
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able to paxes the theoretical test which entitled them
to a blasting certi-ficaxte- 2 S 1

Creswell's rapid promotion o-f unskilled white 
apprentices to rock drill work at 5s per day 
intensi-fied the pro-Fessi onal miners' opposition to the 
whits labour policy on the mines. ~ In 1905, with the 
possibility o-f represeiTtati ve government a\nd the 
holding of elect.1 nns, the Transvaal Miners' 
Association distanced itself from the craft unions' 
political co-ordinating body."^“’"' As we have seen, in 
1908 most miners opposed -the major plank of the craft 
unions' electoral plaxtform, naxmely the "White Labour 
Pol icy". The craft unions regairded the "White 
Labour Policy" as being applicable to the miners' 
jobs, particularly those which involved the use of
machine -tools, including rock drills.-^85 But most
professional miners resisted the suggestion. They 
believed that the subs-h;-tu-hion of whites for Africans 
as rock drill assista,nts would reduce t.ie wages and 
would diminish the status of skilled miners.

Of equal impor-tance, in 1902 the overseas miners
on the Village Main Reef emphasised t.hat the
supervision of three drills would increase their
vulnerabi1 ity to silicosis;

The quec ion of health was a most serious 
one, and the deleterious effect of putting 
three rock-drills in a small space was
something dr'*idful to contemplate."^ 8 6

As Creswell refused to withdraw the new condition, the 
supervisors, ac».ompanxed bv the rock drill helpers.
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went an ' strike. Management, which re-fused both to 
negotiate with the Transvaal Miners' Association and 
to acknowledge the strike, declared a lock-out. 
Ironically, Crecwell had earlier told his directors 
that 'the white labour ej-speriments would prevent united 
sti"ike action-bv' machine drill operators. Creswell 
believed that the supervisors and their assistan'hs had
widely divergent interests."^.07

During the strike the Transva.tl Miners' 
Association went to great lengths to create a public 
awareness o-f the prevalence of silicosis. This 
grievance 'was closely tied to the other campa-aints of 
the strikers. The executive of the organisation 
therefore seized the platform, which the strike 
provided, in the hope that public pressure would 
compel state intervention with respect to the problem 
of silicosis, Alreaidy the miners' dealings with the 
Department of Mines had shown that its senior
personnel, unlike their republica\n predecessors, were 
unsympathe'hic towards, if not biased against, miners 
as cx group. Also, the local public x̂jas both 
uninformed and indifferent. The Transvaal Miners'
Associcxtion axssessed correctly thaxt the only way it 
could achieve its aims vtas through active
demonstrations self-advertisement was the route it 
took in the hope of alerting both the local and the 
Eiritish public to the ravages of the occupational 
disease.

1
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Accompanied by Wybergh, the Commissioner o-f
Mines, Milner, at a meeting with a deputation -from the
Transvaal Miners' Association, acted as spokesman for
the state. He refused to intervene in a dispute
between management and the miners. Also, he dismissed
the miners' complaints as being without substance.
More important, Milner refuted the miners' argument
that the supers'ision of three drills would increase
the death rate from silicosis amongst rock drillers;
he denied the "self-evident truth" of the miners that
under the new system rock drill supervisors would be
exposed to increased dust levels. In contrast, W.
S. Caine, the MP for the constituency of Camborne in
Cornwall, viewed the ravages of silicosis as being
highly pertinent to the grievances of the strikers.''̂
Unlike the Star, the mouthpiece for the Chamber of
Mines, Caine did not scorn the miners' "irrelevant

1rhetoric about the Braamfontein cemetery" s ^  Caine 
believed Edward Perrow, the President of the Transvaal 
Miners' Association, who said: "I do not want to go to

OOPthe cemetery

Although "nsuccessful, the Village Main Reef 
strike established several precedents relevant to this 
study. First, miners went on strike over an important 
health issue — their vul nei'abi 1 i ty to accelerated 
silicosis. Second, although the strikers did not 
explicitl'/ state that they earned danger money, they 
fea\red that their risk pay would be reduced; this fear 
was an important reason that the miners resisted
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management's innovation. Finally, as i*)e shall see 
later, whenever management tried to increase worker 
productivity by compelling rock drill supervisors to 
oversee three machines instead of two, the miners 
resorted to strike action. In every case one of the 
reasons that prompted the miners' opposition to 
overseeing three drills was their belief that the 
supervision of additional maichines intensified their 
proneness to mortality from accelerated silicosis.

Management consistently dismissed the miners' 
view. But the Mining Regulations Commission, despite
i ts equi vacation , 1 n its final report in 1910
implicit'/ '/indicated the miners' unswer'/ing belief in
the rel a\tionship 
supervision and

between increa\sed rock drill 
the exacerbation of their

vulnerability to silicosis. The .commissioners stated!
Stripped of all sentiment, the position was 
fairly put to the Commission by Mr. Tom 
Mathews, one of the represents' ives of the 
Transvaail Miners' Associ at i on. . . He sa\id, in 
effect, that under the present conditions of 
mining, which in his opinion were very 
unhealth'/, he would not ad'/ocate the use of 
more than two machines per me\n, but that, 
personall'/, he would be willing to work si;-: 
machines if underground conditions were 
altered in such a wa'/ as no longer to be a 
menace to the heavlth of the miner.
The question, therefore, resol'/as itself 
into one of health ’ conditions, 
underground,and has nothing to do with the 
physical caipability of the miner to 
super'/ise more than two machines. Impro'/e 
your health conditions and the question 
becomes one of practical mining, depending 
upon the physical capability and efficiency 
of the average miner...The Commission can 
only hope that the adoption of the 
recommendati ons contained in 'this report 
will have the effect of so bettering the 
health conditions underground as to preclude
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the question being reopened in the -form
above stated, 293

In October 1902^ however, when the the Transvaal 
Miners' Association intervievied Milner "praying for an 
inquiry into the causes of this high mortality","^ 
the miners had only anecdotal evidence for their claim 
that the supervision of eKtra rock drills increased 
their exposure to dust- Also, apart from the laconic 
statement of the Sovernment Mining Engineer in his 
si:■!--monthly report, which briefly noted the mortality 
amongst Wi twatersrand rock drillers during the war,, 
the public had no official intimation of the ravages 
of the disease. Milner and the Department of Mines 
preserved a conspicuous silence on the problem of 
si 1 icosis.

At the end of October 1902 Milner informed the 
Colonial Secretary, Joseph Chamberlain, that at the 
beginning of September "arrangements had been made for 
the appointment of a thoroughly representative 
Commission" tea investigate the problem of silicosis. 
Milner further promised to send the findings of the 
commission to Chamberlain as soon as he had received 
them.̂ "'̂ '"' Also,, early in October,, when he met the 
deputation from the Transvaal Miners' A ciation 
during the Village Main Reef strike, Milner intimated 
that an investigation of the disease was in the 
offing.-’"'" Despite his protestations of good faitl. , 
Milner was undoubtedly temporising. Throughout 
September and until nearly the end of October he did 
nothing about farming the commission. Nor did he 
sound out potential commissioners as to their
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willingness to serve on such an enquiry. Only on 7 
November 1902 did Milner formally gazette the
commission and announce the names of most of the 

29Scommissioners-

In October, when Milner told the Colonial 
secretary that he had -already, before September, 
appointed a commission, it is difficult to believe 
that he was lying to Chamberlain. Earlier he may have 
given the issue consideration, but vacillated about 
implementing it. Nevertheless, even in October, the 
enquiry "was in name only".-̂ "̂' It is passible that 
Milner procrastinated becamse of divisions of opinion 
amongst the senior officials of the Department of 
Mines as to the advisability of such a course of 
action. In July 1902 Wybergh, the Commissioner of 
Mines, strongly tidvised ■ the £\ppointment of a 
commissi on. Unlike Weldon, Wv'berqh's previous 
rê  ord indicated that he was kindly disposed tov̂ jards 
the white mineworkers. In 1899, for instance, "he had 
ended a strike in favour of the vjorking class men"  ̂
In July, too, Weldon, the Government Mining Engineer, 
apparently suppor-ted the idea. July V‘Jas a crucial 
time. Weldon's report had been recently published and 
was therefore available to interested parties both 
locally and in Eiritain. Also, by July the publicity 
which the British press, particularly the influen'tial 
Mining Journal, had given to the mortality from the 
disease had filtered through to the Witwatersrar'd; the 
prevalence of the disease was no longer an open secret
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confined to mining circles on the Reef.

But during July che publicity faded. The Minirig 
Jour rial and its correspondents focused on other 
matters; and the policy of the local press remained 
unchanged; they refused to address the problem. The 
report of the Sovernment Mining Engineer received a 
brief mention in the Star on 2 Jun e . A d m i t t e d l y  the 
report vjas released on the same day that peace was 
finally declared. Even so, in later editorials both 
the editors of the Star and the South African JineSf 
Commerce and Industries paid no attention to the 
report's brief but serious findings concei . .tng the
mortality of rock drillers 3u3

Ely August, when the public focus, particularly in 
Britain, on "Rand gold miners' phthisis", appeared to 
have shifted, Weldon' changed his mind about ' • wisdom
of holding an official enquiry; he rationalxsed to Dr 
John Law Aymard; "there would be no evidence to 
take". Ayma\rd was pressing Weldon for a commitment 
on a commission, as Weldon had earlier told him that 
he would be one of the medical commissioners 
Aymard's qualification for this appointment was an 
article which he had written on the causes and 
pres'ention of silicosis. He had shown it to Weldon 
and both had agreed that it be published as an 
appendi:-! to the Sovernment Mining Engineer's
forthcoming report, for January to June 1901 306
Wei don.'s reluctance to hold a commission so infuriated 
the Krugersdorp doctor that in Ncvepher 1902 Aymard
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sent his article to the Star -for publication. 307

Aymard was undoubtedly a self-seeker: he liked 
publicity; and he also wanted the respirator, which he 
had invented, to be widely a d v e r t ! s e d “ Even so, he 
was the only Witwatersrand doctor who attempted to 
publicise the problem in the local press. In response 
to Sir Thomas Oliver's important article in June, 
which we shall discuss later, in August 1902 one other 
South African doctor wrote a letter for publication in 
the Lancet. Significantly, the author. Dr D. Marshall, 
practised in Cape Town. His reason for writing the 
letter v*)as to advise British doctors to warn their 
patients not to work on the Witwatersrand gold mines 
unless they were in "perfect heal th" . Its thrust, 
therefore, was not directed at combating silicosis. 
After 1903 Aymard left the Rand to practise as a mine
doctor at Pilgrims Rest 310 When he returned to the
Reef in 1910, he continued with his earlier attempts
to advertise his respirator 311 Also, he resumed his
mission of publicising the problem of "silicosis 312

Milner, like Weldon, was also indecisive, 
possibly indif f eren’t, about holding a commission. It 
is conceivable -tha'- Milner "thought that the "alleged 
prevalence" from silicosis v-jas insignificant compared 
"to the other problems which confrorrted the gold miniriO 
i n d u s t r y n a m e l y  the shortage of African labour and 
"the inordinately high mortality from disease amongst 
blcxck mineworkers. As we have seen, in 1902 the 
mortality from disease amongst black mineworkers was
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higher than 70 per thousand per annum, whereas the 
average mortality from disease amongst white 
ml nev-jor kers was approx i mately only 1 0 per thousand per 
annum. The death rate from silicosis, which was 
confined to a small group of white underground 
workers, the rock drillers, was apparently 
insignificant compared to the death rate from 
pneumonia amongst both surface and underground African 
mi nev"Jor kers.

Had the miners been dying of an infectious 
disease which placed the community, particularly the 
white community, at risk, the doctors and the 
government would undoubtedly have reacted quickly. 
Such a reaction is illustrated by the scare in 
Johannesburg which the outbreak of bubonic plague 
created in 1904.^^’̂

Towards the end of klarch 1904 doctors identified 
a virulent form of bubonic plague amongst the Indian 
community in their "location" at Fordsburg. Doctors 
and the government immediately put into operation 
contingency plans, which had anticipated such an 
occurrence- Victims and those suspected of having the 
infection were transported seven miles from 
Johannesburg to an emergency sits at Klipspruit, where 
a tiny small-pox laiHaretto was situated. Motivated by 
Mohandas Gandhi, then practising as an attorney in 
Johannesburg 5 the Indian community generously 
subscribed £ 1 0 0 0 for the building of a small hospital 
at Klipspruit. Adjacent to the seweraxge disposal
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works, the "Sanitary Farm", Klipspruit was "a noisy 
spot". But because the land was "cheap" and remote 
•from Johannesburg, the municipal health authorities 
considered it to be a suitable site -for an infectious 
hospital. Shortly afterwards, a "Native Location" was 
sited at K1 ipspruit.

More important, Milner wasted no time. He
promulgated an ordinance to by-pass constitutional 
obstacles and authorised the immediate establishment 
of the Rand Plague Commi t t e e ^  of which five members 
of the Chamber of Mines were participants. The 
Colonial Secretary, Alfred Lyttelton, also urged the 
need for immediate action. Lyttelton . believed
"decisive measures must be taken without, I fear,
reference to cost' :19

The Rand Plague Committee, which sat for -four 
months, swiftly reported its investigations. Its 
preventive measures aborted the current epidemic a\nd 
obviated the occurrence of later epidemics of plague. 
During the period 1905 to 1914 doctors rarely 
identified cases of plague on the Wi twatersrand. ■

The medical profession and the Witwatersrand 
local authorities also acted vMith concern and speed, 
when epidemics of small-poK threatened the white 
community in 1905 and 1 9 0 6 , The Witvjatersrand 
doctors, like their counterparts in Britain, were far 
more interested in preventive medicine involving germs 
tlian with disease prevention, including silicosis,
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which involved non-bacterial causes, Also, the
Transvaal doctors recognised that their success in 
curbing infectious diseases could enhance their status 
as a profession. Infectious diseases were not 
confined t'o the working class; all sectors of the 
community, including those with wealth and power, were 
vulnerable to germs.

By contrast, both Milner and his successors, 
including the Transvaal government under Botha and 
Smuts, were i ndif f erar/c to and seriously
underestimated the average annual mortality from 
silicosis amongst white underground workers in
general, and amongst rock driller in particular.
Contrary to the prevalent opinion of historians,
Milner did not consider the death rate of rock 
drillers from silicosis as being a serious problem. 
Nor did he believe that a commission on silicosis was 
a matter of urgency. Had the Home Government not 
exerted pressure for an enquiry, it is probable that 
Milner would have further delayed the appointment of a 
commission. Indeed, he might have postponed the 
enquiry indefinitely.

After the British press had exposed the issue of 
the mortality from silicosis amongst the Mitwatersrand 
rock drillers, some of the mineowners felt obliged to 
make a public statement. A fei*j mav' have been 
genuinely concerned. Most were obviousl-y merely 
disconcerted.' The Randlords conducted the affairs of 
large corporations which were responsible to overseas



shareholders, 81 per cent ot whom in 1900 were from 
the United Ki n g d o m : t h e  shareholders were 
embarrassed by the deaths of Witwatersrand miners,

-T̂crespecially because they were British suh i e c t s . A t  
the beginning of September 1902, Beorge E. Webber, the 
general manager of Rand Mines, a Corner House company, 
on behalf of the board of directors wrote an official 
letter to the Star. He reassured the public that his 
company was aware of the dangers and was taking active 
precautions to reduce the incidence of the disease. 
He listed the water preventives and mentioned where 
they were being used. Although there was "practically
no stock of respirators in Johannesburg" Webber
stated that they had been ordered and that wt er, they 
arrived the company would compel all arkc's to tear 
them.'"*'̂ ^

Also, in October 1902 the Chamber of Mines 
announced a competition for the best "practical 
suggestions and plans for combating the causes" of 
si 1 icosi s = From 1 November it widely advertised the
competition in the local and overseas press - in

TODBritain, America, Australia and Europe'-’ - offering 
prices of £500 and a gold medal, £250 and £100 for the 
three most suitable devices for preventing the 
disease. The two criteria for the contest awards were 
the applicability and the demonstrable practicality of 
the apparatus to the "eKisting system of rock

’ , ODdri 1 li ng" » The Chamber refused to concede that dust 
V'ias the cause of silicosis, but indicated 'that this
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TT(")was the "general a s s u m p t i o n " T h e  wording of the 
competition announcement dxd not deceive the miners: 
they were fully cv; *re that the phrase, "to combat the 
causes" of silicosis was a "euphemism" for the correct 
phrase, namely "to rid the mines of dust".

The competition was not entirely' an altruistic 
action by the Chamber to "encourage inventive 
enterprise" . Since mid—1901 the mine managers had 
claimed that they could "cope" successfully "with the 
injurious effects of fine d u s t I n s t i t u t i n g  the 
competition was therefore nlso an admission that 
management's methods for allaying dust had been 
singularly unsuccessful. Some memi ers of management 
privately conceded that many of the dust preventives, 
particularly respirators, were inef f ective. But in 
public management dismissed all the miners' cl nr 'is 
that most of the precautions were useless and v*;<5'e 
often more detrimental to their health than the dust 
i tsel f. Instead, management held the mf-.a"5 ,
particularly ock drillers, as being respon_>ible for 
their own liability to the disease.

The Government Mining Engineer, Weldon, initiated 
the public tactic of blaming the victims. In his 1901 
report he stated;

The Mine Managers generally have recognised 
that some steps are necessary to combat this 
evil, but much will depend on the readiness 
of the employes themselves to adopt such 
precautions as may be recommended. In
particular, I think it my duty to call 
attention to the great risks run by rock 
drill men through their habit of returning 
to the site of the e;<plosion after a blast
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before the noKious _̂ fume? 
sufficiently dissipated.

have been

Doctor, state officials and management were quick 
to follow suit. Indeed, victim-blaming reverberated 
throughout the Reefs all such parties transferred the 
industry's responsibility for the disease and its 
failu<“e to prevent it to the miners, who were accused 
of being reckless, ignorant and conservative and 
unwilling to take precautions. "Next to the
soldier," said T. Lane Carter, the manager of the 
French Rand, "the miner is the most careless of 
individuals and often neglects to use the safeguards

tTTOprovided for him."'"""

Shortly after the report of the Weldon Commission
had been published, in 1903 the editor of the South 
African Mxnesy Commerce and Industries, in his resort
to victim-blaming, vjas more vindictive than most other
parti ess

A greedy toll of youth has been taken b>' the 
Witwatersrand, and nowhere has death been so 
busy as amongst the miners. Possibly this 
may lead to further strictures at home from 
the desord'nie par 1 i amentar i an aind
journalist. It may be well, therefore, 
before dealing with the report of the 
Miners' Phthisis Commission to obviate the
MarkhamaniaCc\lpicture of gold-bugs like
Timour-Mammon sitting on a pile of miners' 
bones. A walk among the tomb-stones in the 
cemetery vMill chow only too vividly that of 
those who have died here by far and away the 
greater number have been young men in the 
prime of life. IMaxturavlly, then, we have an 
eKtraordinary incidence of mortality among 
miners, whose occupation disposes them to 
yet another condition of peril..."miners in 
Cornwall are well-known to have the highest 
deaith-rate from chest disease of any class 
in the United Kingdom." It is from such a 
source that our white labour is drav*jn, from
a class whose life-history, if it does not
actually show a general aand inherited 
tendency to tubercular disease - Dr. CA. E.1



Miller Cthe Boksburg District Surgeon and 
mine doctor tor the East Rand Proprietary 
Mines] said "their tami lies were reeking 
with it" - must obviously • give a less 
vigorous physical equipment to resist the 
diseases that have plougheo through the
British army and buried so many of ourII • It"pioneers".~

In briet, in late 1902 management c'f to 
Witwatersrand gold mines and most ot its allies were 
reluctant to accept the medical view that eKposure to 
silica dust was the primary cause o-f the sKcessive 
mortality amongst young rock drillers. Also, social 
and economic alignments on the Reef were conducive to 
invoking victim-blaming tactics? supporters of the 
industry were intent on exculpating the industry for 
its responsibility for the prevalence of silicosis. 
Under such circumstances, at the end of October 1902 
Milner, with the assistance of Wybergh , appointed 
the commissioners to investigate tne problem of the 
disease. On 7 November l'̂ 02, more than eighteen 
months after the Department of Mines had compiled its 
survey on the mortality amongst rock driller during 
the Anglo-Boer War, the official notification of the 
"Insanitary Areas Commission" was gacettod. Milner 
had no option but to pursue such a course of action. 
Events in Britain compelled him to do so.

The premature deaths of Witwatersrand rock 
dril?,ers, who had returned to Esritain during the war, 
attracted the attention of medical officers and mining 
personnel in Breat E-iritain, Mot unnaturally the fatal 
di âse was especially noticeable in Cornwall, In
Noveiiiber 1901, one month before the Transvaal
Government Mining Engineer submitted his report,
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Nicholas Trtastrail, a Cornish mining engineer and a 
member of the Redruth Urban District Council, wrote a 
letter to the Hinirig Journal in which he alerted the 
international mining community to the dangers of 
machine drilling. He stated that the life of the rock 
driller, who operated machines continuously without 
the use of water, V'jas "much less than that of the 
ordinary miner"; the workman inhaled the "fine
floating dust from boring rocks".

In 1901, however, both the journal and its 
readers paid no attention to Trestrail's warning and 
the wet precautions he advised, Trestrail did not 
have established proof, but only anecdotal evidence, 
which derived from his personal observations of what 
had happened in the case of many Cornish miners:

It is surprising to see the number of men 
returning from foreign mines who in a 
comparatively short time continuously 
working rock drills are reduced from strong, 
healthy individuals, first to mere shadows, 
and then death.

Trestrail's observations soon had medical 
confirmation. In his annual report, presented at the 
beginning of 1902, A. E, Permewan, the Medical Officer 
of Health for the Redruth Rural District Council, 
alluded to "the deplorable mortality" from "Phthisis":

Probably the deaths which ought to be 
reckoned as fairly belonging to the district 
itself have been beyond the average of a few 
years ago, but they have been added to in 
alarming extent by the mortality v̂ jhich_̂  has
affected returned South African miners 345

Accordingly, both the Redruth Rural and Urban District
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Councils instructed their Medical Q-fficers of Health, 
Permewan and Frank Hichens, to investigate the 
matter. The local authorities required statistics to 
prove the assumption that the Witwatersrand gold mines 
were liable both for the increased mortality from 
silicosis in Cornish miners and' for the markedly
reduced average age at which miners were dying 346

While the Cornish doctors were carrying out their 
mandate, Sir Thomas Oliver, one of the physicians at 
the Royal Infirmary in Newcastle-upon-Tyne and the 
confidential adviser of the British government on 
industrial dangers,’" ' dropped his bomb-shell - he 
said that occupatic ,1 disease could be more dangerous 
to the lives of workers than bullets to soldiers. 
Indeed, it was Oliver VJho was responsible for drawing 
the comparison be’bween the mortality on the 
Witwa'bersrand gold mines and the mortality in v̂jar. 
Many contemporaries often repeated Oliver's claim that

AGgold mining was more dangerous than war, In 
mid-1902, for instance, "More Dangerous than War" was 
the headline of an editorial in a Cornish
newspaper. Even so, historians have not credited
Oliver with tiie aphorism. Instead, they attribute its 
authorship to a variety of individuals,

Oliver wrote a letter to the Lancet - it was 
published on 14 June 1902 - in which he graphically 
illustrated tha’b the Wi twatersrand gold mining 
indus’bry was "very destructive to human 1 i f e H e  
positivelv' identified dust and not alcohol as the
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primary and sole cause 07'̂ the malady. Also, by 
describing the rapidly progressive nature o-f the
disease, he showed that it was an accelerated
silicosis akin to the -form to which stone masons and 
steel grinders had -formerly succumbed! the disease 
"kills men when they are still comparatively young, 
usually before they reach the age of forty years". 
Finatlly, in the absence of medical cure, he advocated 
the need for prevention- Improved ventilation and the 
use of water were his two recommendations for the

'.rctjoprevention of respirable si 1 ica.

As an expert in the field of occupational
medicine, Oliver had unimpeachable credentiali A1 so«
he could tcickle the issue objectively and from a 
position of strength: the coal mining industry, which 
predominaxted in the area in which he practised, had a 
relatively low prevalence of occupational disease. 
Therefore his motive for xiriting the article v*jas
piausible:

During the last two years, owing to the 
closing of the mines and the continuance of 
the war, miners have returned here Cto the 
north of Englar J3 in large numbers many of 
X'/horn have presented on their arrival the 
appearance of men broken doxMii in fiealth and 
who have sooner or later succumbed to 
pulmonary disease. It has been my fortune 
to have been consulted by some of these 
miners, whose lung affection had assumed the 
character of a veritable pulmonary 
fibrosis. Now that the x*jar is over there 
will in all probability be a rush of miners 
once more to South Africa. I feel therefore 
that if attention can be drax*jn to the need 
of something being done to alter and improve 
the methods of mining in the Transvaal, and 
to the necessity for revising and 
strengthening the mining regulations of that 
country, the loss of many lives of miners



may by this means be averted.

Oliver followed up the publication of his letter 
with assertive action. He sent copies of the 
published letter to the Mining Journal and to the
Hospital In the Mining Journal the editorials and
correspondence, which ensued, focused c need for
in enquiry in the Transvaal.'"""- i awards the end of 
June the public demands in Britain for an 
investigation and for the urgent introduction of 
preventis'e measures on the Witwatersrand gold mines 
intensified. One of the reasons for the sustained 
publicitv' was the circulation in Britain of the 
Transvaal Oovernment Mining Engineer's report, which
had been recently published 356

The Cornish newspapers made a major issue of
Oliver's di scl o s u r e s . E d i t o r s  of newspaxpers, local
authorities and health officers emphasised the need 
for an enquiry on the Witwatersrand. Oliver's
observations of accelerated silicosis amongst miners 
in the not* th of England confirmed the findings of the 
Cornish doctors; the new disease amongst former 
Transvaal gold miners differed radically from the "old 
miners' complaint" in Cornwall, namely "tuberculous 
phthisis". The Redruth local authorities -urged Caine, 
the MP for Camborne, to pursue the problem. Caine, in 
turn, required from the Medical Officers of Health for 
the Redruth Urban and District Councils definitive 
figures, which he could present to parliament. The 
problem of silicosis on the Rand affected Caine's 
constituents both in the Transvaxal and in Cornwall.
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The statistics compiled by Permewan and Hichens 
showed that -from 1900 to 1901 at least one-third of 
the sixty-foar and forty "male deaths from phthisis", 
which had occurred in the Redruth urban and rural
distr'cts, were "m<=̂'̂ wiio had returned from the
Transvaal". Trestrail considered these figures to be 
merely "a flea-bite": he was sure that there was "a 
much higher percentage of deaths due to phthisis of 
those miners returned from South Africa",'-'-'® Even so, 
Caine viewed the health officers' statistics as being 
sufficiently serious for public disclosure- He wanted 
to ensure that the House of Commons exerted pressure 
on Chamberlain to institute an engairy in the 
Transvaal aind to implement remedial ineasures on the 
Wi twa'tersrand qold mines.

The Redru'hh local authorities were optimistic 
that Captain Francis Oats, a prominent tin-mine owner, 
would publish the British mortalit'/ statistics in 
South Africa or use them to persuade 'the Randlords of

“T c r pthe need for urgent pre'ventive measures.'-— ' Oliver's 
findings and their confirma'tion by Cornish heal'th 
officers had perturbed Oa-hs, a director of De Beers 
and a member of the Cape Legislative Assembly. Oats, 
who was visiting his native county, had made his own 
enquiries from Cornish doctors. He then forwarded to 
Charles Rube, one of the London directors of the 
Corner House, for communica'hion -ho his board, a great 
deal of information abou't the manifestation of the 
disease in Cornwall together with many suggested
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preventive m e a s u r e s , T h e  hopes o-f the Cornish local 
authorities that Oats's influence would promote change 
on the Witwatersrand were partly fulfilled. It is 
possible f at Oats's evidence persuaded the Chamber to 
hold the competition for the best applî ..ICe to lay- 
dust .

But Oats did not convince the Chamber that an 
enquiry was necessary. Wernher, Beit and Company 
despatched Oats's documents to its Transvaal board who 
referred them to Sidney Jennings, the consulting 
engineer of the Rand Mines compaxny. The response of 
Jennings to his board was polite but contained: 
management was alive to the problem^ it had been 
instituting preventive measure for more than a year; 
and the only obstacle to full control of the problem 
were the rock drillers' "objecti. ns" to the 
p r e c a u t i o n s , T h e  Corner House directors were 
obviously satisfied with the confidence that Jennings 
showed. Neither the board nor Jennings s'iewed the 
problem as sufficiently serious to war r van t an 
enquiry.

Caine thought otherwise. Between Jul’y and 
□ctoDer 1902 in Britain the publicity concerning 
silicosis subsided. But in October 1902 the issue 
again became prominent in the British press. This was 
the direct result of Cause's disclosure to the House 
of Commons of the figures in Cornwall for the

”7 AOmortality amongst returned Witwa'hersrand miners,'" 
Also, Caine asked questions about the working
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conditions and methods o-F mining on the witwatersrand 
and about the death ~ate from silicosis in the 
Transvaal itsel-f. To hese pertinent issueu 
Chamberlain on 22 and 29 October gave evasive and 
non”Commital repl i e s . I n  emphasising the 
relationship between the miners' "discontent", namely 
their opposition to supervising three drills, and 
their vulnerability to silicosis, Caine called 
atteition in the House of Commons to Milner's refusal 
to "constitute a Board of Arbitration" in the Village

A4-Main Reef strike.'"

On 29 October Chamberlain had only a single.
feeble reply to all Caine's questions;

I propose to answer the four questions of 
the hon. Member together, as they are all 
connected with the same subject, and I need 
hardly say that I am fully alive to the 
importance of all matters affecting the 
health and safety of the miners. As I 
informed the hon. Member on the 21st 
instant, I amt in communication with Lord 
Milner on the subject of the alleged 
prevalence of miners' phthisis, but at 
present, I possess neither statistics nor 
the other information for which the hon. 
Member has asked- I will, however, address
further inquiries to Lord Milner on these 365matters.

The reason that Chamberlain was obliged to give the 
House of Commons such an unsatisfactory answer was 
that Milner had not, in any way, directed the 
attention of the Colonial Secretary to the silicosis 
problem. Milner's sole intimation to the Colonial 
Office of the mortality amongst rock drillers was the 
brief reference to it in the report of the G'overnment 
Mining Engineer. In June, v-jithout comment and as a
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neces'sary -formality, Milner had -forwarded the report
to the Colonial 0-f-i-ice. Therefore by the end of
October 1902 the report, which dealt with numerous 
mining matters, was Milner's only intimation to 
Chamberlain of the existence of the problem.

The Colonia.1 Office was not en-tirely ur aware of 
the problem. In August 1902 Trestrail forwarded for 
Chaimberlain's . personal attention his own
correspondence with the Mining Journsl in 1901, In a a 
covering letter ho also s'tressed the urgency for an 
enquiry and remedial intervention. The Colonial 
Office paid scant attention to Trestrail's warning, 
Bu-t shortly afterwards Chamberlain received a le'tter 
from James Brown, the Medical Officer of Health for 
Bacup, in which the doctor forcibly expressed his 
distress:

In my v'sarly visit to m, native county of
c J S S n  C j c r S p l y '  x i T ~ u j'y ‘ i i r i S

fearful death-rate v-jhich recurs amongst 
Cornish miners who have returned from 
Johannesburg - the deep levels of the South 
African gold mines. Tn my recen't visit xn 
the neighbourhood of Callington we 
calculated that there were almost 40 miners 
who have died, men who would be in their 
prime. As many as three in a family. The 
attraction of high wages captivates these 
men. I saw a person who has los’t 3 brothers 

yet another was going. From conversation 
VMith doctors in Cornwall I am convinced that 
the disease is due to the fine dust from the 
rock drills in the deep mines...the disease 
is not like the ordinary Cornish miners' 
lung disease, phthisis, that I usee to see 
27 years ago in Cornwall. It is far more 
rapid and fa'tal , far less amenable to 
treatment...Cornish doctors tell me that 
treatment is useless. I know of no trade as 
dangerous as that of the fast me-hhod of 
wo'rking -the deep levels of the S. African 
gold mines. Wha' I propose is that 
immediate s-teps be taken to ascertain
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facts. The death-rate among the Cornish 
miners as far as I can get information is a 
Scandal to our ci vil ization.

Brown's letter provoked interest amongst the 
members of the Colonial Office. The Duke of 
Marlborough established a connection between Broifi^s 
"theory" and that of Trestrail and suggested that 
Chamberlain make further enquiries." On 6 September 
Chamberlain enclosed the two letters in a despatch to 
Milner in v*ihich he asked the Sovernor of the Transvaal 
whether he had any observations to o f f e r . A  sense 
of curiosity rather than urgency prompted the Colonial
Office's request to Milner."'371

Although Milner received this despatch, it is 
missing from the Sovarnor's 1902 file in the Transvaal 
Archives Depot. As we have seen, in 1912 neither 
the Department of Mines nor the Department of Interior 
could trace any confidential or official documents 
relating to the appointment of the Weldon' 
Commission. Perhaps Milner placed the missing 
despatch and its contents, together vjith many 
subsequent letters from the Colonial Office, 
concerning silicosis, in a separate file, SF 34, which
is lost. 375

On 21 October Chamberlain answered Caine's first 
two pariiamentary questions with self—assurance and 
confidences he knew about the matter and was "in 
communication with the Sovernor on the subject"."' 
But a week later when the Colonial Office was apprised 
that. Caine was relent! assly pursuing the matter with 
an additional four qiestions, its embarrassment, as we
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have seen, was reflected in Chamberlain's reply. The 
Colonial Office had difficulty in framing a suitable 
answer, as H. B. Cdk illustrated in a minute to S. V. 
Fi ddess

We have heard nothing from Ld. Milner on any' 
of the points though we wrote as to phthisis 
on 6 Sept. & the SCecretaryJ of SC bate!
ansCwereld a question by Mr. Caine on it on 
2 1 /1 0 .'̂ '̂ ^

For special emphasis, Caine's fourth and last 
question, probed the need for an enquiry in the 
Transvaal"

To ask the Secretary of State -or the
Colonies, if it is intention of the
Sovarnor of the Trac al to appoint a 
Commission to inquire into .uner's phthisis; 
has such Commission been yet appointed; if 
so, what is its composition; will it contain 
reprasentatives of the working miners; and 
will he state the substance of the
references for its consideration. vS

After he had read Caine's questions, Co;-: acknowledged:
The health question a
i mportance, undec

matter of 
Bi-'Citishl

AdmCinistratioln vje may expect to hear
qood deal about it. 37

Milner, too, unde-'stood the implicsvtions of the 
debate in the House of Commons. Caine's questions 
compelled him to act decisively. The Governor of the 
Transvaal could no longer tinker with the commission. 
Within a week he gazetted the enquiry and announced
most of the commissioners 380

Almost simultaneously - within six days of 
Milner's formal announcement — the British Home Office 
appointed a commission to investigate silicosis in
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Cornwal 1 . At that tî .e Dr John Scott Haldane and 
Joseph S. Martin, a senior inspector o-f mines, were 
investigating the epidemic in the Cornish tin mines o-f 
miners' anaemia, or an'./lostomiasis.By eKtending 
the enquiry's terms of reference concerning the 
ankylostomiasis enquiry, and by adding a third member 
to the enquiry, the manager of the Dolcoath Mine, R. 
Arthur Thomas, the British government escablished the 
silicosis commission under the chairmanship of 
Haldane.'"'®'"̂  As William Ogle's mortality statistics for 
tin miners had twen-h'/ years earlier confirmed, an 
enquiry into silicosis in Cornwall was long

“70/1overdue.■" Cornish doctors, who claimed correctly 
that conditions of mining on the Reef were far more 
detrimental to health tham those in the tin mines, 
conceded that mine work in Cornwall "might be carried 
on vender more advantageous circumstances". Even so, 
ic was the mor-hality from silicosis amongst the 
Witwatersrand rock drillers that caused the British 
government to focus on mining conditions in Cornwall 
itself. For the first time since the investigations 
of the Kinnaird Commission in 1B64, the Haildane 
Commission enamined the e-ffects of dust on the health
of British hard rock ciners 3B6

Miners in the Transvaal and the British public, 
particularly in Cornwall, welcomed the establishment 
of the Weldon Commission, "both in the interests of
humanity as well- as the industry itself 387 Its
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appointment justi-fied the belief that;
Now that South Africa is under British rule 
this matter, involving as it does serious 
loss of life, should be stringently dealt 
with.^®®

For various reasons, which we sliall eKamine 
later, the recommendations of the Weldon Commission, 
although "prudential", begged the question of state

'ZpQlegislation -for dust controls - Even so, the 
CDnc.asions of the Weldon Commission showed the 
commitment of the commissioners to reducing the 
incidence of and the mortality from the disease-'"'̂ " 
But between 1903 and 1910 the success!\<'e governments 
of the Transvaal and the controllers of the gold 
mining industry paid mere lip-service to the "spirit" 
of the Weldon Commission's conclusions and 
recommendati ons- E<y 1912 it was cleiimed that the 
implementation of the Haldane Commission's 
recommendations had succeeded in reducing the 
"phthisis mortality" in Cornwall-'" The position, 
however, was different on the Witwatersrand. In 1912 
the Medical Commission, or the Van Niekerk Commission, 
showed that no "marked change" in the prevalence of

'TpOsilicosis had occurred since 1903.

In 1911 Richard Barry confided to his uncle, John 
X» Merriman:

The terrible thing to think of is that it 
will take at least 7 years from the date 
upon wliich the whole community seriously 
starts trying to really achieve any 
noticeable results, since as things stand 
today, we are perpetually manufacturing 
fresh victims who will be with us for some
such period as 7 years 393
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Indeed, in 1911 the industry was "manufacturing" a 
minimum of "800 to 900 'new' cases" annually and, as 
had been the case in 1902, the prognosis for most rock 

-drillers, was death within seven years. Proponents
of the Weldon Commission had undoubtedly put far too 
much "trust" in the beneficience of British rule in
the Transvaal .395
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CHAPTER 11

THE NESLIGENT YEARS 1902-1910

"I-f all the criminals in the Fort had been 
turned loose -for five years, they would have 
done less harm fco this community than the 
mining industry did in that time in this 
gold-stricken place, where blood is spilt 
like water, human lives thrown avjay like 
dirt, where lungs are turned to stone below 
ground, and above ground hearts turned to
flint."-- Ambrose Pratt, an Australian
journalist, quoting the consulting mining 
engineer, E. J. Moynihan, 1910 1

"It is a pity that in this . country human 
life should be so cheap, and pipes, fitting 
and water so dear."-- An anonymous miner,-r-, * ^1913.^

In 1903 the Weldon Commission in the Transvaal 
produced a "valuable" report on silicosis.'-' It 
established dust as the cause of the disease and 
recommended both wet and dry precautions tor the 
prevention of dust: the use of water to allay dust at 
the point of production; and improved mtilation to 
dilute dus'h and gas concen'trations.But in 1910 the 
Final Report of the Mining Regulations Commission 
showed that the death rate from the disease had not in 
any way diminished since 1903.'-' Indeed, Donald
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Macaulay, one af the two medical officers on whose
testimony in 1907 the commission had almost solely
relied for its findings on silicosis, declared
publicly in 1909 that the annual death rate from tb°
-iisease was "markedly" increasing. The nevjspaper
report 5 which quoted him, added; "The number of cases
coming under CEr. Macaulay's] notice tin 19091
exceeded the total number seen by him during the

Aprevious three years".

Such statistics indicated, as "no verbal
evidence" could

the callous indifference of the Mining 
Companies so safeguarding the health jf 
their workmen and the arrai.c negligence of 
the government in passing regulations which 
failed to regulate.'

The statistical data also confirmed the misgivings of 
objective commentators that du« ing the period 1903 to 
1910 both the state and the mining houses had merely

O"tinkered with the problem of phthisis".°

In i'cs report the Weldon Commission dispelled a
number- of rationalisations vjhich the mineowners used
to deflect from the indust'-y its responsibl ity for
causing the disease. As Sir Thomas Oliver explained,
one of the spurious theories related to the
atmosph ric dustiness of the Reef;

Attempts have been made to minimise the 
relation of the lung disease to the dusty 
nature of the occupation by assigning to the 
dust-storms that sweep over Johannesburg 
some part in the production of the malady,^''
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Neither Oliver nor any of the Transvaal doctors 
attached any importance whatsoever to such an 
illogical idea,^^ which the Weldon Commission also 
rejected. But as late as 1910 the rationale still 
had vigorous proponents amongst certain members of 
management 5 who used it to oppose the introduction of
underground mechanical ventilation. 13

The industrialists also contended that the miners 
v*jho had died had been "already in ill-health or 
predisposed towards consuniption", and had sought 
renewed health on the Reef, which had a reputation for 
being a sanatoriurn. The Weldon Commission refuted 
the idea completely - Indeed, doctors asserted that 
the miners, "v*ihose lungs have been fairly 
macadamised",^^ were "for the most part men of 
initially robust p h y s i q u e " . E v e n  so, the canard 
persisted until as late as 1907, The mineowners, 
including Sir George Farrar, continued to protest that 
miners with initially weak lung conditions "vitiated" 
the death-rate statistics of the Witwatersrand mines, 
so increasing "our mortal it'/" with "cases which in 
strict equity do not belong to it".^®

It was onlv' in 1910 that the mineowners were 
obliged to give up the idea that they could transfer 
the blame for the occurrence of the disease from the 
Witv'iatersrand gold mines to other parties. The Mining 
Regulations Commission showed that 45 per cent of the 
underground white v*jorkers had worked onl'/ in South
Africa and solely since 1902. 19 The Van Niekerk
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Commission, also known as the Medical Commission, 
confirmed these -findings in 1912, when it reported 
that 35 per cent of underground workers, who had 
contracted silicosis, had been born in South A-f rica«

Amongst the chie-f aims o-f the Weldon Commission 
were those to dispel myths surrounding the incidence 
o-f the disease and to identi-fy its cause as being fine 
silica dust. Also, its epidemiological -findings were 
equally important. The commission conducted an
independent survey to determine the prevalence o-i- the 
disease. It circularised 200 mines asking management 
•to organise medical 'tests for 'the whi'te underground 
workforce. The response was lethargic: there were
only forty-five ■ .-turns out of se'venty-one "which 
might reasonably have been expected to complv' with the 
r e q u e s t I n  contrast to the collective concern with 
silicosis which the Associa'hion of Mine Mlanagers 
exhibited,, the poor response to the survey showed that 
a-t an individual level most mine managers were
indifferent to the p r o b l e m . A s  we shall see later, a 
great many mine managers showed equally low levels of 
personal commi'tment in implementing dust prevention 
methods during machine drilling and blasting.

On each of the fort-/-fi-/e mines, which answered 
the survey, mine doctors clinically examined only 
volun'teers. Under such random conditions the s'tudy 
was both unscientific and medically unsound: it
established a crude prevalence of the disease without 
a'sessing the degree of disabili’hy. Also, although
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the ins'estigati on identified the respondents as 
"miners", they were, in fact, all underground 
workers. Consequently the prevalence figures which 
follow are not definitive for miners as a discrete 
category of workers. Another reason why the survey 
results underestimated the prevalence of the disease 
amongst miners was that the medical eKaminations were 
voluntary. Out of a possible 4 403 underground 
workers only 1 2 1 0  submitted themselves for medical 
examination.^^ The mine doctors believed that many 
miners did not come forward because they were
frightened to so do:

A great number of men suspecting they'had 
t, ;e disease themselves, avoided being 
medically examined, fearing to be told that 
they were subjects of a disease they 
themselves know to be fatal, or, anyhow, aI r fvery frequent cause of death.—

The survey showed that 1B7 respondents, or 15,4 
per cent, were confirmed as being affected by the
disease. Another ei ghtv'-eight workers, or 7. per
cent, were "suspected" silicotic cases. Significantly 
172, or 91,8 per cent, of the 1B7 definite silicotic 
cases had been employed as rock drillers;'^ and their 
average length of work an the machines was 6,49
years. The average age of all respondents was "only" 

735,5 years

The study showed, too, that miners who had 
operated rock drills solely in the Transvaal had done 
so for only 4,8 years, whereas miners who had done 
machine v*jork in other parts of the world as well as in
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the Transvaal took several year longer to contract the 
disease. This trend had serious implications: it 
indicated to doctors that "miners' phthisis is more
fatal here than in most other mining centres", 2B

In 1904 the findings of the Haldane Commission 
confirmed the trend. The commissioners in Cornwall 
found that: "The recent rise in the death rate is 
mostly due to the effects of work in mines in South 
Africa".^'^' Also, although the Haldane Commission 
conceded an excessive mortality amongst youthful 
miners who had operated rock drills only in 
Cornwal 1 , the Cornish rock drillers lived longer 
thtin their counterparts on the Witwatersrand: the
average c\ge at which Cornish rock drillers died was 
37,5. The average number of yeaxrs of rock drill work 
V‘jhich caused severe incapacitation in Cornwall was 9,4

'TOas compared to 4,7 on the Wi twatersrand.

The report of the Weldon Commission implicitly 
acknowledged the trend. But the commissioners 
weaikened the finding v̂ ith a conclusion which attempted 
to minimise the dangers of the disease on the 
Wi tV'^atersrand:

A considerable section of the group have 
Csicl been exposed to risks of contracting 
silicosis in other countries, where the work 
of rock drilling has oeen carried on under 
more or less similar circumstances.

The conclusion effectively concealed the trendy which 
shov*jed clearly that rock drill work was more dangerous 
on the Witwatersrand than at any other mining centre.
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It is possible that the limitations o-f the survey 
and the small size o-f the sample dictated the 
commissioners' cautious approach. More important, 
they undoubtedly did not want to impair the progress 
Q-f the industry by creating a state o-f panic. They 
believed that the survey sta-tistics, unreliable and

“TCTinaccurate as they were,‘-̂‘‘~' were su-f-ficiently morbid to 
promote re-form.Their conclusion that the average 
working li-fe of a rock driller was 6,49 years should, 
indeed, have been sufficient cause for serious public 
concern.’-''̂ Also, although Transvaal medical opinion 
held the average working life of a rock driller to be 
seven to nine years,’-̂'® this figure may have been an 
overestimate. Sir Thomas Oliver was convinced that it
was even shorter 39

The Transvaal commissioners implicitly conceded, 
as many doctors did openly,'*̂ '-’ that the prevalence 
figures for the disease were far too low.^^ Even so, 
both the commi ssi oners and the Transvaxal medical 
profession were unduly sanguine about the death rate
from silicosis amongst ordinary. or 'general
miners". This was because they concluded that the 
evidence did not show that it was "higher here than in 
other mining centres where miners' phthisis is 
prevalent" . In this respect the Transvaal mining 
authori'ties and the doctors displayed t’ne age-old 
disregaird for silicosis Ir: its slow-developing form. 
Their eoncern was with accelerated silicosis rather 
than with the chronic lung complaint of miriers which
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such parties took for granted as one ot the 
occupational haccirds inherent in mining.

Because thc2 accelerated -form of the disease was 
so markedly prominent in rock drillers, the focus of 
the Weldon Commission report and the subsequent 
regulations was directed almost entirely at preventing 
the incidence of the disease amongst the machine men. 
Little, if any, attention was paid to preventing the 
dust to which general miners, including hand drill 
supervisors and specialist pitmen, and the rest of the 
underground workforce were exposed.

As we shall show later, such neglect had morbid 
consequences. S'eneral miners undoubtedly contracted a 
slower developing silicosis than the rock drillers. 
Even so, the underground dust levels remained so 
excessive that the general miners v*gere disabled and 
died within fifteen to twenty years of first dust 
exposure. Like the rock drillers on the 
Witwatersrand, the general miners also contracted a 
form of silicosis which v\'as more rapidly progressive 
than the chronic and slow-developing silicosis amongst 
their counterparts at other hard rock mining centres. 
For instance, Australian and Cornish hard rock miners, 
who succumbed to chronic silicosis, were disabled at 
an average age of fifty and fifty-three y e a r s . B u t  
few gene-al miner's on the , Witwatersrand lived until 
they were fifty. Indeed, ?.n 1910 Donald Macaulay
claimed that any comparison between■miners over fity 
on the Witwatersrand with miners of a similar age in
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ether centres was virtually impossible "simply because 
there were very -few miners" ct that age on the Ree-fs 
in 1910 the average age of death for all miners on the 
Witwatersrard, including rock drillers and general 
miners, was a mars thirty-nine years. '"~

In 1904 the findings of the Haldane Commission on 
the "Health of Cornish Miners" were similar to those 
of the Weldori Commission in the previous year. The 
British commissioners unequivocally identified dust as 
the cause of the disease.Their conclusions on the 
progress of the diseaise, however, differed from those 
of the Transvcial commissioners. The British 
commission found that pulmonary tuberculosis was the 
terminal feature in most cases, whereas the Transvaal 
commission established that a "dry" form of silicosis 
predominated.*"'^ Both commissions ailso agreed that: 
"Dry miriing shouldf as far as possibia,- be conuer ted 
in io wei win x ng"

In trying to convert dry mining to wet mining the 
British commission recommended the legal enforcement 
of the use of v̂ jarer jets in conjunction with rock 
drills and that wet methods accompany blasting. The 
Haldane Commission regsxrded the dust generated in 
blasting to be as dangerous if not more so than the 
dust raised by the machines. The Cornish commission 
therefore prescribed two detailed measures for the 
control of the procedures first, the instal laition in 
development tunnels of a water blast, based on the 
James model, to lay the dust after the dynamite
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other centres v-jss virtually impassible “simply because 
there were very -few miners" ot that a\ga on the Ree-f; 
in 1910 the average age of death for all miners on the 
Witwatersrand, including rock drillers amd general 
miners, was a mere thirty-mne years.

In 1904 the findings of the Haldane Commission on 
the "Health of Cornish Miners" were similar to those 
of the Weldon Commission in the previous year. The 
British commissioners unequivocally identified dust as 
the cause of the disease.Their conclusions on the 
progress of the disea\se, however, differed from those 
of the Transvaa^l commi ssi oners. The British 
commission found that pulmonary tuberculosis was the 
terminal feature in most cases, whereas the Transvaa^l 
commission established irait a "dry" form of silicosis 
predominated. Both commissions also agreed thats 
"Dry m - i n i n g  shoaldf as f a r  as possible, b e  c o T i v e r t e d

in to wet min x no' 48

In trying to convert dry mining to wet mining the 
British commission recommended the legal enforcement 
of the use of V'jater jets in conjunction with rock 
drills and that wet methods accompany blasting. The 
Haldane Commission regarded the dust generated in 
blasting to be as dangerous if not more so than the 
dust raised by the machines. The Cornish commission 
therefore prescribed two detailed measures for the 
control of the procedure; first, the installation in 
development tunnels of a water blast, based on the 
James model, to lay the dust after the dynamite
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e;-:plDsions and second, the prohibition o-f re-entry to
blasting sones until the dust had dispersed. r-o

Finally, unlike the Weldon Commission, which 
recommended improved general ventilation as an urgent 
necessity,'"'̂  the Haldane Commission concluded that, 
except -for the "dead ends" in the development tunnels, 
the distribution o-f the air in the Cornish mines was 
"adequate" . Although the British commissioners urged 
the industrialists to install brattices to facilitate 
ventilation by natural means, they did not consider 
the installation of mechanical fans to be necessary.-"

This conclusion concerning Cornish ventilation 
had significant repercussions on the Witwatersrand 
mineowners.As we have seen, the ventilation of most 
of the gold mines was markedly inferior to that of the

crcrCornish tin m i n e s : i n  many Wi twatersrand mines 
artificial ventilation was v-jarranted, as the mining 
engineers advised their directors,. - But because of 
the costs, the Randlords ignored the advice. Instead, 
they used the claim concerning the soundness of 
natural ventilation in the Cornish mines to argue 
spuriously by analogy that the "ventilation of the 
mines on the Witwatersrand generally compares 
favourably with that of anv' other metalliferous mines
in the world" 57

Because of the eKcessive mortality amongst 
Cornish rock drillers, the Haldane Commission, like 
the Weldon Commission, stressed dust precautions V'iihich
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would lessen the r isks -for machine operators. But the 
British commissioners were also mindful that silicosis 
took a heavy toll among general miners, even if they 
died at an older age than rock drillers. Therefore 
their recommendations included the introduction o-f 
dust prevention measures to diminish the "death-rate 
among Cgeneral1 miners living in Cornwall, which has 
always been very high in the case of men over about 
40".

Within six months of the publication of the 
Report on the Health of Cornish Miners, on 1 January
1905 new regulations for the control of dust in 
Cornish and Devon mines came into force.Also, in
1906 the British government authorised the census 
registrar of the Redruth District Council to compile 
special records listing the deaths ^rom silicosis 
amongst miners. Such epidemiological records also 
contained other comprehensive occupational and 
geographical data. When Cornish miners died of 
silicosis in the Redruth district, it wa.s now possible 
to show whether or not they had been rock drilllers, 
to identify the geographical area in which they had 
operated the rock drills, be it in Corm*fall or 
overseas, and to demonstrate the length of time they 
had operated the machines. Such epidemiological data 
enabled local health officers to mo'" .ior the incidence 
of and mortality from silicosis on the Cornish mines 
and to assess the effectiveness of the British
regulations and the dust precaution measures. 60 rhey
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are a valuable source, too, as we shall show later, 
•for assessing the mortality amongst Witwatersrand rock 
drillers who, as migrant miners, returned home to 
Cornwall to die.

Although the Transvaal administration later
1modelled its regulations on those framed in Britain, 

the Witwate'^srand gold mines were far less successful 
than the Cornish tin mines in diminishing the severity 
of ..ne disease. In 1912 the Royal Commission on 
Metalliferous Mines and Quarries in Britain reported 
that the 1905 "rules" had proved "effectual" in 
reducing "the excessive mortality from lung disease" 
in both rock drillers and general miners, so ensuring 
.that both kinds of miners lived appreciably longer 
lives.,In 1912 dust levels in the Cornish mines were 
still high, as the Royal Commission conceded. Also,

/ -Vsome employers and workers flouted the regul ati ons. 
Even so, by 1912 conditions on the Cornish mines had 
undoubtedly improved since 1905.

Objective commentators attributed the improved 
conditions in the mines of Cornwall to the commitment 
to the "spirit" of the regulations of both the British 
Department of Mines and many of the employers.The 
regulations were of a general nature and did not 
prescribe detailed rules. Even so, v*Jithout compulsion 
and despite the increased capital and working costs, 
many Cornish industrialists, for instance, laid on 
water pipes in development ends and stopes, so 
ensuring rhat water was both availabl _tnd convenient
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for miners te use.^^‘ Also, the Cornish employers 
tended to observe the dust precaution regulations in 
connection with blasting. Most employers installed 
water blasts^^ - a coarse spray of water which 
operated under air pressure for approximately thirty 
minutes - to allay the dust after b l a s t i n g . A s  
significant, relatively leisurely mining conditions, 
especially in development, where there v. minimal 
pressure to "speed up", assisted miners to observe the 
regulated re—entry time to blasting cones, so
protecting them from inhaling dust.'^® Finally, the 
hosing of broken ore i-Jith water safeguarded hand

AOdrillers in the stopes from excessi/e dust exposure.

The general co-operation by the controlling 
bodies, both state and private, had a beneficial 
effect on workers, as it helped overcome initial 
worker resistance to the use of water—al1 aying
appliances.^'"' As important, the mutual state-employer 
commitment to eliminate the disease provided miners 
with an educated awareness of the need to allav' dust 
with water at its point of production. In brief, 
joint action by inspectors and management helped 
promote worker co-operation in observing dust
precautions.

By contrast, the position completely different 
on the Witv-)atersrand. Here there was virtually no 
positive co-operation between the state and the 
industry concerning the problem of silicosis on the 
gold mines. On the one hand, the government took an
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unduly long time to enact regulations for dispelling 
dust; and after the rules had been promulgated the 
Transvaal Department of Mines lacked the resolution to 
enforce them. On the other hanu, the mineowners, too, 
did the bare minimum of thei \ accord; they waited
for the government to legislate and then to enforce 
the legislation. When both controlling parties failed 
to achieve any tangible results, they blamed the 
workmen for their lack of responsibility in observing 
the available dust precaution measures^ Indeed, both 
Transvaal controlling authorities, namely the state 
and the mineowners, honoured the regulations in the 
breach rather than in the observance.

The Weldon Commission completed its
investigations in May 1903 and its report was
published in October.^^ Wilfred Wybergh, the
Commissioner of Mines, pre-empted some of the
commission's recommendations by framing regulations
for sanitation, ventilation and change houses. ■" fis v-je
has'e seen, the rules for ventilation and
change-houses, incorporated in the 1903 min.ing
regulations, were identical to those in force under

*7*̂the South African Republic. ■' The Weldon Commission 
did not give specific instructions for the use of 
water, out stressed that wet mining methods should 
replace dry methods. Its recommendationr section 
concluded;

While strongly advocating the use of water 
for this purpose, we consider that 
experience only will slvow which is the most 
suitable form to be adopt"sd and which will
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at the =>ame time cause least disconvfort to
the miner 74

In April 1904, Milner gave a con-ficlent reply to 
the question raised by the nei«j Colonial Secretary, 
Alfred Lyttelton, as to what legislative measures the 
Transvaal administrati on contemplated in response to

"7CTthe Weldon Commission's report. Milner detailed the 
measures already adopted and declared that the 
Department of M' les had reacted positively and 
assertively to each of the commission's suggestioris. ' “ 
Milner's despatch to Lyttelton was so reassuring that 
the Colonial Office undoubtedly believed that the 
Transvaal administration had the situa\tion under 
complete control. After receiving Milner's despatch 
the Colonial Office asked one more question concernir^g 
safety fuses, for which Milner had yet another 
confident ansv-Jar. After this reply Lyttelton allowed 
the matter to lapse; he made no further official
enquiries of his ov*4n accord 78

With the death in 1903 of William Bproston Caine, 
the MP for C a m b o r n e ; t h e  pari i aimentary concern of 
Cornwall with the problem stopped. Caine's successor, 
Sir Wilfred Lawson, showed little concern with mining 
matters relating to the Witvjatersrand. Eiut there were 
other interested individuals, particularly 
pari iame:.uarians and doctors, including Sir Thomas 
□ liver and John Scott Haldane.®'-’ The Colonial 
Secretary f'. warded their queries concerning the 
pi--oblem of silicosis to the Transvaal Sovernor, so 
keeping the issue alive.
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The confidence of the Colonial Office in the 
ability of the Transvaal administration to enact and 
enforce effective measures for the prevention and 
control of silicosis was entirely misplaced. As we 
have seen,®^ the Transvaal Department of Mines 
administered most rule*-' for the improvement of 
sanitation, change houses and ventilation singularly 
ineffectively and in a piecemeal fashion. Also, niost 
mineov'jners, who were indifferent to the health of 
their workforce, refused to co-operate voluntarily 
with the Department of Mines, principally for reeisons 
of cost. When the enforcement of regulations 
compelled them to comply with departmental directives, 
they observed only the letter of the law and did so 
with great reluctance. In view of their poor trsick 
records concerning health, it is therefore not 
surprising that both the state and the employers
woefully neglected the Weldon Commission's urgent 
directives concerning the use of water to allay dust. 
Also, both controlling parties did virtually nothing 
aibout regulating talaisting, which they knew to be a 
mining process responsible for generating even greater 
dust densities thain rock drills.

From the time of the publication of the Weldon 
Commission report a curious kind of paralysi overcame 
the Transvc\al administration, particularly the
Department of Mines. In his despatch of IS April 1904 
Milner explained to -i-he Colonial Office that no
regulations had as yet been framed with rc-»gard to wet
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miningn He indicated, hai*jever, that management was 
conducting experiments v*jith dust all avers and he used 
the Chamber's competition -for the best water device ais 
an expl=\nation -for the delay.Although the Chamber 
announced the results of the competition in April 
1904,®'"' the Transvaal administration continued to do 
nothing. In June 1904 Milner's excuse for postponing 
legislation prescribing a "dust laying device" was 
that the administration was awaiting the report of the 
Haldane Commission, which was still investigating the
matter 04

Milner's decision to postpone action worried a 
few individual members of the House of Commons and two 
concerned doctors in the Transvaal, Charles Lane 
Sansom. the Witwatersrand Medical Officer of Health,
and a mine doctor, Norman Pern.“-‘ As only f ev*J
individual mine rnanaxgers were taking steps to control 
dust with 1‘jater, both these local doctors V'jrote 
journal articles urging the need for state
regulati on 86

Between the end of 1902 and the beginning of 1904 
Johannesburg newspaper reports indicated that there 
was a hubbub of watering activity on the m i n e s . T h i s  
was largely experimental work connected with the 
Chamber's competition; and after the Chamber had 
announced the results, activity came to a virtueO 
standstill. After 1904 mine managers were generally 
apathetic about the use of water. Also, for a number 
of reasons, v-ghich we shall investigate later,
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throughout the period 1902 to 1906, many miners 
resisted using the water appliances and wearing the 
respirators.

In the meantime, in 1904, Bansom, the 
Witwatersrand Medical Of-ficer of Health, had great 
difficulty in compiling statistics for the death rate 
from silicosis. The Colonial Secretary required such 
data for presentation to the House of Commons.®'®’ 
Sansom's figures v*jere so incomplete and meaningless 
that Sir Montague Ommanney, a member of the Colonial 
Office declared, "This will never do for a return."®*^ 
Even so, Milner, unlike the local Cornish authorities, 
did not authorise the census registrar to keep specific 
records on silicosis for future use in monitoring the 
disease.

After receiving the f aport of the Haldane 
Ccmmission, Milner told Lyttelton that regulations were 
imminent!

This matter has been discussed in the 
Executive Council, and it has been decided to 
amend the Mines, Works and Machinery 
Ordinance Cof 19033 so as to empower the 
Lieutenant-Governor to make regulations to 
safeguard the health of persona em|-Tayed in 
Mines and Works.

Despite Milner's assurance to Lyttelton that 
"legislation in this direction will shortly be
passed" a year elapsed before the administration
acted. In September 1905 Sir Arthur Lawley, the 
Lieutenant-Governor, organised the passage in the 
legislative council of the necessary amendment to the
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mining ordinance to enable legal remedies for the 
control of silicosis to be promulgated later.
Finally, in December 1905 the Department of Mines 
gazetted the dust precaution regulations, which took
effect from 1 January 1906. 93

Admittedly there were legal obstructions to the 
enactment of the new health regulations. Until the 
Mines and Works Ordinance of 1903 had been amended in 
September 1905, the Lieutenant~SDvernor lacked the 
powers to make regulations to safeguard the health of 
mine employees. Even so, the Transvaal administrati on 
showed no foresight .in anticipating this eventuality. 
Nor did it go out of its way to speed up the process 
of amending the 1903 ordinaince. It would have been a 
mere formality for the governor to have proposed, at 
any one of the legislative council's monthly meetings, 
and for the legislative council to have passed, tne 
necessary c\mendment to the ordinatnce, had Milner taken 
the issue seriously and not been so blatantly 
indifferent. In contrast to the speed in 1904 with 
v-jhich Milner averted the spread of the infectious 
disease, bubonic plague, and by-passed legal
obstructions to do so,^ the Transvaa^l .mi ni strati on
acted in an e:-;traordinari ly dilator>' fashion with

Chcrrespect to the problem of silicosis, '

The lack of commitment by the Transvaal 
administration to regulating dust prevention on the 
mines caused concern to prominent organisations and 
individuals both in Britain and the Transvaal. In
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October 1905 Sir Thomas Oliver forwarded to the 
Colonial Office a copy of his recent lecture to the 
North of England branch of the British Medical 
Association. In the article, entitled "An Address on 
Rand Miners' Phthisis", Oliver stressed the need for 
the rigorous institution of preventive measures against 
dust in both drilling and blasting. Tactfully, and 
without additional comment, Lyttelton forwarded it to 
Lord Selborne, Milner's successor, in the hope that it 
would spur the Transvaal Goyernor to accord the 
occupational disease the administrative seriousness 
which it warranted.

John Scott Haldane, like his fellow commissioner, 
J. Telfer Thomas,'^’'' was more actively interventionirat 
than Oliver. Haldane suspected that the controversy 
amongst Transvaal chemists and doctors had delayed the 
introduction of dust precaution regulations. The 
argument concerned the question as to whether it was 
dust or noKious fumes that was the primary cause of 
silicosis on the Witwatersrand mines. In a lengthy 
article, published in the Minirig J o u r n a l ^ Haldane? did 
not dispute that nitrous fumes might play a part in the 
cause of the disease. In his view the presence on the 
Witwatersrand of nitrous fumes, so markedly in excess 
of those in British mines, strengthened the 
need for urgent improvements in the ventilation of the 
gold mines. Even so, 'saldane stressed adamantly that 
both the Transvaal and the Cornish commissions, in 
following universal medical opinion, had found that
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silica dust was the "main, and practically speaking the
sole, cause o-f miners' phthisis". He concluded;

I trust there will be no further delay about 
the adoption in the Transvaal of remedies on 
the lines of those which have been applied in 
English mines where the same terrible disease 
has prevailed.*^®

After the publication of his article Haldane 
continued to pursue the issue relentlessly. He asked 
his brother, Richard Burdon Haldane, ^he British 
Secretary of State for War, to use his influence with 
the new Colonial Secretary, Lord i u.n, to exert 
pressure on the Transvaal government to introduce 
regulations. In his letter of January 1906 to Elgin, 
Richard Haldane wrote;

Hy brother...J. S. Haldane. .. t e ' " me that 
the Transvaal Saver Cnmen It ■ .s done 
nothing...He says the Cornish mirr will not 
go Cto the Witwatersrand3 because, in the 
absence of watersprays, no miner lives for 
longer than an average of 5 years...If the 
Cornish miners find no difficulty in adopting 
the Home Office Rules surely the Transvaal 
miners should not Ehave dif f icul tyl.

Haldane's letter elicited from Elgin a polite 
query to Selborne. The Colonial Office had heard 
nothing from the Transvaal administration since 
Milner's despatch of August 1904. Elgin therefore 
asked Selborne whether the administration had "yet made 
any recommendations as to legislation for the 
prevention of the disease". Elgin also gently reminded 
Selborne that in January 1905 Lyttelton, had sent 
Milner "copies of the rules acopted in mines in 
Cornwal 1 ". By the time that Selborne received the
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despatch the new Transvaal mining regulations had been 
gazetted? this circumstance dictated his positive 
reply to Elgin. Although the Transvaal administration 
provided plausible excuses, apologies and explanations 
•for its procrastinati on , its delay in promulgating 
the regulations can be construed as proo-f o-f 
negligence.

On the Witwatersrand, too, organisations and
individuals exerted pressure on the Transva^al
administration to enact dust precaution regulations.
In August 1904 the Mine Managers' Association urged
the Ch£\mber to request -the government to make
compulsory the use o-f vmter appliances. The
Association stressed -that, "however imper-fect" they
were, the appliances would be "be-t'her than nothing at
all" in preventing the mortality -from the disease.
In response to the mine manfiigers' request, the Chamber
of Mines, through its immediate past chairman, Sir
George Farrar, in the legislative council aisked the
acting Commissioner of Mines, Horace Weldon, whether
legislation was contempl £tted. Weldon's reply was
inde-finite, if not evasive;

The prevalence of miners' phthisis has 
occupied -the at'hention of the Government for 
some time, and it has been decided that 
legislation shall be introduced at an early 
date v\iith the object of __̂ r educing the
prevalence of rhis disease 103

D. Wager Bradford was responsible for the
resolution of the Association of Mine Managers 104 As
a regular member of the Chemical, Metallurgical and
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Mining Society of South Africa, Bradford shared the 
majority view of the crganisationp which William Cullen 
expressed in his 1905 presidential address:

But so long as human nature is human nature, polite 
recommendation will do comparatively little good unless 
backed up by legislation...
The question of miners' phthisis has been quiescent for 
some time, but whatever differences of opinion were 
disclosed by the discussion which took place during the 
session before last Cregarding the primary cause of 
miners' phthisis3, we were all agreed that some form of 
spraying would mitigate the dust trouble. Why then has 
there been no legislation?^**®

From 1903, beginning with William Cullen's lecture 
on the sub ject, *-**'̂ the Chemical Society, as it was 
colloquially cal 1 ed, *•**'*' addressed the topic of
silicosis either directly or indirectly at each of its 
monthly meetings until 1910. Indeed, one of the
most important lectures on the problem was the second 
part of the paper, entitled "Safety Measures in 
Mining", which the two mine doctors, Donald Macaulay 
and Louis Godfrey Irvine, jointly presented at the 
beginning of 1906. *■***»' In 1907 the two doctors 
presented the paper as evidence to the Mining 
Regulations Commission. *-*-‘*' The doctors' findings 
concerning the prevalence of and mortality from 
silicosis on the Witwatersrand gold mines strongly 
influenced the commissi oners. Long before they had 
completed their report and two years before its 
publication in August 1910, in November 190S the
commissioners sent the Minister of Mines, Jacob de 
Villiers, an urgent directive in which they pressed
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him to enact immediately more comprehensive mining 
regulations -for the prevention of dust. In view of 
the Chemical Society's commitment to preventing the 
disease, it is therefore not surprising that in 1905 
Weldon sent the draft dust precaution regulations for 
the prevention of dust to the organisation for its
apprai sal 113

The Transvaal regulations, which came into effect 
on 1 January 1906, ̂ .were similar to those framed by 
the Home Office; both the British and the Transvaal 
regulations prescribed the use of water with machine 
drills and prohibited the return of miners to blasting 
areas until the air was clear. One major difference 
was that the British regulations made provision for 
watering broken rock both in the stopes and
developm.ent ends, whereas in the Transvaal the vjetting 
of ore was confined to development tunnels. In 
contrast to the British rules, which aimed to reduce 
silicosis amongst both rock drillers and general
miners, the emphasis of the Transvaal rules was on 
preventing the incidence of the disease amongst rock 
dri1 lers.

Another significant difference related to
responsibility for the observance of the regulations. 
In Britain mine managers were allowed to delegate to 
other mine officials the onus for ensuring that the 
miners carried out the dust precaution regulations. 
In the Transvaal the mine managers had to bear full 
responsibility for disciplining the miners. ~ Like
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the miners, the mine managers in the Transvaal could
be neld "criminally responsible" if the regulations

t 1Awere disobeyed. ^

As we have seen, Haldane claimed that the British 
rules worked reasonably well.^^^ But. from the start 
the Transvaal 1906 regulations were a "dead 
l e t t e r " . W h e n  they had pressed for the promulgation 
of regulations, all the organisations and individuals 
had stressed that the mi.iers rather than management 
needed legislative compulsion to observe precautions; 
all the parties had punctuated their demand for 
legislation V'jith illustrations of the "criminal 
negligence" of miners, who "needed to be saved from 
themsel ves". ̂ The comment of Edgar P. Rathbone, a
mining engineer and a former member of Kruger's 
inspectorate, was typical: "It is the business of
Bovernment, I maintain, to prevent the labourer from
practically committing slow suicide. „ 120

Also, in 1903, before the members of the Mining 
Regulations Commission had finished their report on 
the health conditions on the mines and had framed the 
new mining regulations, they urged the Minister of 
Mines, Jacob de Vi 1 liars, to introduce more 
compr'ehensive legislation to allay dust. In their 
directive to the minister the commissioners, likewise, 
attributed non-compliance with the 1906 regulations 
"largely" to the "indifference and neglect of the 
Miner himself". Even so, the commissioners also held 
management "partly" to blame because of its "failure"
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to supply water. Most fnineowners re-fused to install 
water pipes and insisted that the miners use the
cheaper and less e-f-fi.cient portable atomisers and 

121sprays.

As we shall see later, the re-fusal o-f the
mineowners, because of expense, to provide V'jater under
pressure with pipes created such unpleasant and
unhealthy underground working conditions, that many
miners resisted using the water appliances. The
caustic remarks of Thomas Mathews, one of the
organisers of the Transvaal Miners' Association,
typified the miners' resentment at this amission;

In Cornwall they have pipes off the main 
pipe, and they use the water in spraying 
rises and such like, and if it can be aor.c 
in dark benighted Cornwall it ca'̂  be done in 
an up-to-date^^ intelligent place like
Johannesburq,

The Associa'tion of Mine Managers claimed that it 
had initiated the demand for compulsory legislation. 
But it lodged s-fcrong objections to the 1906

1 OTregulation - both in their dra-!̂ t and final forms;
1 ■^4the organi-sation declared -them to be too- "drastic"."-^ 

Mine managers did not believe that "downers", or 
so-’called "wet" holes, particularly those in the 
stapes, required the compulsory use of water; they
wanted wa-her to be used only in drives and ’ 1 ses'
Also, they believed that management and miners should 
not share the responsibi1 ity for damping broken rock: 
"The onus", they declared, "should be on miners

•Ienti rel y. " More important, if ti.eir employees
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■flouted the regulations, the mine manSvgers resented
being brought to trial under criminal law. They
therefore -stated that the criminal sanction should
apply solely to the miners:

The mine managers' responsibility should be 
limited to the providing of these remedial 
appliances, and that if they are not used 
the criminal responsibility r'ests with^^the 
workmen, and not on the mine managers.

In February 1906, at an interview with the Mine
Managers' Association, Weldon "particularly" urged the
mine managers to co-operate "in seeing that the new
regulations were strictly carried out y miners" and
to report, breaches of the regulations to mine
inspectors. In Weldon's view this was not a difficult
procedure as power had recently been given to mine
inspectors to try "minor breaches of the regulations" 5

inspectors' courts were allowed to inflict penalties
up to £5, "thus obviating the necessity for taking

1such cases into Cthe Magistrate'si Court",

The ff.ine managers were unwilling to carry out
Weldon's mandate. They claimed that "it is no good"
to enforce the regulations, because;

Our best men are so independent that they 
will go off to another mine where no 
pressure is e',zeroised, and we shall lose our
best men. 128

The fact that workmen mo'/ed with ease from jobs on 
strictly regalated mines to positions on mines where 
discipline was la;-; is evidence that many mine managers 
ignored the regulations entirely.
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In 1906 the M.ine Managers' Association had been 
"outraged" by William Cullen's claim that its members 
"might 3 et things slide". Cullen was not being
critical o-f the mine managers when he made the 
statement to Weldon. At a meetinc, where a deputation 
•from the i.hemical Society, the Johannesburg Medical 
Association and the Society of Mechanical Engineers 
interviewed Weldon asking him to change the 
regulations, Cullen's intentions were well-meaning and 
stemmed from "humanicarian" considerations. He 
contended that the mine mamagers "had so many 
regulations to attend to of one kind or another" that 
they should be relieved of the "extra burden" of 
inspection, which the new regulation entailed: by
acting as policemen, mine managers were obliged to 
ensure that the miners adhered to the dust precaution 
regulations. "■ Clearly the Mine Managers' Association 
took Cullen's statement out of context. Even so, from 
Ap.'il 1906', whan Weldon notified the mines that "the 
regulations would thereafter be strictly enforced" , 
most mine managers did, indeed, "let things slide".

From April 1906 to July 1907, while the 
regulations were being flouted consistently, the 
inspectors' courts tried only twenty-two miners - each 
miner was fined £5 - for infringing the new 
regulations. When members of the Chemical Society 
criticised the mine managers for their failure to take 
a keen interest in the "lives and interests of their 
workers", particularly with regard to the prevention
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o-f silicosis,^’-"-' J. Wager Bradford, the manager of the
Langlaagte, sprang to their defence. Bradford had a
strong commitment to eliminating dust in his own
mine. Even so, he tried to e;-; oner ate management's
general disregard for the new regulations. He
conceded that the institution of the inspectors'
courts was "beneficial". He added: "Men will often do
things for the sake of their pockets when they will
not do them for the same sake of their health." But
his subsequent comments, intended to exculpate mine
managers, indicted them instead:

At the same time it should be noted that 
shift bosses do not like to report their men 
for such breaches of regulations, and some 
managers are opposed to such reporting, 
believing that the Mines Department should 
only be called in in serious cases...
Regarding dust, we have endeavoured to lay 
it to some extent, as you all know. There 
are regulations which provide for using 
sprays in all the faces, but unfortunately 
these regulations are more honoured in the 
breacn than in the observance. The sprays, 
which have been introduced on most of the 
mines with which I am familiar, are- 
efficient in reducing dust, but they have 
not been used, and it is practically 
impossible to get the men to use them, and 
the Mines _^Department, I think, recognises 
the fact.

In brief, most mine managers ■ refused to do the 
policing because they expected the inspectors to do it 
themselves. During the periodj in which the 
inspectors' courts fined twenty-two miners for not 
observing the dust prevention regulations, the 
Transvaal Mines Department did not prosecute one 
manager in the agistrata's court for a similar 
offence. In 1906, in evidence to the commission
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investigating mining by single outlet, Weldon
clari-fied his reluctance to prosecute managements

There can, however, be no question but that 
the pernicious practice of the making the 
Government responsible through its servants 
for the sound condition of mine 
workings...should be avoided. In the first 
place, to relieve the manager and his staff 

the responsibi1 ity for the safety of the 
lives of the miners working under him is 
inherently bad in principle, and in the 
second place would tend to cause friction 
between the Government Inspectors and the
mine officials. 136

Weldon not only wanted to obviate friction 
between his department and managements he went out of 
his way to avoid it studiously. Weldon knew on which 
side his brea"' was buttered. He did not wish to run 
tne risk of dismissal, which was the fate of his 
predecessor, Wilfred Wybergh, who had been the first 
Commissioner of Mines under Milner's adm;. ni strati on. 
It is believed generally that Wybergh resigned in 1903 
because he was found to be incompetent in his handling 
of a relatively unimportant matter concerning a 
contract. It was not because of his opposition to 
the introduction of Chinese labour, which he voiced 
publicly only after he had left office.^'"'® Even so', 
while he held office Wybergh was not afraid to oppose 
the wishes of the Rand lords. His desire to alter the 
Gold Law to the disadvantage of the mineowners, his 
unpopular administrative changes and his well-known 
sympathy towards white labour made the mineowners 
antagonistic towards him.̂ '-''̂  As Milner was well aware, 
Wybergh, who held such an important position, was not 
the compliant official whom the Randlords vjanted.
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Wybergh "hone«.tly" did not believe that he could 
have acted "otherwise" in his handling o-f the 
contract. Even so, his conduct evoked the "censure" 
of the Lieutenant—Governor, Sir Alfred Lawley, and
Mi 1ner . 142 and La.wley allowed Wybergh to resign
"valuntari ly" . The evidence, however , suggests that 
Milner and Lawley used Wybergh's inept supervision of 
the contract as a pretext for getting rid of an 
official who was so evidently out of favour with the 
mineowners. Indeed, H. Lambert, a member of the 
Colonial Office, stated; "The whole story is to my
mind most unsatisfactory. 144

Weldon did not wish to anta, nise the Randlords. 
All the same, his department's policy of co-operating 
with management went to the other extreme. Under the 
guise of harmony, the Mines Department actively and
deliberately colluded with mine officials. so
placating the mineowners. When management flouted the 
dust prevention regulations by refusing to discipline 
the miners, it was the duty of the Department of Mines 
to prosecute management. But Weldon did not enforce 
the regulation. Instead, he surrendered. He withdrew 
all the dust prevention regulations on the ground that
:he men objected to them. 145

■}

The miners did, indeed, resist the use of water 
claiming that the atomisers used on most mines 
super-saturated the air', so causing them to contract 
pneumonia. But the regulations did not prescribe 
the use of atomisers, as Weldon told a deputation from
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the Transvaal Miners' Association, which met him "in 
camera". Weldon notitied the Chamber o-f the miners' 
objections tb the atomisers. In reminding the Chamber 
that regulations did not prescribe atomisers, he 
requested the industry to supply alternative water 
appliances, which would not create "the saturating 
mist round the machine and workers”. But the
mineowners did not co-operate with Weldon and 
continued to provide only the portable water 
devices. In the -face of continued resistance by the 
miners to using appliances which over-saturated the 
air with moisture, Weldon did not enforce the
regulations. Instead, he withdrew them-

The members of the Mining Regulations Commission 
were dismayed by management's refusal to lay on water 
under pressure with pipes. In their 1908 dit-ective to 
de Villiers, they urged the minister to introduce a 
new regulation which would prescribe such an 
obligation in detai 1 . An accompanying injunction by 
the commissioners also implicitly indicted the
Department of Mines for its previous neglect. It 
recommended: "That the inspectors of the Mining 
Department be instructed to pay special attention to 
the enTorcement of the amended regul ation. "

The directive from the Mining Regulations
Commission was embodied in new regulations which took 
effect almost immediately, in December 1908. 
Although criminal sanction was still attached to 
miners v»ihQ refused to use water, management was
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compelled to modify the watering system in such a way 
that miners were no longer subjected to working in a 
super-saturated atmosphere. The 1908 regulation 
stipulated that all mines provide "a continuous supply 
of water to working places". Despite its intention 
being clear, the phrase, "a continuous supply of 
water", caused "confusion" to management. In May 1909 
a meeting between the Association of Mine Managers and 
the inspectorate resolved that the regulation be 
clarified by detailed instruction. Two additional 
regulations defined t.' a phrase: first, management had 
to install water pipes to within a reasonable distance 
of all development faces, so that when the miner 
attached a hose to the pipes the water could be 
brought directly up to the face; and second, 
equivalent procedures had to be adopted in dry and 
dusty stopes as well. At the same time, in a 
departmental circular, the new Government Mining 
Engineer, Robert Nelson Kotse, reminded management 
that compliance with the new regulations was 
"essential". Despite the objections of the mine 
managers that the regulations were now too detailed 
and rigid, in October 1909 Kotce insisted that they be 
retained. Kotze made it clear that the Department of 
Mines e:;pected management to observe "the spirit of
the regulations".^'""-'

R. N. Kotze, who replaced Weldon in 1908 154 was
a wel1 -motivated official, but he had yet to find hii 
feet. More important, he needed unqualified
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government support -for the strict en-f or cement of the 
dust prevention regulations. From 1907 to 1910, 
during responsible government in the Transvaal, J. de 
Villiers, the Minister of Mines, showed little, if 
any, concern with the problem of silicosis. In fact, 
da Villiers public'J • both negle ’ d̂ the issue and 
minimised its seriousness. In 1907 he confided to 
John X. Merriman, the Prime Minister of the Cape 
Colony, that although he knev*j little about the 
disease, he thought that the miners' complaints were 
exaggerated. He added complacently that he vMOuld 
reserve judgement unti the Mining Regulations

•I n rn rCommission reported. The commission was appointed 
in May 3907. But because of illnesses amongst the 
members,' the investigators did not present their final 
report until three years later, in April 1910.̂ ":'̂ ' Even 
so, in 1903, in their urgent directive to him, 'the 
members of the commission apprised de Villiers of the 
seriousness of the disease. Also, after de Villi~’r5 
had received the final report, but before its
publication, at a joint session of both the Transvaal 
houses of parliament, the Minister of Mines 
deliberately played down the mortality of the disease, 
particularly amongst general miners. De Villiers 
claimed typically that the rock drillers were 
"blameable" for -fche incidence of the disease amongst
themselves, 15‘

De Villiers was not the sole Het Volk minister 
who publicly under-emphasised the disastrous
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consequences of the disease. Both Botna and Shuts, 
who'had played a prominent role in trying to de-Fuse 
the confrontation between the mineowners and the 
miners during the 1907 mine-wide strike, neglected
the miners' important grievance concerning the morbid 
consequences of silicosis, which the Final Report of 
the Mining Re'ulations Commission emphasised. In 
fact, after receiving the report in April, Het Volk's 
cabinet withheld its publication for four months. 
Finally, in August 1710, when the elections for the 
Union Parliament were in full swing, the Transvaal 
government published the report. The report's 
disclosures of the prevalence and mortality from 
silicosis aroused strong public support =or the plight 
of miners. The enactmenf" of legislation to provide
compensation for miners who contracted the

159occupational disease was now a foregone conclusion.

In May 1910, when Botha appointed Smuts as 
Minister of Mines in his Union Ministry, Smuts 
undoubtedly anticipated this eventuality. Also, he 
foresaw that if the government adopted the tripartite 
system of state insurance, as practised in Germany, 
the taxpavers would have to help fund the miners' 
compensation. The evidence, even if scanty, 
strongly suggests that Smuts was the person 
responsible for delaying publication of the report 
until August, so that state funding for miners' 
compensation would be transferred from the Transvaal 
to the Union of South Africa.

■•J
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The Transvaal government under Botha and Smuts rtas 
indifferent to the problem of sil nsis and neglected 
it. Consequently without strong government support,
the rhetoric of the new Government Mining Engineer was 
meaningless. Despite the good intentions of Kotze, 
under his leadership initially the Department of Mines 
did not enforce the regulations with significantly 

more vigour than it had done under Weldon. The
inspectorate allov'ied management's l a i s s e z  f a i r e  

adherence to the "spirit" of the regulations to prevail 
without challenge. During the period 1907 to 1910 the 
inspectors' courts fined thirty-five miners for
breaking the dust prevention regulations. This was not 
the result of management's commitment to the
regula ,ions5 rather it indicated an almost total lack 
of discipline by management. During the same period 
the inspectors prosecuted one mine manager in the 
magistrate's court and one in its own inspectors' 
courts. But by 1912 Kotze's annual report, which 
criticised the mineowners for their neglect of the 
regulations, particularly those relating to the
preven-ion of accidents, was evidence of his new-found 
confidence and ministerial support. Until 1912,
however, the paralysis of the Department of Mines, 
which had characterised Weldon's regime, persisted 
under Kotze with respect to the enforcement of the dust 
precaution regulations.
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Admittedly the Department o-f Mines had a small 
,ta-ff. Until 1912, when the staff was increased 
siightly, the inspectorate comprised eleven
members, In 1907 these inspectors were responsible 
for sixty-eight mines and 8 000 shafts in the 
Johannesburg, Germiston and Krugersdorp districts. It 
took each inspector more than a month to complete his 
round doing only routine work and "no other things". 
Each inspector had an enormous list of every-day tasks, 
including the compilation of statistical and technical 
information both above and below ground. Also,
inspectors were obliged to spend the bulk of any extra 
time dealing with a c c i d e n t s . T h i s  is not surprising 
as in 1912 the Witwatersrand mining centre was ranked 
fourth in the world as reguards the occurrence of fatal 
mine accidents. Kotze attributed the excessive
accident rate on the Witwatersrand to "speeding up and 
rushing mining work to extremes".

Apart from the lack of time for ensuring 
compliance with the dust precaution regulations, the 
sheer physical size of the mines, as Dr J. Pratt 
Johnson indicated in 1916, prevented the inspectors 
from investigating obedience to the dust prevention 
regulations!

The magnitude of their Cinspectors'3 
responsibility may be gathered from the case 
of one mine, to walk around which would take 
a man a full fortnight. Another single mine 
has as many as 300 to 400 working faces. It 
is obviously an impossibility for the above 
staff to carry out a thorough and adequate
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inspection on all these mines. 17 J.

Consequently Kotse's only practical option was to call 
upon management to uphold the "spirit" o-f the dust 
prevention regulations.

In 1908, when Kotze took up his appointment, most 
o-f his inspectors. because o-f their previous 
experience in Britain, approved the United Kingdom 
principle o-f mininal inspection and were -not "in 
-favour" o-f surprise visits to mines. ̂ 7"̂  Instead, they 
tried "tact-fully to elicit the help and co-operation" 
o-f management. Consequently their practice was to 
arrange in-frequent inspections by appointment. But 
management took advantage o-f the system. As soon as 
the inspector telephoned the mine manager -from 
headquarters, Winchester House, to apprise him of the 
inspection, "in hal-f an hour it Cwasl all over the 
mine".^^^ Managers, mine captains and shift basses 
ensured that the whole mine was on the "qui v ivrs"'

As a miner explained in 1910, officials did th-a 
necessary window-dressing to comply only temporarily 
with the laws

On one mine on' which I worked, water pipes 
were laid close up to the working face, but 
not a drop of water came through them for 
three months, and in another instance I was 
"raising" and sprays were only issued when a 
visitor from an inspector was expected, and 
instructions were given that they should be 
returned to store v̂ hen the inspector had 
finished his inspection of the mine.*'*

Kotze's early belief that management could be 
trusted to observe the abstract concept of the 
"spirit" of the regulations proved to be entirely 
misplaced. By 1914 Kotze's confidence that management
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1 wwould honour such a policy had wanad;-̂ '̂ '̂  he, like 
miners, concerned poiiticans and doctors, was obliged 
to concede that surprise visits by the inspectors to 
the mines was the only strategy which would achieve 
managerial compliance with the law. This was the
result of his discovery, to his "disagreeable 
surprise", that remedial measures "carried out in an 
eKcellent manner" on "some mines" were the result only
of "pressure from the Department^  ̂ Unlike in\
Britain, where management “did their own police work" 
and anticipated inspectors' visits once in two 
years, many managers on the Witwatersran'' required 
constant policing. Clearly between 1907 a' J 1910 - 
and until much later — for many mine managers the 
"spirit" of the regulations was a meaningless concept 
to which they paid mere lip service.

From the earliest introduction of water 
appliances on the Witwatersrand the rock drillers 
resisted using them. The miners did not object to the 
use of water itself. Ra;:her, they opposed the
conditions umier which the mineowners compelled them 
to work with it.^®^ But management ignored the 
grievances of the miners, many of which, as we shall 
show later, were legitimate. Also, the mineowners 
made no effort to elicit the co-operation of miners in 
using the water devices. Throughout the period 1902 
to 1914 the Randlords refused adamantly both to 
recognise and to negotiate with the Transvaal Miners'

1Association. Consequently they did not establish

7
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comraunicative channels to alert miners to the 
necessity -for using water to prevent the occurrence of 
silicosis. Nor did they introduce^ instr-iction 
programmes to train miners to use che wat.. r appliances 
at-Ficiently. Instead, they delegated the edu-ation at 
the miners concerning the safeguard of their health to 
the individual mine managers, most of whom abrogated 
the responsibility.

Richard Barry, the manager of the Nourse, was one
o-̂  the few mine managers who committed himself to
reducing the incidence of silicosis on his mine.*̂  ■' In
1911 he regretted both the present and the past
oversights of his colleagues:

People have been slow to realise wha.t 
ravages this disease has made and is making, 
and even today the efforts to eradicate it 
on a great many mines are of the very 
flimsiest nature.
We cannot entirely absolve the Miner from 
blame, but vie who are supposed to knovj 
better, should have started upon a serious 
campaign of education on practical lines 
long since.
I hope, myself, to sae both owners and 
miners made to feel a personal interest in 
eradicating the disease as far as 
possible.

Barry's sentiments echoed those of A. McArthur 
Johnston, who in 1906 had also advocated that 
management educate miners to the risks of their 
calling;

We must also make the case clear to the 
miner, himself, and show him that his 
co-operation is absolutel^^ essential 
worthy of every attenti on.

and
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But in 1906 Johnston's enlightened plea -fell on deaf 
ears.

The disregard by contemporary mining authorities 
for the co-operation of the miners explains why the 
Chamber's competition, well-intentioned as it 
undoubtedly v*ms, proved to be a fiasco in the long 
term. With 229 entries, the competition was well 
patronised, but the judges awarded only two of the 
three prises. The dvscisions of the judges both 
contradicted their report and the conditions for the 
prizes. In terms of the competition rules the 
prize-winning dust ' preventatives had to be both 
practically efficient and economic. The first prize 
was awarded to the atomiser, patented by the manager 
of the Wolhuter, T. H. Britten. Although the judges 
claimed it to be the most efficient dust allayer, both 
the sprays and-the jets, which the judges rejected, 
also only allayed 7?fi per cent of the dust. Likewise, 
the award of the second prize to the Leyner Drill was 
illogical, as the judges declared it be 
impractical . Clearly economic priorities were the
sole criteria which determined the judge"' 
adjudication.

More important, the judges ignored completely the 
concluding injunction of the Weldon Commission that 
management choose water devices "which would cause 
least discomfort to the m i n e r " , A p a r t  from securing 
the endorsement of the mineowners' newspapers, the 
Star and the Transuaa.l Leader , and a handful of
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compliant rock drillers,^®^ the judges did not consult
1S9the o-f-ficial' representatives of the miners, 

discussions with the Transvaal Miners' Association 
would have shown the judges that the Britten atomiser
was the most unpopular water device on the market. 190

The award of the first price to the Britten 
atomiser had disastrous consequences; the miners' 
opposition to the atomiser rendered useless 
management's first puny attempts, from 1902 to 1910, 
to control the incidence of silicosis. Although 
Cornish mining e^'perts considered the atomiser to be 
so unsuitable and ineffective as not even to warrant a 
t r i a l , w h e n  the 1906 Transvaal regulations made the 
use of water with rock drills compulsory, most 
mineowners provided miners vjith the atomisen. 
Consequently most of the miners' resistance to using 
water stemmed from managerial compulsion on them to 
use a device which they considered to be inefficient, 
ineffective and a major source of additional illness.

Although management asserted that •>;he miners'
abjections had little, if any, substance. 193 1 ater
objective tests î ith the atomiser and the spray,
device similar to the atomiser, proved that the 
miners' judgements, based on their ovjn experience, 
were valid. By 1911 the atomiser and the spray, much 
vaunted by managemei in the pre-Union years, had been 
relegated to the "scrap heap". After 1910 the 
face by management in denouncing these appliances as 
"silly", "childish" and "useless" was truly ironic.

u
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Likewise, in the case of respirators, management 
on the Witwatersrand gave no credit to the miners' 
practical experience, when the miners discarded such 
du'jt-contral equipment, which they derisivelv called 
"nosebags". Mine officials and health officers were 
well aware, as both the Weldon and the Haldane 
Commissions had found, that respirators were highly 
inefficient dust preventives. Even so, they urged 
the miners to use the device and accused the miners of 
being lacy and neglectful of their health when they 
resisted wearing the equipment.’̂''' Rock drillers had 
major reservations concerning the respirator, which 
covered both nose and mouth, not the least being their 
objection that the device, when used in poorly 
ventilated "dead ends", generated intolerable heat and 
depleted further the minors' limited supply of air. “ 
But management insisted that the respirator vjas 
beneficial asserting that all the "inconveniences" 
which bhe respirator caused the miner were of "slight" 
consequence.

More important, the miners found the respirator
to be an ineffectual dust preventative. With sound
logic Mathevjs reassoned to various mining commissions:

I have used a respirator two or three times, 
and I have always found on the inside of a 
respirator a fine deposit of dust...The 
inference is that, if on the inside of a 
respirator, on the sponge of a respirator 
there is a deposit of fine silicious Isicl 

. dust, .then a lot of dust has gone down the 
throat of a person who is wearing it."^“'
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The scientific experiments of the Miners' 
Phthisis Pr’svention Committee confirmed much later, in 
1913, the contention of the miners, based on their 
experience, "that all the respirators failed to catch

ithe dust, and some passed 100% of- it".'̂ ' The
practical experience of miners, which management 
ignored, was often a sounder determinant of 
dust-precaution efficacy than managerial theory. This 
was certainly so with respect to both respirators and 
v̂ ater devices, including portable atomisers and 
sprays.

In 1902, V'fhen the Chamber inaugurated the 
competition for the best dust-prevention device and 
during the subsequent trials, on the Witwatersrand 
there were two major categories of water appliances, 
which could be used in conjunction with rock 
drilling. The first cacegory comprised drills which 
had an automatic water feed. They were similar to the 
predominant drill of this cype, the "Water -Leyner Rock 
Dr i 11 ” . An American manufacturer developed the 
Leyner Drill and a number of British and European 
firms copied its principle. The Leyner Drill had a 
hollow steel borer through which water was delivered 
directly into the hole at the rock face by the 
machine's pe*^cussive, or hammer-like, mechanisms the 
deli'^ery of water and the drilling took place 
si multaneously.

o
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This -form of water device was the most 
popular one amongst the miners.'^ Pressure from the 
■'"ompressor, which activated the drill, at the same 
time delivered a constant stream of V‘mter through its 
hollow centre, so keeping the hole wet and preventing
the d;<st from escaping. 105 Also, it created minimal
atmospheric dampness. Rock drillers found it to be 
both convenient to use and efficient as a
dust-al 1 ayer.

But the Leyner Drill was a relatively expansive 
appliance. Because of its hoilow-tteel centre, its 
capital costs were higher than those of the 
conventional reelprocating machines. Also, the
maintenance costs of the Leyner Drill were high. A 
high pressure was required to operate the machine; 
the drills v̂ ere difficult to dress; and, as the 
mc.nufacture of tempered hollow steel had not yet been

i Aperfected,'^ the drill was subject to constant wear
Oiland tear.’̂ In brief, x.he working costs of a Leyner 

Drill were 2s 6d more per foot than those of
O 1 oreciprocating dri 1 Is.

Most mining houses agreed that the principle of 
the Leyner Drill was "ideal". But they also claimed 
that the machine was "not sufficiently perfected", to 
warrant its general use.^^^ Although it was the most 
effective available appliance for laying dust, the 
mineowners rejected it because it was uneconomi c , a 
reason which Macaulay and Irvine and other doctors
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endorsed.

In 1912 the mineowhers introduced Leyner-type
rock drills on many m i n e s . A d m i t t e d l y ,  the
technology -For the manu-facture of hollow steel had

" ^  1 Timproved considerably by 190S,'^ Even so, as in 1902, 
in 1912 the Leyner Drill still had high maintenance 
and capital c o s t s . B u t  in 1912, as a result of 
government and public pressure, the Randlords were 
obliged to subordinate costs to the more important
goal of eliminating dust from the mines. 219

The second category of water appliances consisted 
of devices which, unlike the Leyner Drill, were not 
built into the machine: they were sepat a appliances 
which were attached to the rock drills. Although the 
miners often referred to them collectively as
‘sprays",220 there were three distinct devices: the
jet, the spray and the atomiser,

The jet, as its name suggests, was a stream of 
water directed into the hole by a hose attached to the 
water supply. While the hole was being collared, 
the jet of water ef+ectively allayed the dust. But 
the continuous stream of water in the hols caused the 
dust to clog: the drill would jam before the hole had 
been completed. Consequently the jet was not 
entirely efficient.

The inefficiency of the jet was not the reason 
that management rejected it. Rather, management's 
major objection to the jet stemmed from its capital

a
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and maintenance costs. The jet could operate only 
under a "head of water", or pressure. Its use
therefore necessitated management installing pipes, 
which radiated from the main pipe, “all over the
mine". Apart from the capital costs, necessary for 
its installation, the running costs of the jet were 
higher than those of the spray and the atomiser. The 
force with which the jet operated required both a
strong source of power and an ample supply of water-
In this context it must be noted that water was a 
scarce and expensive commodity on the
Wi twatersrand. The “purchase price" of water from 
the Rand Water Board was "so great" that E. Ross 
Browne, the overseas consultant for the Corner House, 
recommended that the mines “should repump and use it

L.Cviaterl over and over".'^'^ Finally, unlike a spray and 
an atomiser, both of which the rock driller could 
handle on his own without assistance, two operators 
V'iere needed to handle the jet. While the one miner 
worked the drill, the second had to direct the jet and 
to keep the hose “truly parallel with the boring
tool 0̂ *7

In the view of rock drillers, particularly of 
those working under contract, the major disadvantage 
of the jet was the delay it caused. As we ha'/e seen, 
it tended to jam the drill. Also, it took time to 
adjust; and its operation slowed down the pace of 
dri 111 ng. bven so, for a number of reasons machine 
drillers preferred the jet to the spray and to the
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atomi ser,

When accustomed to operating the jet the rock 
driller, by releasing it -from the hole a-fter 
collaring, prevented the drill -from jamming. He then
applied the vaster around the orifice and not into
It.'— ' The miners claimed that the jet was a more 
efficient dust-allayer than either the spray or the
atomiser 230 But the miners’ judgement, based on their
experience, may not have been entirely correct. The 
judges in the Chamber's competition reported that all 
three appliances laid approximately 75 per cent of the 
dust.'̂ '"' Even so, the rock drillers found the jet to 
be a more convenient, a more comfortable and a 
healthier device than either the spray or the 
atomi ser. The jet undoubtedly released moisture, in 
the form of steam, into the a t m o s p h e r e . B u t  the 
steam did not "drench" the miner "to the skin", as did 
the super-saturated mist created by the spray and the
atomiser.234

Although the jet had deficiencies, in terms of 
the limitations of contemporary technology it met many 
of the requirements of a suitable dust allayer; it had 
"simplicity, cheapness and practicabi 1 ity" . Despite 
its general adoption in 1904 by the industrialists in
Cornwall,'^- follovaing its rejection by the judges in
the Chamber's competition fevj Transvaal mine managers 
used it. Evan after Weldon in 1906 apprised the 
Randlords of the miners' desire to use the device, 
most mineqwners refused to provide the miners with the

-■j
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jet Undoubtec'ly the cast o-f pipes, water and power
(prompted the mineowners' opposition to the jet;’̂"' 

portable sprays and atomisers had far lower capital 
and running costs than jets.

Like the jet, the spray had a hose to which a
nozzle was attached. Most sprays used on the
Witwatersrand operated on principles similar to those
of the Climax Dust Allayer, patented oy the Cornish
firm, R- Stephen and Son. Influenced by management's
claims that it was both cheap and easy to operate, in
an article submitted to a local mining journal, Dr
Norman Pern enthusiastically described its features:

The appliance is fixed on to the air-tap of 
the rock-dri 11, and the same air that 
operates the drill works the dust allayer.
The water is drawn from a bucket of v*:ater on 
the ground or in difficult positions when 
"raising", from a bag on a Kaffir's back, up 
to a hose to the attachment on the air-tap 
and is then forced out through a nozzle by 
the compressed air in the form of a spray 
which plays directly on to the hole being 
drilled,, the dust as it flies out of the 
hole simply falling, as mud. The amount of 
water used can be easily regulated from one 
gallon in five minutes to one gallon in 
eighty minutes, and the direction of the 
spray can be altered at wî l.̂  to any required 
radius within three feet.'̂ "-'"̂

-The atomiser, 'which worked on the same principle 
as the spray, had a nozzle v-jith much smaller holes, so 
causing it to create a mist rather than a spray. Its 
proponents asserted that the 'water was so finely 
atomised that it rendered the "particles of dust too 
heavy to float in the workings"."^ As we have seen, 
according to the claims of the Chamber's competition 
judges the atomiser, like the spray and the jst, rid
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the air of 75 per cent of the dust. 241

In evidence to the Weldon Commission, Joseph 
Fisher, an inspector of mines, defined both the 
inefficiency and unpleasantness of operating portable 
sprays and atomisers and urged that management install 
water service pipes to promote’ the miners'
co-operation 242 But for reasons of cost, the
Randlords ignored Fisher's plea. Instead, they supplied 
the miners with portable appliances, similar to the 
one described by Pern. It is therefore not surprising 
that the miners opposed the portable devices. As 
Fisher anticipated, from 1902 to 1910 the rock 
drillers, who were obliged to use sprays and 
atomisers, experienced difficulties and inconveniences 
and were subjected to singularly unhealthly working 
conditions.

The portability of the sprays and the atomisers 
was not an advantage for miners, as Pern believed, but 
a major inconvenience.’'̂ In 1912 C. J. N. uourdan, an 
inspector of mines who had formerly been a miner,. 
explained s

Unless a good water system is installed the 
miner cannot be blamed for neglecting to use 
water. To carry water to his stope, or 
working place, from a distance, or to wait 
for the water to be delivered to him from 
some of the small mains in existence, which 
would possibly, if other stopes were drawing 
from them at the same time, deliver him 
about a bucket full of water in an hour, . 
would take a lot of time, and he would not 
be encouraged to do so by his overseers, who 
are hustling to get the ore broken and sent 
to the surface as quickly as possible.



o

Because mast mineowners refused to install water 
service pipes, the miners had literally to scavenge 
for water. On the Robinson Beep, for instance, "the 
men had to go the length of the lav'el, about 3,000 
feet scoured by the water lying on the track". In 
1907 Thomas Willis asked the Mining Industry 
Commission with rightful indignation: "Would you 
consider that Cwatar, on the Robinson Deep,! fit to 
use Cfor spraying! in any stope?"-^ ~ Clsarly a major 
objaction that the miners had to using the sprays was
the quality of the "putrifying Csicj water"
Virtually the only available water was "any dirty 
water taken out of any hole".''̂  In 1907 Thomas 
Mathews, the organiser of the Transvaal Miners' 
Association, rejected management's suggestion that 
repuaped water, which manaigenient claimed would not 
"stink", should be made available for spraying;

If you have a spray in the drive and there 
is any bacteria in it you inhale it and gat 
typhoid. There is no water on the Rand that 
we ought to inhale unless it is absolutely 
pure. I have been in ends where they have 
had a spray and the water was taken out of 
the tank where droppings had gone in. It is 
dammable at times and therefore we do not
use the spray 247

When water pipes were installed, so providing the 
dust allayers with a "head of water", the rock 
drillers experienced minimal dampness: the water 
issued "without noise or fog".“^° But in the case of 
portable sprays and atomisers, the compressed air, 
which activated the water, caused the atmosphere to be 
super-saturated: the miners worked literally in a bank
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o-f Consequently another reason that the miners
re-fused to use the sprays was their vulnerability to 
contracting p n e u m o n i a . i n  its 1906 petition to tiie 
British Prime -Minister, Henry Campbel 1 —Bannarraan , the 
Transvaal Miners' Association claimed that rock 
drillers ware con-fronted with a choice o-f "two 
evils". Either they could suf-fer the old conditions 
with the "dread" o-f silicosis, or they could adopt 
precautions which would "sooner or later ensure 
pneumonia". In brie-F', the miners asserted that the

■0=5! i"re^nedy was worse than the disease 1 tsei-f " “ "they
would rather die o-f miners' phthisis than
pneumonia".

The decision by the Transvaal Miners' Association 
to by-pass Weldon and to refer 'cheir grievances 
directly to Campbell-Bannerman v^ounded the pride of 
the Acting Commissioner of Mines. At a meeting with 
the union officials he showed his resentment by his 
total lack of sympa-thy with their compiain'ts. He 
declared insensitively that the miners' vulnarabi 1 it-/ 
to "chills and rheumatism" was the result of their 
failure to use the change houses. Likewise, the 
mining houses treated the miners' complaint that the 
atcmiseTs and sprays caused them to be prone to 
contracting pneumonia with sceptici-sm; they wanted 
statistical and scientific proof that the damp 
underground atmosphere created by portable sprays and 
atomisers was "injurious to h e a l t h G e o r g e  Webber, 
the general manager of Rand Mines, was openly
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contemptuous o-f mine managers who shared the miner;
concern with th?s problem. Arrogantly he declared:

Personally I believe much benefit would be 
derived if the use of dust allaying devices 
were made more compulsory, as, although the 
air may be moistened to some extent, I have 
never heard of any serious, illness arising 
from this cause at any of the mines v-jhere 
the atomiser has been in use-^'"

In brief, the mineowners rejected all the miners' 
objections to the sprays as having little, if any, 
validity. They regarded miners' legitimate complaints 
as excuses for their laziness, conser'/at i sm and 
disregard for health. Also, in. 1906 the Randlords 
gave no credence to the views of the fev*j mine 
officials who asserted, like M. H. Coombe, that the 
miners' v-isws were, indeed, correct. Coombe stated 
categorically:

I infinitely prefer the water jet.
At'^misers and sprays create a humid
aumosphere, make the pi ace very
uncomfortable for working in, and drench 
every one to the skin ~ that is, in the 
immediate neighbourhood - and as the water 
used is in most cases polluted mine water, 
it must necessarily carry and distribute 
germs with it. Were I a machine man I would 
quit any mine where I was coerced into the 
USB of either a spray or an atomiser

One element was common to all the miner's 
complaints about the use of water: the mineowners'
refusal to install water service p i p es. Mining
experts, in both private and government service, who 
v*iere committed to eliminating silicosis, agreed that
the installation of water pipes was essential 25B The
Mining Regulations Commission, as we have seen, 
recognised, too, that such a water service was a'
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matter o-f urgency. In 1903 this recommendation was 
the substance o-f its directive to de Villiers; within 
a month this "boon o-f laying on of water", as an
inspector called 
regulati on•"—

i t made compulsory b’;

In 1903, when discussing the devices entered for
the Chamber's competition, James Moir, the chemist to
the Mines Department, was sanguine about its-outcome.
He declared optimistically;

I do not think -there is any great difficulty 
in this, except in the matter of expense, 
and I think the mining companies will gladly 
find the money for any scheme that has a 
chance of being successful in preventing 
miner's phthisxs,

But Moir, as we have n o t e d b e c a m e  - rapidly 
disillusioned _ by the mineowners' cheese-paring 
finsincial po icy regarding ventilation. The same 
parsimony characterised the Randlords first puny 
attempts to allay dust with water. Water devices 
could operate successfully onl/ with water service 
pipes, as the Cornish industrialists had shown, E-iut 
in 1907 when C, J. N, Jourda\n, a miner who was later 
promoted to beir-g an inspector, submitted a scheme to 
his employers for wot ' ing v'jith water under pressure, 
"it was laughed at arid passed over for the alleged
reason that it was not practical, and would c,ost :oo
much to instal f si c3 ". As an inspector no'ted in 
1909, the mineowner-5 put in a water service to the 
faces, "only after the laying on of a continuous 
supply became compulsory by regul ati on",
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In installing water systems, until 1914 most 
mineowners complied solely with the bare letter of the 
law. Only in 1915 was Barry hear j;ened by the 
improvements in this regard: "We now see great
refarms... wrenched from the industry by brute 
force". Clearly from 1902 to 1910 the use of water 
on the Witwatersrand mines achieved minimal results in 
allaying dust. This form of prevention d^d not in any 
way help diminish the prevalence of and mortality from
si 1i cosi 5.

Dust’ created in blasting was as injurious, if not 
more so, than dust generated in rock drilling. As we 
have seen, the 1906 Transvaal dust precaution 
regulations made provision for the prevention of dust 
during blasting. Throughout the period, however, 
management and the state focused almost entirely on 
dust prevention in rock drilling. Between 1906 and
1910, when miners and management were prosecuted for
Infringements of the dust precaution regulations, all 
the cases, few as they 'were, involved the supply of

'T. A crwater to rock d:ri 11 s. Indeed, during the same 
period the regulations for the control of dust during 
blasting were completely ignored.

Admittedly, management favoured the use of sprays 
after blasting. In awarding the Chamber's competition 
prize to the atomiser, the judges commended the 
appliance for the ease with which it could be detached 
from the drill and left at the face to allay the dust 
after blasting.'^ But both the portable atomiser and
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the portable spray were even lass e-f-ficient in 
controlling dust after blasting than they were in 
allaying the dust during rock drilling.

The Haldane Commission paid a great deal of 
attention to dust control in blasting and recommended 
strongly the use of the James Water Blast. ' In 
inventing the device, William James, an underground 
agent at the Dolcoath Mine in Cornwall, followed the 
principles of water blasts used successful1y , during 
the lS90s, to allay dust in the construction of the 
Simplon Tunnel. But initially the mining 
authorities on the Rand had scant respect for the 
findings of the British commission. After admonishing 
Haldane for making generalisations" from his own case, 
namely the "state of affairs existing in Cornwall", 
they argued arrogaintly that the Witv*Jaitersrand mines 
were unique' and required their own distinctive
treatment.269

In 1906 the paper delivered by Irvine and 
Macaulay to the Chemical Society both revitalised the 
organ!sation's concern with the problem of silicosis 
and promoted respect for the Haldane Commission's 
findings. The members of the society aigreed with the 
two doctors that <al 1 mines should use the James Water 
31 ast. Even so, at the time few mineowners, because 
of costs, installed the device vol untari 1 y: the 
water blast consumed much water and power and required 
service p i p e s . T h e  mineowners followed the advice 
of experts only in 1911 wnen mining regulations made
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the use of the water blast compulsory.

The 1906 dust precaution regulations also 
prescribed that miners be prohibited from re-entering 
blaxsting zones until the smoke and fumes had 
dissipated; a lapse of at least half-an-hour was 
required. Between the ten-hour shifts, however,
there was Insufficient time for this precaution to be 
effective. The development faces were relatively free 
of dust and smoke only after the week-end, on Monday 
mornings, The only solution to such, a problem was 
the introduction of the single shift. The single 
shift was a system of blasting which took place only 
once during the day, at the end of the second shift.

In 1906 and 1907 the Consolidated Soldfields 
introduced two measures to improve the ventilation of 
its holdings, which included the B’ast Rand Proprietary 
Mines. With shifts shortened to eight hours and with 
the single-shift system, these mines provided a 
seven-hour lapse after blasting, which was

•"7“T i.considerably longer than at other mines. When a
dii^ector of the East Rand Proprietary Mines suggested 
to Lionel Phillips that the Corner House introduce the 
same system, Phillips adamantly refused to do so. He 
claimed that such a "sad mistake" v-jould both slow down 
production and would lead to "more costly
DEVELOPMENT", iiis refusal pin-pointed a mâ jor weakness 
in- his group's mining policy; too little development 
was done before the mines began'tc~produce. In brief, 
because of inadequate prior development most Corner
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Hoiase mines, and those ot most other mining houses, 
had too tew stopes. Consequently, with the exception 
ot Consolidated Scldtields, betcre 1910 the Corner 
House and the rest ot the groups retused to introduce
the single shitt because it would reduce protits 277

In 1913 thirty-two ot the sixty-tvjo mines in the
Witwatersrand district worked according to the single
shitt.'^'^® It was at this time that Richard Barr'y
embarked on his frustrating path ot trying to persuade
all the groups to introduce the single-shift system,
which the 1913 Economic Commission also
recommended. In this crusade Barry, as a member ot
the Miners' Phthisis Prevention Committee, encountered
both "personal abuse" and considerable opposition from/
mining engineers associated both with his own group 
and with other mining h o u s e s . A l t h o u g h  both the 
Miners' Phthisis Prevention Committee and the Chamber 
eventually approved the principle of single-shift 
bl asti ng, some mines igncred the Chamber's
di recti ve. In the battle against silicosis such 
failure by certain mineowners to obser'/e the spirit ot 
the regulations presented the Department of Mines with 
only one alternativc* - compulsion by regulation in
1917 iS3

From 1902 to 1910 the refusal by most mineowners 
to introduce single-shift blasting was a strong 
indication to miners that the profits ot the industry- 
had priority over ventilation and their health. 
Although the Witwatersrand miners considered that dust
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played an "important part" in the. incidence o-f 
silicoeis, they believed that the "bad ventilation and 
■fumes -from the gelatine" was the "primary cause” of 
the disease and their high mortal i ty. In support of 
this view they cited the case of 'the E^ritish coal 
mines, in which improved ventilation during tns 19th

icentury had succeeded in reducing dramatically the 
mortality amongst colliers from lung d i - s e a s e . T h e  
controversy amongst the members of the Chemical 
bociety concerning the causative role of nitrous fumes 
in silicosis added substance to the miners' claim. In 
1906 the deep concern of the Transvaal Miners' 
Association prompted a letter to Sir Henry
Campbell-Bannerman. As we have seen, the union's 
letter condemned the enforced use of sprays because 
they caused pneumonia. In their letter to the British 
Prime Minister the miners also criticised the 
government's failure to enforce the ventilation
regulations, so promoting the mortality amongst 
miners.

Selborne, the Governor of the Transvaal
authorised Weldon to investigate the miners' 
allegations. With reference to ventilation, Weldon 
reported to Selborne that the miners "had little real 
ground for complaint".’̂ ° But he knew this to be 
untrue. Weldon confided to the Chamber that "District 
Inspectors of Mines" had advised him that the miners' 
allegations had "foundation" with respect to "the 
deeper mines''.^
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Also, at the meeting with the miners' union 
Weldon inadvertently let slip that he was unable to 
ervf orce the venti 1 ati on regulations - ■ But Wei don di a 
not tell the delegation that, on the request o-f the 
Chamber, the regulation stipulating that each worker 
receive seventy cubic -feet o-f air per minute had been 
suspended since 1903. Weldon was awaiting the 
decision of a committee, appointed in 1903, comprising 
members of the Chamber and the Department of Mines, as 
to whether the air in the underground workings should 
be measured and tested according to quality or 
quantity standards- The co-ordinating committee, 
however 5 procrastinated about making a decision, 
because the Chamber objected to the height of the 
quality s'fcandard suggested by the chemist to the Mines 
Department, James Moir."^ ■' i-or these -two reasons, 
namely the continued suspension of the ventilation 
regulations and the inability of the co-ordinating 
committee to reach consensus on a ventilation 
standard, in 1905 the Chemical Society urged the 
Transvaal administra-tion to appoint an official 
commission to investigate and to make recommenda'hions 
concerning the problem. But the British, 
administration did nothing further. Only in 1907.did 
Het Volk'-s cabinet led by Botha -and Smuts appoint the 
Mining Regulations Commission t-o decide the
ventilation issue. 295

In 1906 there was clearly strong substance fco the 
miners' contention that management "insisted" on their
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working in "foul dead-ends" without ventilation."' 
The circulation of compressed air in the winzes and 
drives was insufficient to protect them from the 
lethal dust and the deadly nitrous fumes'.

As important, the failure of management and the 
Department of Mines to observe virtually any standards 
of ventilation encouraged miners, as they had done in 
the pre-war years, to risk their health by blasting 
promiscuously. From 1902 to 1914 many miners, during 
the shift and amidst the fumes and the dust, returned 
voluntarily to the face to re-blast. In public 
management tended to gloss over the problem of 
in-shift blasting. The reason was that many mine 
managers and other mine officials colluded with the 
miners regarding the practice. As we ha've seen, many 
mine managers overlooked the rock drillers' refusal to 
use the sprays and atomisers. Likewise, most mine 
managers cast a blind eye to miners blasting the "cut" 
and the "round" in the same shift. Indeed, many mine 
officials, eager to achieve development records, 
"clapped their hands" when miners flouted the dust 
precaution regulations by blasting promiscuously.

But miners did ‘not al'ways ' practise in-shift 
blasting of their own accord. On some mines, 
management, anxious to sustain output, put pressure on 
rock drillers to break the dust precaution 
regulations. According to Mathew Trewick, an officer 
of the Transvaal Miners' Association who opposed the 
practice of promiscuous blasting, such managerial
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compulsion was frequent:
Yes, Cdouble blasting is very deleteriousl. 
You may get through, but there is too much 
rushing put upon you. We have cases where 
men have been compelled to blast out the 
face every shift...In some mines, if a man 
came up he was compelled to go back and 
finish, and his circumstances compelled him 
to go. That place had to be blasted out 
every twenty—four hours...We have heard of 
men doing eighteen hours underground. I had 
a man speaking to me, and he told me the 
time he had been working. I think he said 
fourteen or sixteen hours, taking all the
month.299

The miners were in a difficult position if-they 
objected to managmen't's irregularities concerning the 
regulations, because they ran the strong risk of being 
■victimised if they reported such incidents. A miner's 
personal complaints to mine officials, regarding lack 
.of water, promiscuous blasting and poor ventilation 
invariably resulted in his dismissal on a pretext 
unconnected with his complaint. He then had 
difficulty in finding another job because the 
Association of Mine Managers, with the sanction of
mining directors. 301 circulated both official and
unoffical blacklists of miners who "spoke their
mi nd u 302

It was equally difficult for the miner to make 
complaints to inspectors 'when they visited the mines, 
because ha could not do so privately, but -only in the 
presence of a mine official or the mine manager. 
Also, there were tv'jo reasons that anonymous complaints 
were valueless. First, the Department of Mines did 
not take them seriously: Weldon claimed that such
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"statements lacked -foundation" . Second, on the rare
occasions when inspectors investigated miners'
allegations, suspicion invariably fell on the
complainant who vjas later dismissed "on some other
charge", In evidence to the 1912 Par 1 iamentary
Select Committee on Miners Phthisis, Kotse
corroborated the miners' allegations that they were
victimised for this kind of conduct;

The ordinary miner is always in a position 
of knowing that if anything goes wrong and 
he complains,- he may be sacked, -so that he 
is between the devil and the deep sea, as it 
were. He runs the risk of either being 
fined by the inspector or of getting the 
sack for compl ai ni ng.

During the period 1902 to 1910 there was much 
substance to thr miners' claim they they were being

Tn"7"coerced into being apathetic".’'' As Mathew Trewick
explained to the Mining Regulations Commission in
1907, when ■managemen'h compelled the miners to compi'/
with its demands in defiance of the mining
regulations, the’y had no option but to remain silent;

You don't giet much encouragement for 
reporting or suggesting things on these 
mines. I have found myself that it is the 
safest plan if I want to keep my job to do 
my work, and know nothing about anything 
else that may go on. If you want to keep 
•your job_^ you don't want to go reporting 
thi nqs.

The miners' need "to sing dumb" partly explains why in 
March 1906 the Transvaal Miners' Association by-passed 
local government officials and lodged their complaints 
with the British Prime Minister, 
insisted on meeting Weldon in

309 Also, the union 
•ra;nera when he



investigated their petition to Campbell-Bannerman. The 
union was not as yet in a sufficiently strong 
fi, ancial position to fund salaried officials who 
could speak independently on behalf of the union 
members. The fear of vi ct i mi sati on also inhibited 
miners from exposing the ravages of silicosis to the 
press. From the end of 1906, when it could afford to 
employ both a salaried secretary -and paid 
organ! s e n s , t h e  Transvaal Miners' Association 
openly criticised the industry in giving evidence to 
government commissions.

Even so, without the recognition of the Chamber, 
the Transvaal Miners' Association had no bargaining 
power whatsoever with individual mine managers vjho 
compelled the miners to break the dust precaution 
regulations. As we has'e seen, most mineowners were 
loath to install water services. Consequently from 
1908, when the rock driller was prosecuted for not 
using water, he paid his fine and said nothing; "it 
would mean the sack if he reported the true facts of

“=T 1 Othe case". Likewise, rock drillers, who 'were 
unwilling to blast promiscuously, simply complied with
management's directives to do so. 313

In Barry's '/iew, the prohibition of promiscuous 
blasting was an essential dust prevention measure.
In 1913 a regulation made in-shift blasting illegal.
_  ̂CT"Hut an additional clause, requested by the Chamber, 
permitted mine managers to grant rack drillers 
eKempt'ons from the regulation "where necessary
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T 1 Qpromoting production.'" The mine

Despite their commitment through their Association to 
eliminate silicosis, many mine managers Wi*?re clearly 
ambivalent about allowing, promiscuous bl asting;^ 
in~shitt blasting helpac speed up development, so

managers'
conflicting interests were encouraged partl'y by the 
reluctance of many consulting engineers, who were the 
mine managers' immediate superiors in the mining

"T ■{ CJhierarchy, to disallow in-shi I’t blasting e n t i r e l y . ' 
It is therefore rot surprising that, despite constant 
injunctions frcm the Miners' Phthisis Prevention 
Committee for the total abolition of promiscuous 
blasting, management permitted the pernicious practice 
to continue. Only in 1919 did legislation prohibit 
en'fcirely blasting the "cut" and the "r-ound" in the

"zn isame shift.-"""

Mine managers, as we have seen, gore the onus for 
the observance of the dust precaution r.egulaticns. 
But many of these officials were only in a small way 
liable for the continued prevalence of high dust 
densities. Although the mine managers were the 
immediate custodians of the mines, they were merely 
the instruments of the mineowners' policies. During 
the period 1902 to 1910 the designs of the Randic.rds 
made it impossible for even -he most dedicated of 
these mine officials to do little more than observe 
the bare letter of the regulations.

After 1901 it was only natural that the 
mineowners should want to increase production to make
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good the losses sustained during the war.. But their 
ambitions did not stop at this. Indeed, they v*Jent -Far 
■further. The Randl ords were now determined- to 
implement their plans “to get every, ounce ar' gold 
which is in the ground cn-t o-f i t“. Ambitiously,, if 
not recklessly, they r.toJ to mining low grade ore 
reserves, which for "easons of cost, they had 
refrained from mining during the pre-war years. 
Before wair the mineowners had not mined ore which
had an value of "under a'ight dwts per ton".
But af'ter the war they began to mine reefs which had 
an assay value of only four dwts ton.'-’-̂-' In 1399
the average grade of ora being mined was 10,091 dwts 
per ton milled. In 1903 the average grade dropped to 
3,483 dwts per ton and by 1910 it fell to 6,752 dwts
per pon. "TO jL.

The succe.sful implementation of such grandiose 
plans necessitateo substantial reductions in working 
ccs'i-5. The problem 'was compounded by the world-wide 
cycle of increases in commodity prices, which 
caused the purchaising pcMsr of gold, which remained 
fixed, to fall. Even so, the Randlords succeeded in 
reducing the cost per ton by 2s 6d . Before the war’ 
the cost per ton averaged approx imatel-y £1 3s 7d, 
whereas by 1906 it had fallen to approximate!'/ 
£1 Is Most of the cost reduc’hion-s - 2s p-ar ton

TOO- v*jere achieved on the -surf a c e . B y  1907, according 
to the mineowners, surface working costs had been 
pared to the bare minimum and were capable of no
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•further adjustment,'-''"''"’ But they viewed underground 
costs, which they had been able to decrease b'/ only 6d 
per ton, as having the potential for considerable 
further reductions. In this respect, a'S we shall see 
lat. •, both the reduced wages of white miners and 
their increased productivity became the mineowners' 
main targe’hs.

Acc'alerated production wa-s the means by which the
:i n reduc.1 ng 

6d and
mineowhers achieved their success
underground working costs per CDn by
simultaneously mining low grade ores at a profit. The 
"speeding up" of production, which had characterised 
h mineowners' policy during the pre-war years, was 
' ,r more pronounced in the years which followed the 
Anglo-Boer War. "Tannage" VMas the "primary
■equirement" of the mineowners 331 a directive with
which mine managers vjere obliged to comply, or lose
their jobs. The mine-s were over™-stamped and to keep
them going at full capacity strained every resource of
the mine manager, as M. H. Coombe, manager of the
State Mine, eKplained to the Chemical Society;

Speeding up in s( me of our mines is an 
admitted practice.„.The fault here does not 
lie sc much with the management as with the 
policy that erects big mills and drops the 
stamps before sufficient development has 
been achieved to keep the mines ahead of the 
mill. Every ounce of rock is vianted, waste 
as V'jell as reef. Pillars can be ill 
spared. Timber is expensive, and the 
underground boss at his wit's end to do 
forty things at once, chances himself and 
his mine to luck and hopes to geit ahead of 
the mill or die.
This, of course, is noc mining. In fact, 
mining is becoming a lo'st art or the Rand.
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It IS simpl'/ "gauging" out everytninci to 
•feed a monster that is not and cannot be 
sat i s-f i ed.

Clearly "cost per ton" was the "standard" by 
which everything was measured by • management on each 
and every mine.’’"̂ ’'' It is there-Fore highly likely that 
management's subscripti-on to such a policy during the 
post-war period resulted in accelerated mining methods 
which were responsible for creating dust levels which 
were as cjreat, if not greater, than those generated by 
mining practices before the war. Such a pel icy, too, 
was a major obstruction to implement,ing dust 
precaution measures. C. J. N. Jourdan, an inspector 
of mines II whose scheme for the improved use of water 
had been rejected in 1907, was convinced that during 
the periqd 1902 to 1910 the .T.,neowners overlooked
almost completely the improved health 'of their
workforce. In 1911 Jourdan observed pointedly that 
before Union the overridi.ng concern of the mineownars 
had been to reduce working costs:

No matter what the suggestion was for making 
improvements underground, one was met by the 
question, "Did it increase the cost per ton
hoisted to the surf ace?"

Indeed, from 1902 to 1910 the industry's policy of 
"speeding: up" helped increase both the profits of the 
mineownars and the death rata from silicosis amongst 
the miners.

In 1912 John X. Merriman, the former Prime 
Minister of the Cape Colony, was a member of the first 
parliamentary saluct committee on silicosis. The 
objective of the committee was to review the draft
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legislation concerning the award of compensation to 
miners who had contracted the disaase. Merriman, 
however, believed that the award of compensation, 
although necessary, V‘#as merely a palliativa« His 
conviction that the elimination of the disease.was far 
more important than the award of compensation prompted 
him to express this view in a personal memorandum 
which he attached to the select committee report.

In his memorandum Merriman reviewed the laxness 
during the period. 190.3 to 1910 of the miners, 
government and the mineowners in observing remedial
measures to prevent silicosis. Follov*nng the
conventional wisdom, Merriman blamed the miners for
their "negligence"- in not observing the dust
precaution measures. Also, he criticised the
government for failing to enforce the regulations with
any "vigour". For emphasis, however, he reserved his
final and weightiest ciensure for the Rand lords!

The mine owners, with few exceptions, waited 
for the Sovernment to prescribe remedies and 
enforce the Regulations, but there is no 
doubt that in many mines considerable 
slackness prevailed in carrying out such 
Regulations, "Speeding up" w.as the rule and 
observance of the ordinary precautions set 
forth in the report of 1903, at V'Jhich date 
both the cause of the disease and the 
remedies were perfectly well-known, was the 
excep'ti on.
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lUo Tf-arisi-'aaJ Legislative Council Debates, H. 
Weldon, 8 Aug. 1904, p. 570.
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Monthly minutes Ot tha AMM, 2 Aug. 1903. 
JC/'?/‘fS, July 190S, p. 7.J "Presidential

Address".
106 Cullen passim.

TAD, MM, '1395/06, 22 May 1906, "Deputation 
-from the Transvaal Miners' Association".

Jams, July 1902-Dec. 1910 passim.
Macaulay and Irvine passim.
F i n a l  R e p o r t  o f  t h e  M i n i n g  R e g u l a t i o n s  

C o m m i s s i o n ,  1910, v. 2, pp. 234-264 passim, evidence 
o-f Dr L. G. Irvine. Irvine presented the evidence on 
behal-f of both himsel-f and Donald Macaulay. Macaulay 
had become a politician and was the Denver 
representative o-f the Progressive Party in the 
Transvaal Legislative Assembly.

T r a n s v a a l  L e a d e r ,  11 Aug. 1910, "The White-
Death".

F i n a l  R e p o r t  o f  t n e  M i n i n g  R e g u l a t i o n s  

C o m m i s s i o n , 1910, v. 1, pp. 231-232.
1395/06, 22 May 1906, "Deputation 

from the Transvaal Miners' Association"; CAD, MWW, 
file MM 2233/10, R. N. Kotce to H. W. Smythe, 29 Aug.
1910. See also TAD, MM, 2095/05, Li. P. Swinburne to 
Secretary of the Chemical, Metallurgical and Mining 
Society of South Africa, 13 Jan. 1906.

CAD, MNW, file MM 2238/10, H. W. Smythe to 
R. N. Kotze, 23 Aug. 1910, enclosure.

llo pF;Q̂  CO, 291/77, despatches, Lyttelton to 
Selborne, 31 Dec. 1904, enclosure; T r a n s v a a l  

G o v e r n m e n t  G a z e t t e ,  no. 1100, 22 Dec. 1905.
^^^■TMJ, Feb. 1906, p. 210, "Health Regulations 

for Miners",
PRO, CO, 291/172, despatches, Lyttelton to 

Milner, 15 Aug, 1904, enclosure, F;. B. Haldane to 
Elgi n , 6 Jan. 1906.

j 1 Q
F i n a l  R e p o r t  o f  t h e  M i n i n g  R e g u l a t i o n s  

C o m m i s s i o n ,  1910, v. 1, P* 232.
See, for instance, BRA, HE, v. 253, f’ e 

154M, Secretary of the TCM to L. J. Reyersbach, 1 
Sept. 1904, enclosure, W. W. Jago to Secretary of the 
TCM, 25 Aug. 1904; J C M M S ,  Oct 1906, "Safety Measures 
in Mining", p. 113, discussant J. W. Bradford; and 
Macaulay and Irvine, p. 300.

1
S o u t h  A f r i c a n  M i n e S f  C o m m e r c e  a n d  

I n d u s t r i e s ,  23 April 1906, p. 150, letter by E. P. 
Rathbone.
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121 p^eport of the llining Regulations
Commission , 1910, v. 2, p. 232. See also BRA, HE, 
V .  244^ file 107H, 3. Jennings to H. Eckstein and 
Company, 9 Oct. 1906.

Final Report of the Mining Regulations
Commission n 1910. 2, p. 30, evidence of i
Mathews and M, Trewick.

Council minutes of the AMM, 8 Nov.'1905, 16
Jan. 1906.

124 1MJ, Fab. 1906, p. 209, "Health Regulations 
for Miners".

125 Council minutes of the AMM, S Nov. 1905.
126 pe5 '906, p. 209, "Health Regulations

Monthly minutes of the AMM, 20 Feb, 1906.
SC 10, 1912, p. 116, q, 912, evidence of 

R, W, Schumacher.
I.i9 jvjonthly minutes of the AMM, 16 Jan. 1906.
130 TMJ\ Feb.‘ 1906, p. 509, "Health Kegulations

fi 1e MM 22SS/10, H. W. Smythe^ to
19 10 ! Snclosure

fi 1e MM 2288/10, R. M Kotze to H.
910 , enc1osure.
. nstance, JCMMS,. July J.905, p. 7 .

for Miners".
1 O 1

R. N. Kotze,

~ See , T  Ot J. I I . f w  ^  , v w  r  ( I  t w  , - w  w. ,

"Presidential Address", Aug. 1906, Oct. 1906, "Safety- 
Measures in Mining", pp. 39, 119, discussants, J. M. 
Johnson and D, W. Bradford.

JCMMS, Dct. 1906, "Saifety Measures in 
Mining", p. IIS, discussan-t D. W. Bradford.

135 256, file 240V,-G. E. Webber to
L. J, Reyersbach, 2 July 1906,

1 .-.cj gpJ.. ̂ t' a Comm ission . - . Mi n ing by Si n g 1 s 
Outlet, pp. 107-10S, evidence of H. Weldon.

Grey, p.
138

■Z’/

PRO, CO, 291/60, despatches, Milner to 
Lyttelton, 7 Dec. 1903, minute by F, Graham, 4 Jan, 
19 O 4»

1 39' Chamberlain Papers, no. 13/1/1-28, 
memorandum by L. Mountbatten, 13 Dec. 1901; PF;0, CO, 
291/60, despatches, Milner to L'/ttalton, 7 Dec. 1903, 
minute by F. Graham, 4 Jan. 1904.
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See, i=or instance, Chamberlain Papers, no. 
13/1/1-28, memorandum by L. Hountbatten, 13 Dec. 1901.

PRO, CO, 291/60, despatches, Miineh to 
Lyttelton, 7 Dec. 1903, enclosure, W. Wyberch to 
Lawley, 13 Jan. 1903.

142 QQ. 291/60, despatches, Milner to
Lyttelton, 7 Dec. 1903, enclosure, W. Wybergh to 
Lawley, 13 Jan. 1903, and minute by F. Graham, 4 Jan.
1904.

14o pRo^ 291/60, despatches, Milner to
Lyttelton, 7 Dec. 1903, minute by F. Graham, 4 Jan. 
1904.

144 pp.Q̂  291/60, despatches, Milner to
Lyttelton, 7 Dec. 1903, minute by H. Lambert, 5 Jan. 
1904. C l s a r l y  the circumstances surrounding the 
resignation o-f W. Wybergh need further research.

TG 2, 1903, pp. 360, 374, qq. 3 603,
3 341, evidence of R. B. Greer and T. Willis.

146 |vj|v|̂ 1395/06, 22 May 1906, "Deputation
from the Transvaal Miners' Association".

TAD, MM, 1395/06, 22 May 1906, "Deputation 
from the Transvaal Miners' Association"; TG 2, 1903, 
p. '451, qq. 4 951-4 952, evidencs of T. Mathews.

BRA, HE, V. 244, H. W. Smythe to Secretary 
of tihe TCM, 1 June 1906; G11EAR.,.30 June 1906, p. 56; 
TAD, MM, 1395/06, H. W. Smyths to Secretary of the 
TCM, 1 June 1906.

BRA, HE, V. 286, file 240V, G. E. Webber to 
L. J. Reyersbach, 2 July 1906; JCI1MS, Dec. 1906, 
"Safety Measures in Mining", p. 163, reply to 
d i scussx on.

-o - f i n a l  R e p o r t  o f  t h e  l l i r i  i n g  R e g u l a t  i o T i s  

Comisissicn , 1910, v. 1, pp. 231-232; CAD, MNW, file 
MM, 2203/10, R. iM. Kotze to H. W. Smythe, 29 Aug,
1910, enclosure.

151 Final Report of the Mining Regulations
Coimv) i ssX on • , 1910, V . , 1, r 232.

152 Trans^'aal Goi'erriiteni Gazet ta, no. 1273, 24
Dec. 190S.

153 CAD, MNW, file MM 2233/10, R. N. Kotze to H.
W. Smythe, 29 Aug. 1910, enclosure.

154 TG 2, 1909, p. 41.
1■■■ Kerri man Papers, correspondence, J. de 

Villiers to JXM, 30 May 1907.
156 Transi’sal Dsbatesi Both Mouses of

Parliament, J..de Villiers, 29 April 1910, col
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15/ Trarisvanl Dsbates' Both Houses of 
Parliament, J. de Villiars, 6 April 1910, cols. 
635-636.

15S 0ray, pp, 275 -f-fj Thorpe, pp. 343 -ff? 
Ytide 1 man, pp. -74,

R a n d  D a i l y  H a i l ,  27 June 1910, "The Winers 
Friend", 27 July 1910, "Miners Phthisis" and " bour 
iien at the Robinson Deep", 30 July 1910, "M i' 
Phthisis", 7 Sept- 1910, letter by N. Z.; B! . -!E, v,
25S, file 154M, memorandum by W. Gemmiilj T r a n s ' r a s l  
L e a d e r ,  17 Aug. 1910, editorial, 27 Aug. 1910, 
edi tori al.

160 details, see Garson, Louis Botha or John
X. Herriman! The Choice of South Africa's First Prime 
Hinister, pp. 3—34 passim.

It is beyond the scope o-f this study to 
discuss the arrangements made for the compensation of 
miners. Mining house spokesmen emphasised the 
advantages o+ the tripartite system as practised in 
Germany. See, for instance, Rand Daily Hail, 12 Aug. 
1910, "Disease in the Mines", 2 March 1911, "Miners' 
Phthisis", 4 March 1911, editorial | Transi/aai Leader, 
27 Aug. 1910, editorial; and SC 10, 1912, p. 121, 
qq. 964-966, evidence of R. W. Schumacher.

See, for instance, Trans-raal Leader, 11 Aug. 
1910, editorial, 20 Aug. 1910, "Mr. Hull and 
Phthisis-’, 30 Aug. 1910, editorial.

163 UG 40, 1913 112? Merriman Papers,
letterbook, JXM to S. Evans, 13 Aug. 1913.

UG 40, 1913, p
165 __.30 jtjr, e 1907, p. 65

TG 2, 190B, p- 31, qq. 547-
Weldon.
i.*7 bee brey, p. 40, who lists

-569, evidence

of inspectors.
•i Q The histor-y of accidents on the 

Wi'tviatersfand mines is a neglected area at s-hudy and 
warrants research.

Rand Daily Hail, 13 Jan. 1912, "Fatalities 
in Mines". See also UG 40, 1913, pp. 112-113; and 
SAHR, 23 Aug. 1913, "Passing Events".

170 UG 40, 1913, p. 113
Pratt Johnson,

172 SC 4, 1914, p, 
R. N. Kotze.

300.
342

q. 1 656, evidence at
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J. Pratt Johnson, p. 343.
TS 2, 1908, p. 

T. Mathews.
452, q. ■ 4 981, evidence c-f

175 J. Pratt Johnson, p.
Transi'aal Laadar , 23 Aug. 1910, letter by "A

Miner".
SC 4, 1914, pp. 232, 291-292, qq. 1 558,

1 533— 1 589, evidence a-f R. N. f^otze.
SC 4, 1914, ’pp. 300-301, qq. 1 653-1 656, 

evidence of R. N. Kotze.. See also U n i O T i  H o u s e  o f  
A s s e m b l y  D e b a t e s ^  J. X. Merriman, 16 June 1913, col. 
35415 TS 2, 1908, pp. 357, 452, qq. 3 562, 4 961, 
evidence o-f R. B. Sreer and Mathews; J. Pratt 
Jahnscn, p. 343.

179 UG 40, 1913, p, ,47.
ISO Report of the Hirilng Regulations

Commission, 1910, v. 2, p. 145, evidence o-f M. 
Fergusson.

TAD, MM, 1395/06, 22 May 1906, "Deputation 
■from the Transvaal Miners' Association".

Katz, A Trade Union Aristocracy, pp.
329-330.

18o ggg^ ,fQf» instance, Jourdan, pp. 48-51 
passim; and JS4JE, Jan. 1912, "The Prevention of Dust 
in Development Drives in Mines during Drilling 
Operations", pp. 139-140, discussant K. Austin.

18^ Merriman Papers, correspondenc-e, R. Barry to
JXM, 15 Dec. 1911.

1S5 jcHHS, Aug. 1906, "Safety Measures in 
Mining", p. 39, discussant A. M. Johnston.

TCMAR, 1904, pp,
Compe-tition Committee".

118-123 "Miners' Phthisis

187 Report of the Miners' Phthisis Commission.f
[902-1903, p. par 71.

See, for instance. Star, 16 Get. 1902, 
"Underground Dust", 17 Oct. 1902, "Miners' Phthi-sis"; 
and Trans\-'aal Leader, 6 May 1904, "Mining".

189 1395/06, 22 May 1906, "Deputation .
from the Transvaal Miner ' Association".

TAD, MM, 13*:.. 06, 22 May 1906, "Deputation 
from the Transvaal Miners' Association".

JCMMS, Sept. 1906, "Safety Measures in 
Mining", p. 32, discussant W. R. □. Macqueen-.
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TAD, MM, 1395/06, 22 May 1906, "Deputation 
from the Transvaal Miners' Association”, H. W. Smythe 
to Secretary o-f the TCM, l June 1906, Assistant 
Secretary ot Mines to Secretary of the TCM, 12 Jul'/ 
1906, Secretary of the TCM to Acting Secretary of the 
Mines Department, 25 Aug. 1906^ BRA, HE, v. 244, file
107H, S, Jennings to H, Eckstein and Company. 
1906.

Oct.

BRA, HE, y. 244, file 107H, S. Jennings to 
H. Eckstein and Compan'/, 9 Oct. 1906, v, 2S6, file 
240V, memorandum by S. E. Webber, 2 July 1906.

JSAIE-, The Prevention of Dust in Development 
Drives in Mines during Drilling Operations", Oct.
1911, p. 54, discussant K. Austin. See also van 
Niekerk, p. 235.

195 T-e
D. hadenfeld.

1908, p. 475 322, evidence of

196 Repor t o
1902-1903, P- X i i
.25-26,

197 See, for

Report of the Miners Phthisis Commission 
ii, pars. 28-32; Cd. 2091, 1904, pp,

"Miner's Csicl Phthisis: Some Notes and Suggestions”,
p, 262, discussant C. Dixon.

TS 2, 1908, pp. 372, 691 , qq 3 SI6,,
8 379, evidence of T. Willi^' and F. Crean.

Macaulay and Irvine, p. 300; TAD, MM, 
1395/06, 22 Ma'/ 1906, “Deputation from the Tr-anss'aai 
Miners' Association".

Final Report of the Mining Regulations 
Commission 1 1910, v. 2, p. 31, evidence of i". 
Mathews and' M. Trewick. See also TG 2, 1908, p. 455,
q. 5 Oil, evidence of T. Mathews.

JCMMS, June 1913, "Interim Report of the 
Miners' Phthisis Prevention Committee".

b‘.GMEAR...30 June 1902, p.
C. Biccard Jeppe, v. 1. p. 148; South 

African Mines^ Commerce and Industr ies ̂ 5 March 1904, 
p. 148, "The Future of the Rock Drill",

204
evidence of T. Mathews; Cope, p. VO

205

TG 2, 1908, p. 455, qq, 5 016-5 017, 
f T. Mathews; Cope, p. VO,
JCMMS, Feb, 1906, p, 258, "Mining".

206 PRO, CO, 551/49, parliament, minute by H. 
Just, 9 July 1913,

207 TG 1908, p. 45 qq, 5 016-5 017=
evidence of T. Mathews; Cd. 7478, 1814, p. 59, qq, 

505, evidence of W« C. Stephens.
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2u3 pRQ^ 291/113, despatches, Selbarns to
Elgin, 17 Jan. 1907, telegram; Cd, 7478, 1914', p. 59, 
q. 20 504, evidence a-F W. C. Stephens; J S A I E ,  25 
March 1903, "The Prevention oF Miners' Phthisis by 
Ventilation", pp. 123-124, discussant D. Brodigan.

209 JS/iJE, 25 March 1903, "The Prevention o-F
Miners' Phthisis by Ventilation", pp, 
discusstint D. Brodigan.

24,

T h e  P r e v e n t i o r i  o f  S i l i c o s i s  o n  t h e  M i n e s  o f  

t h e  M i  t e e t e r s r a n d , 1937, p. 98.
J S A I E ,  25 March 1903, "The Prevention oF 

Miners' Phthisis by Ventilation", pp. 123-124, 
discussant D. Brodigan.

— TG 2, 1908, p. 
T. Mathews.

 ̂sr./ 
- ir w O  •} 5 o r evidence oF

S o u t h  A f r i c a n  M i n e s  f  C o m m  e r e a n  d
"Miners' Phthisis'Industries, 21 May 1904, p. '22“

214 pqj.. same reasons the Australian
mineowners also rejected the Layner Drill. See JCMMS^ 
Feb. 1906, p. 258, "Mining". Mining engineers did not 
experiment with-the Leynsr Drill in Cornwall. See 
JCMMS, Sept. 1906, "Safety Measures in Mining", pp. 
32-83, discussant W. R. 0. Macqueen.

215 ivjacsLiXay and Irvine, p. 227. According to 
Owen Letcher, who compiled a history to commemorate 
the mining industry's Jubilee in 1936, the expense oF 
the Layner Drill did not deter the mining engineers, 
George and Harr'/ Denn'/, From using it on the Mev'er and 
Charlton. In Letcher's view, the brother pioneered 
dust control. See Letcher, p. 156. I have Found no 
contamporar'/ evidence, hov'je'/er, which supports 
Letcher's argument.

216 PF;0, CO, 551/49, pairl iament, minute by H.
Just, 9 July 1913.

* 1 7"' T h e  P r e v e n t i o n  o f  
t h e  M i t i ^ a t e r s r a n d , 1937, p.

Cd. 7473, 1914, p. 
e'/idence of W. C. Stephens.

; i  1  i  c o  s  i  s  o  n  t  h  e  M  i  n  e  s

qq, 20 499-

•"t* i C? Thsoretical 1 y the drills should not have 
produced dust at ail. They were not, hov*jsver, immune 
to wear. In 1915 the Miners Phthisis prevention 
Committee Found that leaks oF compressed air atomised 
the " d . ^ r t y  water" Cmy italics! with which they were 
Fed, so producing particles oF tine dust. See TCMA, 
File M27, circular letter, no. 101, enclosure, A. 
Spicer to Secretar'/ oF the TCM, 7 Dec. 1916,

220 -r-AD, MM, 1395/06. 22 May 1906, "Deputation
From the Trans'z-aal Miners' Associati on".

221 _■*— * i-Q̂  gcjQci description oF the jet, ses
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JCHIIS^ Oct. 1906, "Safety Measure in Mining", p. 113, 
discussant M. H. Coombe.

Report of the Miriers' Phthisis Commission ̂ 
1902-1903, pp. lOS-109, qq. 383-892, evidence of T. 
Me Isaac.

223 y„ 244, file 107H, S. Jennings to 
H. Eckstein and Company, 9 Oct. 1906.

224 jcMMS, Sept. 1906, "Safety Measures in 
Mining", p. 81, discussant E. M. Weston.

Report of the Hiners' Phthisis Commission, 
1902-1903, p. 9, q. 3, evidence of Dr F. Napier; 
South African HineSf Commerce and Industries, 2 May 
1904, p. 226, "Miners' Phthisis"; Praagh, p. 243.

226
431

Browne,, p. 327. See also TS 2, IvOS, p. 
4 611. evidence of T. Mathews.
JCIIMS, Sept. 1906, "Safety Measures in 

Mining", p. 81, discussant E. M. Weston.
Report of the 1’•tin.ers' P.

1902-1903, 
Me Isaac.

pp. 108--109, qq. 383'

229 Pern, p. 875; TAD, MM,
1906, "Deputation from the Transvaal Miners 
Associ ati on".

MM, 1395/06, 22 May 1906, "Deputation 
from the Transvaal Miners' Association"; Cd. 7478, 
1914, p. 44, qq. 45-46, evidence of W. C. Shephens.

TC11AR, 1904 1 HH 121 - 12 :

TAD, MM, 1395/06, 22 May 1906, "Deputation 
from the Transvaal Miners' Association"; TG 2, 1908,

374, 3 839. evidence of T. Willis.
JCHI1S, Sept, 1906, "Safety Measures in 

Mining", p. 81, discussant E, M. Weston.
TAD, MM, 1395/06, 22 May 1906, "Deputation 

from the Transvaal Miners' Association".
JS4JE, Jan. 1912, "The Prevention of Dust i n  

Development Drives in Mines during Drilling 
Operations", p. 139, discussant K. Austin.

Cd. 2091, 1904, pp. 24, 27; TAD, MM, 
1395/06, 22 Ma'/ 1906, "Deputation from the Transvaal 
Miners' Association".

See, for instance, BRA, HE, v. 244, file 
107H,‘S, Jennings to H. Eckstein and Company, 9 Oct. 
1906, V. 286, file 240V, memorandum by G. E. Webber,
July 1906.

238 JCMHS, Sept. 1906, "Safety Measures in
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Mining’’, p.- SI,' discussant £. M. Westicnjf 
1911, Jan. 1912, "The Prevention c-f Dust in 
Development Drives in Mines during Drilling 
Operations", pp. 54, 57—53, 139, discussants K. 
Austin and J. B. Roberts. See also Macaulay and 
Irvine, p, 304.

•■*7TC5

24C
Pern, p, 375

Star, 17 Oct. 1902, "Miners' Phthisis".
TCIiAR, 1904, pp. 113-123 passim.
Report of the lliTiers' Phthisis Commissiori f 

1902-1903, p. 76, q. 439, evidence o-f J. S. Fisher.
JCHI1S, July 1906, Sept. 1906, Oct. 1906, 

"Sa-fety Measures in Mining", pp. 11, 79, 113, 
discussants T. L. Carter, J. Yates and M. H. Coombe? 
TB 2, 1908, p. 342, qq. 3 344-3 345, evidence of G. 
C. Smith.

Jourdan, p. 176.
2^5 TG 2, 1903, p. 374, qq. 3 337-3 S3S, 

evidence of T. Willis.
Final Report of the Mining Regulations

C o m m i s s i o n , 1910, v. 
Mathews and M. Trewick

2, p . 30, evidence of T.

TG 2, 1903, 
T. Mathews.

p . 430, q. 4 612, evidence of

2^3 J C M M S ,  April 1903, "Miner's Csicl Phthisis: 
Some Notes and Suggestions", p. 253, discussant Dr J. 
Moir.

' Van iMiekerk, p. 135.
250 |v),vĵ 1395/06, 22 May 1906, "Deputation

•from the Transvaal Miners' Association".
BRA, HE, V .  258, -file 154M, T. J. Britten 

to President of the Chamber of Mines, IS June 1906. 
See also PRO, CO, despatches, 291/112, Elgin to 
Selborne, 11 April 1906, enclosure J. Wood to H. C. 
Bannerman, 12 March 1906.

Cd. 1478, 1914, p. 45, q, 
W. C. Stephens.

20 4 / B , aVi d en c a

H.
BRA, HE, V. 244, file 107H, S. Jennings to 

Eckstein and Company, 9 Oct. 1906.
BRA, HE, V .  2S6, file 240’Y, memorandum b y

G. E. Webber, ’2 July 1906.
JCMMS, Sept. 1906, "Safety Measures in 

Mining", pp. 73-79, 31, discussants J. Yates and M. 
Weston. See also TG 2, 1903, p. 666, q. 3 430, 
evidence of 3. Richards.
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jams, Qct. 1906, "Sa-fety Maasurss in 
Mining", p. 113, discussant M. H. Coombe.

-J57 Qee^ fp,,- instance, T8 2, 1908, pp. 372-374 
passim, 426, qq, 3 310-3 347 passim, 4 534, evidence 
of T, Willis and T, Mathev*js,

,i58 f̂ spQi-t of the Hiners' Phthisis Commission f 
1902-1903, p, 76, q. 439, evidence of J, S. Fisher; 
TS 2, 1909, p, 51; JCMMS, Sept, 1906, Get. 1906, 
"Safe-f-'' Measures in Mining", pp. 79, 113, discussants 
J. Yaues and M. H. Coombe.

/̂cs*0 Finstl Report of the Mining Regul at i tons 
Commission, 1910, v. 1, p. ,232; TG 2,
Trans'oaal Got-'ernment Gazette, no. 1273, 24 Dec, 1908.

1909, p. 51;

JCMMS, April 1903, "Miner's Csicl Phthisis: 
Some Motes and Suggestions", p. 253, discussant Dr J: 
Moir.

!61 See above, chapter 9
JS4IE, Oct. 1911, "The Prevention of Dust in 

Development Drives in Mines during Drilling 
Operations", p. 54, discussant K. Austin.

263 TS 1909, 64.
264 paper, correspondence, R. Barry to 

JXM, 20 Nov. 1915.
265 CAD, MNW, file MM, 2208/10, R. M. Kotze to

H. W. Smythe, 29 Aug. 1910, enclosure.
266 jcMAR, 1904, pp. 113-123 "Miners' Phthisis 

Competition Committee".
267 cd. 2091, 1904, pp. 28-29.
.ioa Irvine, p. 297; JCMMS, Sept.

1906, "Safety Measures in Mining", p. 81, discussant,
E. , M. Weston.

"̂ 69 Sea, for instance, Moir, p. 15.
2-'0 JCMMS, Seot. , Dct. 1906, "Safety Measures in 

Mining", pp. 81, 118, discussants E. M. Weston and D.
W. Bradford.

271
272

Macaulay and Irvine, p. 298.
For details, see Final Report of the Mining

Regulations Commission, 1910, 1, pp. 42-43.

a'.'.
•i.-j. Morks Regulations, 1911, section

Transi’-aal Gcn'ernment Gazette, no. 1100, 22
Dec. 1905, regulation 146 (5).
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ranAD, MM, 1395/06, 22 May 1906, “Deputation 
from the Transvaal Miners' Association".

276 BRA, HE, V. 161, L. Phillips to 8en. W.
Higgens, 22 Jan. 1906; Grey, p. 112.

277 JQ 2, 1908, p. 
evidence of R. Raine.

715, q. 10 135-10

27S U0 i2, 1914, p. 25, par. 36. •
279 |-.ierriman Papers, 

JXM, 17 April 1912; UG 12,
corraspcndance, R 
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CHAPTER 12

THE SACRIFICIAL YEARS 1902-1910

"There are two points about our great gold 
industry that the world most cheer-fuLly
condones the Death Rate and------------------- , -------- - -
Dividends,"---Ei'sriin<y C h r o n i c l e , 191-5.

the

"All the gold in South A-frica canr.-jt 
compensate these martyrs Cthe mineral -for 
the su-f-ferings they endure. The sight at 
their death beds v-jill never be forgotten by
me till my d'/ing day."-- Nurse, M. Wilson,
1913.’̂

Qn 1 August 1912 the Miners' Phthisis Act, v̂ jhich 
prescribed compensation for miners disabled by- 
silicosis, came into force in South Africa. In terms 
of section (-3) of the act -the Miners' Phthi-sis Board 
was constituted. The functions of the board were to. 
consider appi i ca'ci ons for the award of compensa’ti on 
and to make the awards in terms of 'the act.’"' In its 
first six-monthly report, from 1 Augus'fc 1912 to 31 
January 1913, the Miners' Phthisis Board included a 
schedule which showed the extent to which the lives of 
2 0 0  miners, taken at random, had been curtailed by 
silicosis.^ The table consisted of three columnss the
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•first categorised the years of service of the 
compensated miners; the second listed, according to 
the Carlisle Table, the average life expectancy of 
"normal" men at a similar age; and the third i idicated 
the number of '/ears that the doctors expected each 
.:ateqory of disabled miners to live. Therefore the 
difference between columns two and three showed the 
extent to which silicosis had shortened the miners' 
lives. For instance, the disabled miners who had the 
shortest average period of mine service, namely three 
years, should have lived, according to the Carlisle 
Table, for another thirty-one years. Instead, the 
doctors estimated their life expectancy as being only 
three years and six months. In brief, the lives of 
these disabled miners had been shortened by 
twenty-seven and a half years. Likewise, those miners 
with the longest average period of service, namely 
that of nine years and six months, whose life 
expectation, compared to "normal" men, -should have 
been twenty-six years, was, according -ho the doctors' 
calcLilati on-s, only one and a half years. Silicosis 
had therefore curtailed their lives by twenty-four and 
a half years,

After he had- r-ac-aived the report of the Miners' 
Phthisis Board, the left-wing Bri'tish journalist, 
Alfr-ad E. Randall, wrote an article for the iVaw Ags. 

Entitled "The Price of Gold", the article condemned as 
a "shameful scandal" the industry's "wholesale murder" 
of both white and African mineworkers.° In his article

vJ
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Randall repeated at length the critical findings of 
the consulting mining j.igineer, E. J. Moynihan„ Also, 
Randall drew the attention of the public to the 
Miners' Phthisis Board's report and interpreted in 
detail the table which contained the doctors' 
estimates for the life expectancy of disabled miners.''

The Chamber of Mines reacted with alarm to the 
adverse press publicity in Britain. In particular, it 
was most perturbed by the comparisons of compensated 
miners' lives, the "select few" as it called them, 
with the expected lives of the "general population" as 
reflected in the Carlisle Table. In the Chamber's 
view, the "misleading" schedule in the report of the 
Mj.ners' Phthisis Board, had provided the industry's 
opponents with "their main grounds of attack". "The 
facts are sufficiently serious", the executive
declared, "without uthe need fori exaggeration »8

Unlike the mi leowners, the miners did not agree 
that the schedule in the Miners' Phthisis Board's 
report presented a "fallacious conclusion" - In 1912 
the Van Niekerk Commission investigating silicosis had 
already statistically proved that, although miners 
died at an average age of 33,12 years, the modal, or 
commonest age, of death was only 29,51 years. 
Alt’nough these data r}flectsd the mortality of miners 
in 1912, it is highly probable that they represented 
the death rate scenario for the pre—Union'period. 
Both the estimated life of disabled miners, as
reflected in the schedule of the Miners' Phthisis
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Board's report, and the modal age o-f death, as the 
Hedical Commission calculated, were also probably an 
accurate reflection of the position during the period 
1903 to 1910,

This chapter examines the miners' perceptions o-F 
silicosis. The impact o-f the occupational disease on 
the Witwatersrand miners partly explains the growth o-f 
their militancy 'which peaked during the mine-wide 
strike o-f 1907.

The chapter also assesses the prevalence of and 
death rate from silicosis amongst white miners and 
black mineworkers during the period 1903 to 1910. As 
we have noted, from 1906 the census officer for the 
Redruth district .in Cornwall, was obliged to keep 
epidemiological, geographical and occupational records 
of the mortality from silicosis amongst Cornish 
miners. These statistics therefore indicated whet.her 
migrant miners who had returned home -ho Cornwall to 
die had worked solely in the Transvaal gold mines. 
They also showed the deceased miners' length of 
service on the Witwatersrand mines and noted their 
occupations, including rock drill work.^*

Except for the census records of the Redruth 
district, we have no accurate official statistic-s for 
the mortality from silicosis on the Witwatersrand 
during the period 1902 to 1910. We must therefore rely 
for our findings concerning the mortality from 
silicosis on _ the Witwatersrand gold mines on the
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Cornish statistics. To rein-force and to supplement 
the Cornish records we depend, too, on local informal 
records, which include the weighty impressionistic 
evidence of miners, mining officials and a fo!*). 
concerned health officers.

It was only from June 1911 that the Transvaal 
Miners' Association began to keep a record of deaths 
amongs't its members. Even so, from i'ts inception in 
1902 the union was well aware that silicosis was 
responsible for depleting it membership. The most 
important job of the union's typist, Mary Fitzgerald, 
the only paid employee the organisation could afford 
from 1902 to 1906, was to take collection sheets to 
the various mines for funding miners' funerals.^'-' Few 
miners had dependents resident in South Africa and 
families of the deceased could no-*- afford the £ 2 1  

rec”,ured for the funeral. "Everything cost-s a lot," 
was the comment to his mo'hher of a temporary 
mineworker, John Cockerill, after giving a funeral 
contrn.bution in 1904. - No miner wanted a pauper's 
grave either for himself or for his comrades; and the 
union took it upon itself to ensure tha-t its members, 
as well as other miners, were buried with 
respectability at a "priva-he f uneral " ,

. In 1906 the manager of the Wolhuter, T. J. 
Britten, who had won the Chamber's competition for his 
atomiser, ote to the President of the Chamber, J. N. 
de Jongh, expressing his distress at the mortality 
from silicosis amongst miners. He claimed that the
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"heavy martaliliy" -from the disease was the “same today
•J -Tas attracted my attention seven years ago".'^ In 191 i, 

when union records could veri-fy the mortality o-f 
members, at least four members of the Transvaal 
Hiners' Association, at an average age of thirty-eight 
years, were dying each week. It is therefore
reasonable to suggest that this was true, too, of 
previous years. Such statistics did not include 
non-unionists and miners vgho had returned home to 
die,^*^ Indeed, C. B. -Saner, a member of the South 
African Institution of Engineers, told his society in. 
1911

that when he came back from a short holiday 
in Europe, he wâ s shocked by the reports 
that so many of his old friends and fellow 
workmen had died - from phthisis - whilst he 
had been away."^'

Impressionistic reports confirm this horrific 
death toll. Although it has become a legend in South 
African trade union h i s t o r y , t h e  fate of the members 
of the 1907 miners' strike committee must be 
repeated. By 1914 only .one of the eighteen-member 
strike committee was still working; one had died in an 
accident; of the remaining seventeen, thirteen had 
died from silicosis and two were in the terminal 
stages of the di sease. In 1906 and 1907 mine 
officials and miners recounted similar morbid 
SKperiences: most miners whom they had known
personally seven years earlier had died of
silicosis-'^"* Collectively the deaths amounted to

^ A"thousands".
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In 1906 M. H. Coombe, the manager o-f the Stats 
Mine, reproved John Yates, a consulting engineer far 
the Barnato group and Professor of Mining at the South 
African School of Mines and’Technology, for claiming
that mining on the Witwatersrand "carried no more

)danger" than the "same calling in other countries"!. 
Coombe stated firmly:

I have the honour to be a member of the Rand 
Pioneer Association and I venture to say, 
from enquiries I have made, that I am the 
only surviving member of the Association who 
used to run a rock drill here when they were 
first introduced to these fields.
Many of the pioneers came as miners to open 
up these outcrop •^ines, and when these 
machines were f st brought to the 
Langlaagte Estate, Ferreira and other mines, 
many of us thought we could make a few 
pounds e:-{tra per month thereby. We did so. 
To-day I know of only two men left out of 
scores that were confreres with me in
learning the rock drill work. The majority 
of the men I knew are up in the Braamfontein 
cemetery, but a good man'/ died Cof miners' 
phthisis! during the war in the Old Country, 
and others in America, New Zealand and 
Austral i a.

Thomas Mathews, the. organiser of the Transvaal 
Miners' Association, corroborated Coombs's grisly 
statement. In 1907 Mathews told the Mining Industry 
Commission that he knew of only one rock driller, 
James Coward, who was still alive amongst those he had 
known in 1397, the year in which Mathews had come to 
the Wi twatersrand. Clearly there was much substance 
to the claim in 1907 of an Australian rock driller, 
Samuel Crawle, that "at the present time we are dying 
faster than we are made".^'^
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The deaths were not confined to rock drillers, 
who died on average after seven years on the 
machines^ The British regulations, as we have seen, 
stipulated that broken rock be wetted both "in ends, 
or rises, and as far as practicable in other 
places".^® But in the ‘i‘ransvaal , because the 
regulations did not prescribe it, management made no 
provision whatsoever for allaying dust generated in 
shovelling and tramming. The result was that hand 
stopers were exposed constantly to a "cloud of 
dust ” Also, as we have noted, after 1908, when a 
regulation enforced the wetting of ore,'-’- the 
reluctance of the mineowners to install viater service 
pipes caused the persistence of dust densities in the 
stopes. Clearly by 1910 hand stopers and even 
specialist pitmen, who had been exposed continuously 
to the inordinately high dust levels on the 
Witwatersrand mines swelled the ranks of the dead.

In 1904 Dr L. G. Irvine informed the public that 
general miners had an advantage over rock drillers of 
an additional ten to fifteen years of s e r v i c e . A  

working life of fifteen to tv*jenty-two years could 
hardly have been a reassuring message for general 
miners. But Irvine's cautious prognosis proved to be 
incorrect. Hand drillers, too, contracted accelerated 
silicosis but in a less rapidly progressive form. 
Although not conclusive, the following impressionistic 
evidence of miners^ which mine managers and engineers 
confirmed, suggests that man'/ general miners died cn

•-J
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average twelve ta -fifteen years after beginning to 
work on the Witwatersrand•

In 1907 Thomas Hathews asserted to the Mining 
Regulations Commission that one in four deaths from

“TOsilicosis occurred amongst hand dril ier-s.f’’ ws 
also citrd the case of the Simmer and Jack on wUich 
only two hand drillers, who had begun work on the Rand 
during the pre-war years, had survived until 1907, 
Mathews's findings confirmed th-a warnings of T. Lana 
Carter, the manager of the French F;and, As earl'/ as 
1903 Carter predicted:

Some seem to think that the machinemen are 
the only ones liable to contract miner's 
Hsicl phthisis, but I fis ml'/ believe that in 
a mine where v^ater is scarce. .. every one 
I'/orking ' continuously in the mine will 
e'/entually contract the disease. Of course 
men working on the machines are in much 
greater danger than oth-ars, but when dust is
di stri buted 
danger.

Veely ail , v^orkers are 1 n

At a meeting in 1912, members of the South 
African Institution of Engineers confirmed that the 
low standard of mining on the Witwatersrand could be 
attributed to the scarcit'/ of c'/erseas professional 
miners. J. Moyle Phillips amplified:

As has already ueen remarked b'/ other 
member-3 we have not enough old hands left 5 
those who are still ali'/e are but a-s a drop 
in a bucket o-̂ water, and nearly eaten up 
with phthisis. I onl'/ know of tv*;o men here 
at the prese-nt time - I am referring to 
miners - who were here in 1888, and the men 
whom I knew prion to the war and are ali'/e 
and Norking to-day could be counted on the 
fingers of one hand.

■j
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Clearly the miner, who took the -following chance
in 1910, did not risk lasing his money:

I am open to bet my ne>:t month's cheque that 
it is impossible to -find anywhere 2 0 0  miners 
alive to-day who were mining on the Ree-f 
here betore the war, and there are hundreds 
buried i Braamfontein d in Cornwall and 
Cumberland who only s. carted mining here
after 1901 36

From 1903 the Reef no longer attracted immigrant 
miners. At overseas mining camps the notorie-ty of the 
Witwatersrand as being a "death trap for miners and a 
badly paid place" gained ground steadi l y . F o r  
instance, v̂ ihen Eld win Moore, an Australian miner 
returned home for Christmas in 1906, miners there told 
him he was "a fool to be working underground" on the 
Wi twatersrand „ In 1907 even the locail Trar-vaa\l 
mining journal, which was usually reticent about the 
mortality from silicosis, urged the elimination of -the 
disease to promote the return of the overseas 
professional miners so that efficient standards of 
mining could be restored:

Phthisis has killed such a large number of 
young, strong labourers, that many miners in 
Europe and America prefer to stay in their 
own countries, earn lower wages, and live, 
rather than come to the Rand, earn a higher 
wage, and die.'"’'̂

Indeed, in 1910 miners claimed justifiably' that "the
Reef" had "the worst reputation in the world II AO

By 1911, according to the Government Mining 
Engineer, Robert Nelson Kotse, because of the ravages 
of the occupational disease the immigra'tion of miners

vj
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to the Rand had all but "dried up".'^^ Management 
deplored the loss of skilled manpower, but agreed with 
J.,Moyle Phillips, a mechanical engineer, that the 
.Witwatersrand had few inducements to offer overseas 
professional miners:

A good practical man - such as we are 
grei tly in need of here - can earn a good 
wage in his own country, so unless something 
very enticing is offered him he will not 
leave home. Formerly there was the "bait" 
of a big cheque, but since it is now known 
what price he has to pay for it he will not 
bite, and even if he does, it is not in 
order to stop...here and make it his home.

In 1911 overseas miners had little need for the 
warning of J. Ambrose Pratt, the journalist who 
accompanied the Australian Premiei', Andrew Fisher, on 
his tour of South Africa in 1910;

Miners of England 
poor may be your 
present prospects, 
South Africa with t 
are paid upon the 
indeed, but the pri 
them is paid in suff 
a thousand times t 
your own country, i 
hap, than race to an 
deep African cavern.

and Australia, howe er 
lot, however dark your 
let no man tempt you to 
ales of the wages that 
Rand! The wages are high 
ce the 'workers pay for 
ering and blood. Better 
o perish as paupers in 
f such a chance should 
early tomb in a hot,

4 ;

Pratt was influenced by the vie'ws of the independent 
consulting mining engineer, E. J. Moynihan, a 
well-known critic of the mineowners. Indeed, Pratt 
quoted these vie'WS at length in his book. Also, 
Moynihan's assessments of the ravages of silicosis 
prompted Pratt to publish his caveat to the overseas
miners 44
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At the end o-f 1905 reports from consulting 
engineers and mine mananers concerrting the
"incompetence" and the "ineffi icy" of the miners, 
but not of the artisans, began to' disturb the

mineowners. At this time the industry was 
ejtperiencing great difficulty in attracting overseas 
capital, which was crucial for developing the second 
and third row :of deep level m i n e s . A l s o ,  the 
mineowners' new policy of mining ores with lower
values than before, which in turn yielded narrow 
profit margins, reinforced the reluctance of overseas 
investors to commit themselves to the Wi uwatersrand 
gold mines. Samuel Evans, of the Corner House', 
comjlained to his fellow-director, Raymond Schumacher, 
ttiat "reliable competent miners are much scarcer 
to^^day even than they were when you left Con vacation 
for Europe]". Lionel Phillips was even more
emphatic. He declared to Selborne, the Governor of 
the Transvaal: "The fact is that there is a great
scarcity of competent underground miners.

Admittedly there was a large and ever— growing 
number of "scratch" miners, who had been born in South 
Africa.-" Despite their poor training and low level of 
efficiency, the South African workmen obtained their 
blasting certificates with ease after working 
underground for periods which ranged from only one to 
siK months.-'^ One reason that this "mushroom lot" of 
local miners could obtain billets readily was the 
growth of the i ndustry. More important, locally
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trained miners had no competition -from new
pro-Fessi onai arrivals -From abroad. Consequently 
management had no option but to employ South African 
miners in the vacancies created by the deaths and

crrfincapacitation from silicosis of the "old-timers".'"'"’ 
The papular myth is that Afrikaners entered the 
industry in large numbers only after they were 
employed as strike-breakars during the 1907 miners'
strike. But the contrar'/ is true; an ever-growing

*number of Afrikaners was working as miners long 
before the strike.

By 1906 the average standaru of practical work 
amongst professional miners was also declining. The 
raascn was obvious to perceptive mine managers. The 
more recent professional miners, as with some of-their 
predecessors, seldom lived "long unough to develop

tsr / Itheir skill to the highest point of pei fection" . In 
1906 the chemist to the Department of Mines, Dr James 
Moir, in a discussion at the Chemical Society 
concerning the efficiency, of miners, SKpressed the 
"distinct fear that there will be no miners left in a 
year or two except the younger and more unskilled 
ones"."'" But in the absence of effective dust 
prevention measures the prognosis for the yci, ng miners 
was also morbid.

Enlightened mine managers were well aware that 
the "old guard of machine men, who did such good 'work 
on the Rand in the days gone by",'""̂  were no longer 
alive. Likewise, in 1907 a mining material merchant,
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Reuben Breer, who had a long connection with three 
mines, explained cynically to the Mining Industry 
Commission the reason that the industry was 
experiencing a problem with the et-ficiancy o-f miners; 
"Like the Irishman's potatoes, the best are under the 
ground, and you have not the skilled white miners you 
had in those days. But the mineowners ignored the
advice ot management that .the industry could not 
attract an "adequate” supply o-f skilled manpower given 
the low level of spending-the mineovjners were prepared 
to devote to prevsn-tinq silicosis. Claarlv' the 
R'andlords did not believe that the elimination of the 
disease was justified by the profits they could make.

As early as 1903 the overseas miners began to 
leave the Rand. The Corriuhian reported;

Very lately thirteen miners with their 
families left the Rand to return to England, 
the cause of th.eir departure being the fear 
of the death in store for the former if they 
continued to >• ork there.

others followed suit in a slow t r i c k l e , T h e  upswing 
of tin mining in Cornwall, which started in 1906, also 
-attracted miners to return home; they exchanged high
money wages for health 60 The greatest exodus,
however, occuf—red after the 1907 strike; miners were
.no longer prepared to. risk their lungs for reduced
wages and lower contract prices, the penalty they paid 
for losing the strike to the mi neovmers. Many 
professional miners refused to work on the gold mines 
without being paid danger money.

-J
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Although miners who remained on the Reef 'knew 
that certain death awaited them, even when their lungs 
were affected by dust they distanced themselves from 
that morbid reality. Like James Coward who, as we
have noted, "gloried in rock drilling work", many
miners buoyed themselves with an optimistic spirit, 
which the consulting engineer, E, J. Moynihan, defined 
in 1910:

The average consumptive patient is possessed 
by the "spes thisica", the "hopeful madness" 
to which consumptive patients are iubject. 
This makes them talk gaily of what they are 
going to do 10 years hence, when they are 
really going to be buried in iO days; and 
explains vjhy rock—drill men, c  > they get 
phthisis, usuall.'/ go on with this work until 
it kills tnem.°'"̂

The miners' "hopeful madness", to which Mr '/nihan
referred, was, in fact, fear. Hope was all that the 
miners had left when they were afraid to face what was 
real.

The suffering of the silicotic miners distressed 
observers who produced eye-witness accounts. Such 
accounts capture more graphically than the clinical 
descriptions of doctors, quoted earlier, the agony 
which afflicted miners experienced.*^^ When a visitor 
to Johannesburg went to the offices of the Transvaal 
Miners' Association to see his friend, Thomas Mathews, 
he was overwhelmed fay "sorrowful and sad sights", 
which he captured in a letter to the press:

As I waited in the outer office the door of 
the inner office opened and a tall 
thin-faced man came out. He looked ill, and 
as he passed out the door a violent fit of 
coughing seised him, and then I knew that I

■J
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was looking at a.nother victim o-f the dread 
disease... I passed into the inner o-f-fi'ce and 
before me was another miner CThomas Methews3 
coughing his lungs out.

The torture suffered by miners in the advanced 
stage of the disease, shocked even nurses, inured to 
the pain of their patients. M. Wilson, who had been a 
nurse for many years, described as "mere details" the 
"horrible scenes" induced by other illnesses compared 
to those which silicosis caused. She added?

I 've known great strong men reduced to mere 
living human skeletons, gasping, praying and
begging of us to get them breath.**^

Indeed, few illnesses could do more than silicosis to 
"lower a man's vitality, to depress his spirits, and 
to take all heart out of him". Even so, a Church of 
England chaplain, G. B. Carlisle, marvelled at the 
"courage and hopefulness" with which miners "faced the 
inevitabl'rf end".'^^

As there was no cure for the_ disease, doctors 
could advise patients only to “renounce their work in 
the very earliest stages of the i l l n e s s " . B u t  as 
Eustace Hill, a Church of England priest, eKplained in 
1910, few miners were in a position to a.ccept this 
medical advice;

Elianyl have to stay at work which they know 
is killing them, because they have wife and 
children dependent on them, and no job on 
the surface can be found for them. 
Self-sacrifice such as this can only elicit
our pity and indignation. 69

Doctors could only try to alleviate some of the 
the more distressing symptoms of the disease with 
medication, including painful intra-muscular
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injections 70 Although they acknowledg'ed that .such
treatment was useless, doctors, Ixke P. A. 
Nightingale, scorned miners who, not surprisingly, 
resorted to using old wives' remedies:

Many rock-drill miners on the Rand have 
assured me that the best prophylactic 
against miners' phthisis is a plug o-F 
tobacco kept in the pouch o-f the cheek - 

' this invaluable secret having been confided 
to them by their fathers and grandfathers 
who worked in the Cornish tin mines'.

Miners, too, provided bogus doctors with a 
gullible and ready market for their quack medicines, 
of which "Lungsava" was the most popular during the 
period. A certatin Mr Stevens, purporting to be a 
doctor, made and marketed “Lungsava", a concoction 
consisting of a root, which the Africans used as an
emetic, mixed with alcohol. 73

Except for L. S, Irvins and D. Macaulay, the 
Witwatersrand doctors were singularly indifferent^ to 
the problem of silicosis. -After 1904 not a single 
doctor presented a paper at annual medical 
conferences, published a journal article and wrote to 
the press to stimulate public and medical concern with 
the toll that the disease was exacting amongst 
miners.Indeed, doctors were' so uninterested in the 
subject, that in 1910, when the acting Premier of 
Perth requested epidemiological data concerning 
silicosis in the Transvaal, Kotze was able to refer 
the query only to Irvine and Macaulay.^^
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The Tranevaa?!. medical pro-Fession''s apathy towards 
the problem of silicosis contrasted starkly with its 
indignation at the "Lungsava business".'® In 1908, as 
it had done in 1906,''^ the Transvaal Medical Council 
pressed charges against Stevens for unlawfully 
practising as a doctor, but it did not- win the case as 
Stevens had already left the country. The incident 
showed clearly that the Transvaal doctors' 
assertiveness in the matter was directed to promoting 
their professional standing rather than to protecting 
miners from fraudulent cures.

Many miners lacked the funds for the "melancholy
“TOpleasure" of returning home to die.'^ But both the 

state and the medical societies did the minimum for 
incapacitated miners who remained on the Rand. The 
mine benefit societies, to which the men were obliged 
to contribute, provided silicotic miners with hospital 
funding for only three months.®*^ This was ai bitter 
source of complaint ' to the • Transvaal Miners' 
Association, which alleged that the management of the 
sick fund societies neglected "phthisical miners", but 
favoured sick mine officials by sending them to the 
coast, with all expenses paid, for "recuperative

C: 1holidays" «® S o m e  miners could not even as'ai 1 
themselves of the limited benefits that the sick 
benefit societies provided. They were obliged to work 
unt their "death" because many mine managers refused 
to give them sick leave; such mine officials claimed 
that the miners' requests for sick leave were "merely

•■u
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. . .  82 put up tor mai 1 ngen ng • purposes .

The government medical institutions catered 
poorly -for silicotic miners. The government hospitals 
were -financed by levies of Is deducted from the pass 
taxes paid by Africans.®'"' They were run by management 
boards on which the Chamber of Mines was both 
officially and strongly represented, The
Johannesburg Hospital lacked the accommodation for

gerpatients with chronic illnesses,- such as si 1 icosis. 
Also, it did not admit patients with infectious 
disease, including tuberculosis which frequently 
accompanied silicosis in its advanced forrri, ° ihe 
Johannesburg Hospital admitted cases of tuberculosis 
only when the patients were "more or less in
extremis".. SI

The only hospitals that would accept silicotic 
miners were -the Rietfontein government i n-st i tuti ons , 
the lazaretto and the chronic sick home, 'which, were 
seven miles east of Johannesburg - a. day's walk from 
the town.®^ The Rietfontein hospitals were established 
in 19,03. to relieve the congestion in the Johannesburg 
Hcspital. Th-e chronic sick home accommodated patients 
suffering from "incurable di seases", while the 
lazaretto admitted patients with infectious diseases 
and was the depot for plague and syphilitic cases. - 
The Rietfontein institution comprised "a collection of

g -jwood and iron shanties located anyhow on the veldt".
As the medical profession acknowledged, the conditions
at Rietfontein v-jere " dapl orabl e" . Apart from 'the

-J
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appalling conditions at Rietfontein, miners shunned it 
because they disliked being treated, like most o-f the

• OTother patients, as "undesirables".

In 1904 Dr Catherine_Arnotb and her brother 
established a private - sanatorium, nine, miles -from 
Johannesburg, on land which they teased -from the 
government and which was adjacent to the dynamite 
-factory at Modder-fontein. On the property, called 
Springkell, stood an old disused hospital which had 
served the employees o-f the dynamite company in the 
pre-war y e a r s . A s  miners could not af-ford to go to 
Springkell, in 1904 Arnott indicated to the Mine 
Managers' Association her willingness, in return -for a 
subsidy -from the industry, to accept tv-jenty silicotic 
miners at reduced rates o-f £12 per mon-hh. ■ This fee
was £8 lass per month than the Johannesburg hospital
charged for private patients.''^ The Association 
referred the request to the Chamber, which turned it 
down, despite acknowledging that "other hospitals" did 
"nothing" for -si 1 icotics.

To relieve the congestion at Rietfontein, caused 
partly by the ever-increasing number of silicosis 
sufferers, the government transferred a few silicotic 
patiarrhs to Springkell. E-iut in 1905, because of the 
"-scandalous" conditions at Springkell, the government 
sent the patients back to Rietfontein, which "was now 
full to overflowing". As important, because the 
sanitarium at Springkell was financially unviable 
without the government subsidv', in 1906 Arnott renewed

ij
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her o-f-fer to the Association o-f Mine Managers 100

For several months, under pressure -from the 
Association of Mine Managers, the Chamber toyed with 
the idea of subsidising Arnott and and transforming 
Springksll into a home solely for silicotics; 
Springkell was to be the only health centre on the 
Witwatersrand where miners would receive treatment for 
the disease.*'-’̂ Indeed, as mining house returns 
indicated, there would be no shortage of miners at a 
ce?ntral institution devoted entirely to the treatment 
of the disease. In reply to a Chamber circular, seven 
of the nine mining houses indicated that a minimum of 
439 miners per annum would avail themselves of the 
facility. This would remove from the mine hospitals 
the onus of treating on average 137,.£> patients per 
month. The only exception was A. 6oerc and Company 
which submitted that it could provide "nil", miners for
a convalescent home, 102 Apparently no miners wno
worked for this group suffered from silicosis.

Despite public expectations that "the controllers 
of the industry" could hardly fail to avail themsels-’es 
of the opportunity now presented for the alleviation 
of "this distressing avi 1 " , the mineov*jnsrs did not 
give the scheme the "material support", wnich the Mine- 
Managers' Association had anticipated. In December 
1906 the Randlords rejected the scheme^ giving 
bureaucratic obstacles as the reason for its decision; 
it wanted neicher to supersede the functions of the 
Rand Provisional Joint Committee, responsibi.e- for the
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establishment of hospitals, nor to contradict the
committee's policy that private hospitals had to be
"self-sustaining by means of pat i ents" . In viev-j of
the Chamber's influence on the committee, such reasons
were clearly spurious. It is more . likely that the
Chamber rejected the idea because the success of the
scheme depended on the Randlords providing both

*considerable capital and maintenance costs.

Apart from their concern that handicapped miners 
should be able to "retire to a place for peaceful rest 
and cure",, the mine managers favoured the
establishment of a sanatorium so that miners who had 
silicosis "complicated" b'/ tuberculosis v*jould stop 
working "literally t„.l their end comes". 
Influenced by Irvine and Macaulay, who strongly 
advocated the precauti on , the mine managers wanted 
to prevent the "phthisical miners" from infecting 
their "healthy comrades" with the contagious
disease.- In 1905 the West Australian Commission on 
the Ventilation and Sani'iiation of Mines had
recommended the removal from work of tuberculous 
miners as a medical precaution against si 1 icosis.

In March 1908 'the Association of Mine Managers 
again petitioned -hhe Chamber to provide a -sanatorium 
for miners disabled by si 1 i cosi s • The Chamber 
agreed to consider the idea and asked the Association
for a detailed scheme 110 The reason for the Chamber's
volte face in 1908 was its acquisition of an 
unexpected v<jindfall of £16 335. Consequently the
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timing o-f the mine managers' request was singularly
... illprop.itious.

At the beginning of the year Percy Fitzpatrick 
had transferred to the President of the Chamber his 
trusteeship of the balance of the funds which the 
mineowners had contributed, before the war, to contest 
the MacArthur— Forrest patent for the cyanide 
process. Originally the Chamber had ear-marked the 
trust fund for establishing a bacteriological 
laboratory. But as the government had its own 
laboratory, in 190S the Chamber decided that the money 
should be spent on "some public object", at the 
discretion of the PresidS'-t of the Chamber.

As the trust funds adequately covered the modest 
£13 000 capital costs, which the mine managers' scheme

•| -1 CTentai 1 ed, the executive of the Chamber approved the
1 t Aplan. But -a stumbling block was the reluctsince of

Smuts, the Minister of the Interior, who wa?
responsible for public heailth, to bear half the 
maintenance costs of the projected sanatorium. After 
more than a year of haggling with the Chamber, the 
government agreed to - pay half che maintenance costs
for the iristituition, in an amount not exceeding
£5 000 per annum, and to provide the land free of.
charge 117 This was the limit of the government's
commitment to "chronic pauper invalids I. 11?

The- Chamber did more than just "foot the whole
1 1 Cbill". ^  Perhaps fro.m a sense of "blood
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gui 1 tiness", it turned the modest; sanatorium,
envisaged by the Association of Mine Managers", into 
an eKtravagansa which, despite its opulence, catered 
for only seventy patients. After the mineowners had 
publicly committed themselves -to the venture, they 
realised its importance as an exercise in public
relations. Despite the resentment of the mine
managers, responsible both for the idea and for 
initially eliciting government siipport, the Randlords 
jettisoned ' both the help of the mine managers and

■ -j 'JTtheir original scheme. Between 1910 and 1911 the
mineowners lavished an additional- £39 000 on the
sanatorium. 124 1its final cost being £52 000.
Admittedly many of the expenses incurred by the 
Chamber in re-building the sanatorium, were the result 
of government pressures. Even so, the Randlords
turned Springkell into a monument to commemorate their 
own self“importance and self-interest. Ironically 
Lionel Phillips, the President of the Chamber in 1908, 
whose discretionary powers had permitted the trust 
funds to_be donated to Springkell, was one of the few 
mineowners who by 1913 had not bothered to visit the 
sanatorium.

Although high hopes for its success charactarised 
the speeches at its official opening in November 
1911,-̂ '̂ “ the Springkell Sanatorium proved to be little 
more than a white elephant. Despite its seventy beds,
from 1911 until 1917 the sanatorium treated on average
only forty patients per d a y . I n  the viev*̂  of the

□
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government and the industry, the concept of Springkall
was "ideal"; the sanatorium was both "elaborately"
equipped and ras situated near a lake and a hill which
provided scenery with a "Scottish g r a n d e u r E v e n
so, Springkall did not meet the needs of the miners
who, when they had originally requested a home, had
e:-!pressad different BKpectations:

If we had a hospital under Government to 
take such men from the mines, it would take 
a heavy load off many a household where the 
husbs.nd .or wage-earner is dying of 
phthisis.

Clearly the miners, who had not been in any way 
consulted about the Springkell project, wanted a 
hospital that was accessible to Johannesburg and which 
provided conventional medical services and care.

The miners also shunned Springkall because of its
remoteness, as a newpaper article explained;

This horror of isolation vjhen death is only' 
a matter of months is so pronounced with 
some of the miners that they will do
anything to avoid it.

"Let me rather die in the street", was the response of 
a miner to whom the facilities of Springkell were 
of fared. Another reason for the miners' dislike of 
Springkell was its morbidity. Because most Springkell 
patients died, miners could not view it as a 
sanatorium, as its name denoted, "There is not much 
recreation," said Boudewyn de Witt Hamer, the 
Secretary to the Miners' Phthisis Board, "in seeing a 
funeral tviice a week."^’-'̂
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More important, the miners regarded the
pnandlords' gesture o-f providing them with a sanatorium

palliative. They wanted the controllers aias on.i y
the industry to spend money on eliminating the
disease. "One wheezing miner" sadd; "Ue want to live, 
not to be carted out to any padace CSpringkel i 1 to die
like sheep,

But the miners' wishes to stay alive were 
From 1903 to 1910 they continued to a.e in 

ever-increasing numbers in the "Dhthisis stricken"
districts of the Reef. 136 The "sorrowful sights” at
•the offices of the Transvaal Miners' Association, 
which had distressed the visitor to Johannesburg, 
testified to the serious mortality aimongst miners.
t! T t! whom were "steady men".*'"*'' Tom Mathews's
■ '1 si tor wrozes

My eyes tu.^ned to the wall on my right, and 
then I saw it was placarded with
"subscription sheets or lists" for and on
behai f women anc father less c m  id!'

to 1911, before
_il sor•y hy 1 aw, thecompensation had been made compulsory 

mineowners, according to a "comprehensive list 
prepared by the Chamber of Mines itself", contributed 
a mere £6 000 to disabled miners and their 5endents
"on their own ini ti ati vs" . ' The sum was "distributad

■* anamongst 90 odd miners and their d e p e n d e n t s " B u t  as 
Wilfred Wybargh, the former Commissioner of Minas and 
subsequently a prominent member of the South African
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Labour Party, pointed out:
In some cases comparatively large sums had 
been given amounting to several hundreds of 
pour.JS, so that the average given^ per case 
was something very small indeed.

After the report of the Hiding Regula-tions 
Commission had been published in August IPIO, members 
of Het Volk's ministry and the Randlords "protested 
their ignorance as loudly as ever" of the toil that
silicosis had t a k e n . S u c h  arguments were clearly
spurious. Apairt from all the other first-hand
information both parties possessed on the ravages of 
the disease, in 1903 the Transvaal pariiamentary 
debates concerning wiorkmen's compensation had brought 
to the fore the problem of silicosis and the question

in
advocating that silicosis be scheduled as a 
compensatable disease.under the act, John Ware, the 
President of the Wihwatersrand Trades and Labour 
Council, had declared dramatically to the Mining 
Industry Commission thait if the miner "goes on working

of its inclusion under the new act.~*^“ Indeed,

1 A/Iunderground he is murdering himself". ' ■’

At virtually every meeting of the Transvaal 
Hinei--s' Association there were collection boxes for

"wh i te death"• 1 -1 n TO hoifh
inremporary ano current: popular beiiei-

:n’crary ~.o oo 
1.3V the miners

on the Witwatersrand, unlike the craftsmen, il* werej  u u  i X d. r*.c; u i  2cs u . i  a  r  u  1 ^

'iot apathetic towards trside unionism. Nor was their
1 agmi on weak ana oaoiv orqanised. The strength ana

growth of the Transvaal Miners' Association wete all
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the more? ramarkabla in view of the mortality -from 
silicosis amongst its executive members: they were 
“generally killed by the disease "just as they 
were entering uporr their period of -full m-atu.rity and
*cn5=?r WT■-— '-'re u s e f u l n e s s " t-y 1909 the “dozen" men, who

1904, had died.**-'" Similarly, the fata of
had comprised the first stable executive committee in

'e 1905
•executive committee was morbid; of the 1905 eight-man 
committea, by 1911 six had died from silicosis and two 
had the disease in an advanced stage.

After its shaky start and initial growing pains, 
by 1906 the Transvaal Miners' As-sociation had 
developed into a strong and wall supported
organisation. By the end of 1906 the union could 
afford to pay for the services of a general

■ I C T Tsecretary-organiser and three district organi-sers.
As these salaried officials were paid out of union 
funds, which derived from membership subscript!ons, 
C h e  Association had an extremely large memb er si; i p ■, 
Clsarl-y at the beginning of the 1907 strike tiie 
Transvaal Miners' Association did not consist of a 
mere 300 members, as Gitsham and Trembath incorrectly 
claim. Indeed, Thomas Mctthews did not exaggerate
when he told the Mining Industry Commissi-on that in 
May 1907 his union had 3 300 paid-up members,

Bet'ween June 1907 and June 1910 the membership of 
the union dwindled. In 190S the union dispensed with 
the services of the three district organisers and 
rstainec only one s-aiariad pc-st, that cf the



•I cr /sacrafcary—orqanissru In 1910 ' the Transvaal liiner-s'
Association consisted c-f approx i mat el y
i aOO membars„^^'' As locally trained miners, who “were 
very larqsl'/^ African-born men of both Dutch and 
English d e s c e n t d i d  not join the .-.ni on , the 
reason for the decrease in membership is obvious — the 
“white death". Although reduced wages and revised 
contract prices, introduced by ,-(nageiment after the 
strike,, caused approximately SOO professional miners 
to return to E-̂ ritain and Australia, most of the
1 200 miners, who were no longer members of the union, 
had been disabled or had died from silicosis.

As we have seen, from 1910 onwards the most 
popular nickname for silicosis was the “white

ironic term because thecieatth".*'̂ " ihis was an
conventional wisdom, guided by the viev-js of the 
medical profession, held that silicosis was Z\ serious 
problem only for whits miners and not for “leans. In 
evidence to the Mining Regulations Commission in 1907, 
Louis Irvine explained; "True miners' phthisis, in the 
sense of non-infsetive fibrosis of the lungs, is less 
common amongst the native mine workers than might be 
SUDOOSSd . "

For the period 1902 to 1914 there are .no 
epidemiological data on the prevalence of silicosis 
amongst African minev-^orkers. The Weldon Commission 
had discreticnary powers to investigate the prevalence 
of the disease amengst black mi newerkers. Despite the
. n June ion of W. S. Caine, t.he House cH commons
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rspresantative for Camborne, that the commission 
appointed tav' Milner siiould investigate the mortality 
of the disease amongst "native miiners", the Weldon 
Commission failed to do so,, The commission's token 
gesture to Caine's mandate was the provision of an 
appendiK to the report. The appendiK consisted of a 
survey from August 1902 to April 1903 conducted by H.
:Emill Rosenberg, the medical D t t  : i  c e r f or the
Lancaster West. Rosenberg diaignosed five cases of 
silicosis amongst’ the Africans on his mine. Three of 
the patients died whilst under i’lis c-are .and the two 
survivors returned to their rural homesteads. In
1912 under the chairmanship of the Medical Inspector 
of Mines, Sebastian Valentyn van Niekerk, the 
Commission on Miners' Phthisis ‘and Pulmonary 
TuberculDsis, also knDV'Wi as the Medical Commission, 
did not investigate the prevalence of the disease 
amongst African mineworkars, "because the terms of 
vferanca did not permit ,'IitI! to do

As we has'e seen, in January 1903 Milner 
instructed the industry and the Native Affairs 
DvSpartmer.t to include in the mortality returns of the 
gold - I , . ,  nes the number of deaths from each disease

i 6 ■I. 1- 'v' S •! or.'amongst African minev*)ori<ers 
these new statistics showed that respiratory diseases 
' ere responsible for 5S,34 per cent of the total dsath 
rata. Pneumonia and pulmonary tuberculosis ware 
most serious lung diseases; they accounted for 50,83 
and 5,'?C per cent of the deaths from all causes. Py
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1912, although the mortality tram pneumonia (SKcIuding 
those Ai-ricans who came -from territories rmrth o-F 
Latitude 22' South) had decreased to 40,25 per cent of 
the total death rats, the mortality from tuberculosis 
had increased to 23,97 per cent. As we shall show 
later, these figur-as are significant to our study of 
silicosis amongst Africans.

respiratory diseases", including silicosis, w-as .i, 
par cents '̂ ôd in 1912,

In contrast to the high mortality from pneumonia 
and pulmonary tuberculosis, the offical death-rate 
statistics for silicosis showed that the disease 
amongst Africans v*jas apparently an insignificant 
problem: in 1903 the annual death raite from "other

1 1

at 1 , SS par ' c an h , t h i s 
category of disease was virtually unchanged 
According to Richard L^arry in 1912, the information 
regarding "Naitives and Chiiners'l Phthisis. .. is very 
scant and not too reliable". He "baliavaa" that the 
prevalence from the disease was 12 per thousand per 
annum. This figure was consonant with official 
mortality steitistics for the disease. Throughout the 
period 1902 to 1912 "other respiratory diseases", 
including silicosis, accounted for appro;: 1 mately 2 per 
csnt of the total annual death racs."'' '̂

As the official figures are an unreliable indsK 
of the prevalence of and mortality from silicosis 
amongst A-?ricans, we must eKplore informa.i daxta. In 
the absence of Africans' evidence concerning their 
e;;periances of the disease, we must rely largely on



doctors' observations and studies. In this respect, 
the 1914 MD thesis of van Niekerk is an invaluable 
source.

Before the Anglo-Boer War, as we have noted, 
African mineworkers, particularly those from Portuguese 
East Africa, south of Latitude 22 South - the "East 
Coasters" -- spent on average two to siK years on the 
mines. As they shared .the same conditions as the 
overseas professional miners and were, therefore, 
exposed to high dust densities for a continuous period 
of time, such Africans undoubtedly contracted 
accelerated silicosis, Although scanty, the evidence 
of rural merchants, such as Lionel Cohen, confirms 
this. In evidence to the 1903 Labour Commission, which 
investigated the shortage of African mineworkers, Cohen 
stated!

He Cthe native! shivers to-day at the idea of 
the cold morning in the compound and talks 
with his fellows about the "m--lugu 'tgate" - 
the witchcraft of the white man - which has 
led to the death of many of his brothers on 
the mines. I’'®

Cohen's later observations, however, were more 
significants

CThere is! a new terror of recent years, from 
which others of his tribe return, prematurely 
aged, often with incipient paralysis and the wreck 
of their former selves.

Clearly the "new terror" amongst Africans, to 
which Cohen referred,was progressive massive fibrosis. 
Like the two survivors in Emil Rosenberg's 
survey, appended to the Weldon Commission report
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Afri can mi neworkers, v*:ho had been disabled by lung
disease, which they had contracted on the mines,
returned home to di e. Indeed, in evidence to the

174

WaXdon Ccrnmi ssi on, Louis Irvine agreed with one of the
commissioners, Dr S. Hawarden, that during the war the
"tremendous mortality in their kraals" of Atricans
from silicosis had after 1901 resulted in "very few of
the old stock of boys" returning to the mine^
Also, in 1907 Thomas Mathews recalled that prs--war
African mineworkers died of silicosis on the mines:

I have had Kaffirs here before the war who 
died of phthisis. They came underground to 
me at the last stage and died on the•| -7 cr;property.

Between 1902 and 1906 each of the handful o-* 
doctors who showed an interest in the occupational
disease reminded the public that Africans were
vulnerable to si 1 ioosis« "^Amongst these warnings
thiose of the Haldane Commission and of Sir Thomas
Oliver were prominent.'"'''' Both Oliver and Charles Lane
Sansom, the Wi twatersrand Medical Officer of S-lealth,
were concerned that the Chinese indentured labourers
would contract the disease unless adequate precautions
were t a k e n . I n  alerting the government to the
vulnerability of the Chinese to silicosis, Sanscm
provided the analogy of the African mineworkers:

I may remark that I have seen and knew of a 
large number of Natives affected by 
silicosis and these Natives wiork .only a 
comparative!y short time on the Mines. 
Unless steps are taken to protect the 
Chinese miners, I fear that there is a 
reasonable chance of a very considerable 
mortality amongst them during the lattsr 
part of their Cthree-year3 contract in this
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In 1902 to 1903 many Witwatersrand haalth 
of-ricers, including Irvine and Macaulay, conceded that 
long-service Africans, who worked underground 
contracted a rapidly progressive form of si 1 icosis.
But unlike Sansom and the British doctors, they denied 
that short-term SMposure to high dust densities could 
cause ■an incapacitating and fatal fibrosis. For 
instance, Irvine suggested that African rock drillers, 
who were ’'stationed" to the machines in cons’:c;nt 
contcict V‘jith the dust, vjere prone to rhe disease in a 
sl-torter time than their white supervisors. Evan so, 
he did not believe that the African migrant workers, 
most of whom worked for relatively short intermittent
ontracts 181 could develop a di sabling f crm

silicosis within their short periods of servi ce,
The doctors had no scientific grounds for their 
theory, which they based solely on observation. In 
brief, mine doctors made the unfounded assumption that 
the Africans' spells of rest at home between 
intermittent confc’acts ware sufficient to abort the 
development of the fibrosis and to "restore" the
health of the workers, 133

In J90a the findings of Beorge Turner junior, the 
medical officer for the WNLA and the son of the 
Transvaal Medical Officer of Health, gave the theory 
•unwarranted substance. At thl.s time new cri ti cr. sms of 
tho i n d u s t r y h e a l t h  practices perturbed the 
mi neov'jners. Health authorities in the British South 
African t-erritorias contended thait the mines vMers



sending home silicotic and tuberculous mineworkers, 
who were infecting with “phthisis" the rural Africans,
who had formerly been free of the malady. 1B4 These
allegations prompted the mineowners to send Turner on 
a fact-finding mission to Portuguese East Africa south 
of Latitude 22° South.

After spending a month inspecting medical
institutions and consulting with doctors in Louren^o
Marques, Turner travelled extensively in the
countryside visiting as many African homesteads as
possible to detect cases of tuberculosis. During the
three-month tour, where he encamped at thirty-three
sites, he diagnosed physically, and without the aid of
tuberculin tests, only fourteen cases of
tuberculosis.^®'-' He therefore concluded:

I think these facts prove 'that Pulmonary 
Tuberculosis is comparativel-y rare in the 
kraals, and it is a disease that is 
certainly not being spread throughout the 
country by labourers returning to the East 
Coast from the mines.

As important, eight of the fourteen cases of 
tuberculosis identified by Turner had definite signs 
•of silicosis. All eight African males had, however, 
an occupational history of long ' service on the 
m i n e s . N o t  surprisingly, Turner concluded that 
silicosis was "not prevalent" in this Portuguese 
territory. Of greater -significance was his rider to
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the -canclusion:

Period
Short
oi Service.

The short period which the boys stay on the 
mines at a time is their chie-f safe-guard. 
In the days before there was a railway to 
Johannesburg, and the boys had to walk here, 
they appear to have stayed on the mines 
working as hammer boys, etc., for much 
longer periods at a stretch, and they thS;i, 
undoubtedly contracted the disease much more 
commonly than they do now.
The diagnosis of Silicosis is at all times a 
matter of some difficulty, but had it been 
prevalent in the districts I travelled 
through, I should surely have been able to 
recognise a certain number of cases...

Post Mortem Examinations.’

Again, if there were a number of boys with 
the disease developed only, to a slight 
extent, it would not prevent them offering 
themselves as recruits for the mines, and 
one would expect such boys to break down
shortly af,t« arrival here. The disease
would then be readily recognised at the post 
mortem examinations held here. But we find 
that of 174 post mortem examinations held on 
boys of all tribes in the W.N.L.A.' Compound, 
in nine only was Silicosis demonstrated. Of 
these four actuall'/ died of the disease...Of 
the 174 patients, v*;e hold records shov-̂ ing 
that 90 had been working on the mines. Of 
the remainder, ZBAl, the majority certainly 
were fresh recruits, but for various reasons 
the records were in many cases difficult to 
obtain, and I have no doubt that more„than 
90 of them had worked on mines before, 138

There were many glaring weaknesses in Turner's 
conclusions^particularly those with reference to the- 
section headed "Post Mortem Examinations". We shall 
note three. First, as we have earlier seen, when we 
quoted Girdwcod's description of the examinations of
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new recruits, as -late as 1930 medical o-Fficerf at the 
WNLA super-fidaily checked the A-fricans physically at 
the rate o-f appro kimately sixty an. hour. As in 
1930, in 1906, when the medical examinations at the 
WNLA compound were presumably even more perfunctory 
than they were later, it must have been virtually 
impossible for health officers to detect silicosis in 
new recruits? working under prime conditions doctors 
confessed that they had difficulty in diagnosing the 
di sease.

Second, post mortem examinations were by no means 
the rule at the WNLA, as Turner implied. The British 
Crown Colony administration had abolished its own 
inquest 'law which had made post mortems compulsory for 
mineworkers. Consequently the official mortality 
statistics for silicosis, which were based largely on 
post mortem examinations, seriously under— estimated 
the death rate from t ,e disease.

Finally, although Turner acknowledged that the 
employee records of the WNLA were in a deplorable 
state, he indicated that medical officers did not 
require them. Neither the WNLA nor the mining houses 
viewed employee records listing occupational data as 
being necessary. Indeed, had the mineowners v-jished to 
establish scientifically the validity of Turner's 
theory that short periods of service safeguarded 
Africans from developing silicosis in a disabling and 
deadly form, it was essential for them to access and 
study occupational histories of their black
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employses.

Not surprisingly, the Raindlords were delighted 
with Turner's -findings. In fact, they published his 
report immediately and actively promoted the theory 
that short contracts prevented migrant workers from 
contracting a serious form of. silicosis. The 
mineowners' propaganda was so successful that the 
medical profession, the government and the public 
accepted as a scientifical 1y established truth a 
•subjective theory which had little, if any, 
substance. Indeed, the mineowners helped transform 
Turner's findings into an orthodoKy. The theory held 
such strong sway that for more than a decade it 
inhibited, if not terminated, original medical 
research on the incidence of the disease amongst 
Africans.

As important, Turner's theory that rest periods 
in their rural homesteads protected Africans from 
■silicosis became an important rationale used by the 
mineowners to perpetuate the migrant labour- system. 
Randall Packard makes a similar judgement with respect
to tuberculosis 192 Packard wrote recently: "In
effect, preventing the spread of tuberculosis became a

■< OTmedical rationale for the use of migrant 1 abour. " 
Even so, the evidence for the judgement, seems to be 
stronger in the case of silicosis than in the 
uncomplicated form of tuberculosis, to which Packard 
solely refers. As late as 1937 a government 
publication, The Prevention of Silicosis on the Hines
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of the Uitmater sr end, bruited the migrant labour
system as an important "preventative" against the
incidenoa at "simple" silicosis amongst Africans;

Partly owing to such intermissions of
service, and partly owing to the related 
fact that the total cumulative service of 
the native labourer is in general of much 
shorter duration than that of the European 
miner, the incidence of uncomplicated
silicosis is very much decidedly lower in
the native than in the European labourc 194torce. ^

In view of the medical commitment to Turner's
orthodoxy in 1937, it .is scarcely surprising that in
1907 Irvine and Macaulay, the two acknowledged medical
experts on silicosis in the Transvaal, expressed the
conventional line of thought dogmatical1y. With
reference to Turner, Irvins explained to the Mining,
Regulations Commission why "true miners' phthisis in
the sense of non-infective fibrosis of the lungs, is
less common amongst the native mine workers than might
be supposed". He added:

But true miners' phthisis is not uncommonly 
seen amongst boys who have spent several 
years continuously on underground work. In 
such cases post-mortem evidence of
superimposed tuberculosis . is usually 
found.

Turner's findings were also reassuring with 
regard to the indentured Chinese labourers. After 
1906 Sansom, like other health officers, no longer 
regarded the Chinese as being at risk from silicosis. 
In 1913 Turner recalled; "The Chinese contracted for 
three years and Miners' Phthisis was not a great 
factor with them.""^ Indeed, the Chinese proved to be
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extraordinari1y resilient to the poor health
conditions on the mines. They enjoyed "good 
health"; and in 1908 the death rate amongst them o-f 
6,788 per thousand was nearly -five times less than 
that CT the African mineworkers, which was 31,061 per
thousand. 193 The contracts of the Chinese ware for
only three years and by the time of the repatriation 
of the final group in 1910 not one of the Chinese 
labourers had served more than one period of 
indentures all who had had the option to renew their
contracts -ad refused to do so. 199-

In 1908 when Sir Thomas Oliver published a major 
study, The Diseases of Occapation, he accepted the 
conventional wisdom of the Wihwatersrand medical 
profession concerning the protective mechanism of the 
contract system in safeguarding the health of African 
'workers:

There is one circumstance which ought to 
diminish the liability of the "boys" lo the 

that is that kaffirs do not 
■ occupation with the _same

malady, and 
follow the
constancy or as l_ong as the white men 200

Even so, for reasons which he explained, Oliver vjas
far less sanguine about the Chinese:

At the time of writing no case of miners' 
phthisis has been recorded among the 
Chinese, but this is to be expected for the 
work in the mines has to be carried on a few 
years before the disease develops. There is 
not 'the least doubt 'that within the next 
five or six years many Chinese, after their 
return home, will die of pulmonary disease, 
the result of the inhalation of the rock 
dust of the Transvaal mines.
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Although soms Wi tv«jatersrand doctors undoubtedly 
had certain misgivings about the apparent 
in-fallibility of Turner's theories the-y did not 
challenge ._nem publicly. They suppressed their former 
misgivings that silicosis amongst Africans was higher 
than the official figures indicated. In evidence to 
numerous commissions S. V. van Niekerk„ the Medical 
Inspector of Mines, appointed in 1911, also proved to 
be a conform!S-, . This attitude must have disappointed , 
f ’e Bovernment Mining Engineer, R. N- Kotce. He had 
high hopes that the Medical Inspector of Mines, in 
contrast to the mine doctors, vjould not be "afraid to 
make too much fuss about the health conditions on the 

In 1908, in a letter to the Minister of 
M i n e s , t h e  Mining Regulations Commission had 
recommended the creation of the medical post to fill 
the gap caused by Smuts'-s decision to abolish many 
important public health offices. Smuts's policy of 
rationalising the health "services resulted in the 
abolition of the Witwatersrand Medical Officer of
Health, 'the position which Sansom had held, '204.

As in public, so with his doctoral research 
project, entitled "Miners' Phthisis on the 
Wi twatersrand" , van 'Miekerk conformed largely to 
accepted medical opinion. He used his case mate ial 
on whits miners solely to substantiate the findings of 
the 1912 Medical Commission, which he had chaired. 
But as the Medical Commission had not investigated the 
prevalence of and mortality of the disease amongst
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Africans, van Niskerk's research therefore fills an 
important gap. Consequently this study focuses on his 
thesis material concerning African mineworkers.

In terms of the 1912 Miners' Phthisis Act, van 
Nieker ; Medical Inspector to the Native Affairs 
Department, an additional duty conferred on him . in 
1912, was responsible for examining African applicants
for compensation 20 D Initially there were very few
African applicants.'^ Consequently van Niekerk's
sample, 'which comprised twenty-four African 
mineworkers suffer!f f from silitosis, is tiny. £v'sn 
so, his survey is important because of the trends it 
indicated. Van Niekerk's purpose in using the case 
material V‘jas to establish and to validate his medical 
and epidemiological hypotheses. He there-fore paid no 
attention to demographic trends. Nonetheless, 'the 
...mpact of silicosis had significant features 
concerning the territorial composition of the African 
labour force. Thi-s stud'/ therefore explor-as the 
demographic patterns inherent in the case material, so 
making good van Niekerk's amission to do so.

From his sample Van Niekerk, with the aid of 
X-rays, diagnosed three kinds of fibr'otic conditions 
for which he de'vised his own term-s. In van Niu‘<„'rk's 
view four were cases of "acute miners' phthisis with 
comp! ications" 5 four were examples of "extraordinar'/ 
chronic miners' phthisis" and the remaining si'xteen 
were instances of "ordinary miners' phthisis".
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Wf2 shall deal with the sixteen "ordinary" types 
■first. Van Niekerk diagnosed -fourteen of them as 
having either "marked" or "advanced" fibrosis; and 
'survival was his prognosis for only two of the men. 
Also, all the patients v*jere long-service Africans with 
periods ranging from three to twelve '/sars. Althougii 
the average period of service  ̂was six and a half 
years, the commonest period was only four years. Not 
surprisingly, of the ten rock drillers, six had V'jorked 
for only four years. The average working life of the 
five hand drillers was a mere six years; van Niekerk 
expected four of them to die within the year. 
Clearly, as van Niekerk concluded, African hand 
drillers were as prone to accelerated silicosis as 
were African rock dri 1 lers.

This conclusion was at variance with the findings 
of the Medical Commission, which reported that white 
hand drill supervisors were less prone to accele'"ated 
silicosis than white rock drill supervisors. It is 
likely that African hand drillers who worked in far 
closer proximity to the dust than their white 
supervisors were mors vulnerable to the disease than 
their overseers. Even so, the trend amongst Africans 
confirms the impressionistic evidence of the white 
miners that hand drill supervisors succumbed in large 
numbers to a rapidly progressive form of the "-white 
death",

Finally, this group indicates a significant 
demographic trend. Twelve of the patients, or 75 per
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cent, were "East Coasters" who came •from the
iZ° South .

Clearly most of the 1 ong-servics A-fricans on the mines 
came -from this territory

Portuguese East Coast south of La’fcitude

’OS

The other two groups indicate onlv' a few 
significant trends for purposes of this study. But 
both groups are too small to support the drawing of 
valid conclusions. The four cases with the 
"eKtraordinary chranic"typa of silicosis had periods 
of service ranging from eleven to twenty-two years. 
None had any sign of tuberculosis. Three of the four 
were "East Coasters"; and van Niekerk e;<pected two of 
them to- die. '

The data on the four patients wirh the "acute 
type of miners' phthi-n.s with complications" indicate 
two important trends. First, all had only tv-4o and a 
half years a-̂ service in a variety of occupations. 
Second, and more importaiTt, all had "marked miners' 
phthisis v'dth tuberculosis".'"' ' As we shall see later, 
when we discuss van Niekerk's conclusions on the 
mortality S'tati sties from the disease amongst 
Africans, 'the significance of this finding did not 
entirely escape the Medical Inspector of Mines. In 
fact, it upset his preconc-ei ved conviction that no 
African with less than three v'ears' dust exposure 
could "suffer" from si 1 i cosi-s.  ̂ Even so, he did not 
conclude, as certain curr-erd; medical scientists do, 
that an initial dust-lader. lung reduces signifi-cantly 
the lungs' resistance to invasion by the tubercule
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bacillus, so causing the onset of progressive massive 
•f i brosis.

Follav'jing the conventional wisdom, van Niskerk 
concluded that incapacitating silicosis occurred only 
in long-service Africans; contract workers I'jould be 
restored to health by "rests" at their "kraals". Van 
Niekerk subscribed to the view that the simple 
silicosis contracted by migrant workers would not harm 
tiiem. Even so, as his comments to his professors 
indicate, van Niekerk, unlike his medical colleagues, 
was not afraid to es-tpress the view that there was an 
eiitremely high prevalence of simple silicosis amongst 
African contract workers:

I have oeen on several occasions asked to 
investigate the incidence of Miners' 
Phthisis amongst the natives, but have 
always been averse to doing so; in the first 
place, large numbers would have to be 
repatriated- at one time, and the set-back to 
the Mining industry, owing to the temporary 
shortage of labour, would be very serious; 
and secondly, no advantage would__ be gained
by the Natives or anyone else. J13

In 1914 amongst African mineworkers the official 
percentage death rates per month for pneumonia, 
pulmonary tuberculosis and miners' phthisis were 3,6,

'̂14.1,33 and 0,3,’'̂ Unlike most of the medical fraternity 
on the Witvjatarsrand, van Niekerk had grave misgivings 
about the reliability of the mortalitv' statistics for 
silicosis. In his thesis he therefore expressed this 
concern:

The small death rate . from. Miners' 
Phthsis...is misleading if taken as an index 
to the ravages caused by this disease; the 
explanation being that, whenever a native is
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diagnrssed as su-f-fering from Miners' Phthisis 
he receives campensatian and is 
repatriated. Those all die in their own 
country, where no records are kept o-f the 
causes o-f death. Those whose deaths are 
recorded Cin the o-fficial statistics! have 
succumbed to the disease in the Transvaal 
owing to thei'r being too ill -for
repatriation.

As in the past, be-fore A-fricans had been the 
recipients o-f compensation, at least one-hal-f o-f black 
silicotic su-f-ferers died at their homes. Many sick 
A-fricans left the mines voluntarily as "deserters";  ̂

they detested the poor quality mine hospitals and the 
treatment they receis'ed. Also, management "shun-ced" 
most of‘its ill and dying black employees to thuir 
rural homesteads -so that their deaths would not be 
reflected in the records of the i ndustry. ^

In van Niekerk's view, pneumonia, pulmonary 
tuberculosis and silicosis were "interdependent". He 
therefore asserted that many deaths which doctors 
attributed to pneumonia and "especially Pulmonary 
Tuberculosis" were, in fact, linked strongly to 
silicosts. According to van Niekerk this was another 
important reason that the official death-rat-e 
statistics for silicosis were too low.'̂ ''̂ ' His findings 
with respect to the cases he named "acu'ke silicosis 
with complications” provided important pointers for' 
the conclusion. As we have seen, these patients 
contracted "marked miners’ phthisis with tuberculosis" 
in less than three years of service.

Van Niekerk's opinion that the respiratory 
diseases were linked to each other did not find 
support amongst the local medical fraternity. Experts
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on the disease, including Irvins, Macaulay and Andrew 
Watt, maintained that Africans, in contrast to whites, 
o-ften developed a handicapping form of silicosis in 
which the fibrosis vjas "early or "moderate", but the 
tuberculosis was "preponderant". From this they 
concluded that the "high susceptibility" of Africans 
to tuberculosis "forestalled the effect of the tardier 
process", namely fibrotic devel opment. In their
view, tuberculosis, but not silicosis, was the cause 
of death. In brief, most Witwatersrand doctors were 
unwilling to believe that Africans, whose lungs had 
been damaged by dust, had a reduced resistance to 
pulmonary infection, particularly to tuberculosis.

From the evidence it is clear that we can make 
few definitive assertions concerning the prevalence of 
and mortality from silicosis amongst Africans during 
the period 1903 to 1914. We can, however, conclude 
with certainty that there was a high prevalence of 
simple silicosis amongst contract workers. We can 
only assume tentatively that a handicapping form of 
the disease developed in those migrants who undertook 
repeated contracts. If this assumption is correct, 
there are strong grounds for asserting that the 
pv-;r,v̂ _Xsnce of a disabling and fatal form of the 
disease was highest amongst the "East Coasters".

There are three premises which favour the
O'*? “7argument. First, in contrast to most Africans from 

British South Africa, these Portuguese Africans were 
"not averse" to underground work. In 191-3, although
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the "East Coasters" comprised approximately one-third 
o-f the total black work-force on the m i n e s , " t h e y  
•formed no less than one-hal-f o-f the laibour employed
undergrouT/d on the mines". Second, a= •<- p rernewed
their contracts repeatedly, they- were exposed to dust 
more o-ften than their British South African 
counterparts. In 1913 77 per cent of the "East
Coasters", who were "accustomed" to working "on the 
Rand for man'/ years", were "old mine boys".“"̂"
Finally, their relatively lengthy spells of v̂-jork, 
which averaged eighteen months at "an'/ one-time", 
exposed -them to dust doses which were three times 'more 
prolonged than those of other African mineworkers who 
"spent at a stretch" periods from only six to sight 
month-3. It is therefore ironic that the black migran-c 
workers who might possibly ha\'e been -fcho most 
'/ulnerable to a disabling, if not fatal, form of 
silicosis were the "foreign" indentured Africans wiiom 
management considered to be "the most '/aluabie portion 
of the unskilled- labour force for work underground in

OO i,these mines".

Long-service Africans, like their white 
counterparts in similar occupations, undoubted 1'/ 
contracted a rapidly progressis'e form of silicosis. 
But the es'idence strongl'/ indica-hes that 'the official 
statistics for’ the mortality from silicosis are 
total 1'/ unreliable. The true prevalence of -and 
mortality from silicosis amongst long-service 
Africans, most of whom also came from, the Portugu-e-se
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east coast south o-f Latitude 22’ South, were at , east
double, if not treble, those listed in the official
records- The gloomy summation in 1903 of Sir Thomas
Oliver holds good both for the period about which he
was speaking and for at least another decades

While com.parati vel y easy to obtain 
statistics relating to Rand miners' phthisis 
among White men, it has been difficult until 
lately to know how the disease has affected 
the Kaffirs, since many of them on becoming 
ill return to their kraals, where they die 
often unknown and unheeded by the
employers,

There is evidence, even if scanty, which
indicates that African mineworkers' were aware of the
threat to their health of the "white death"-
Impressionistic material suggests that one reason that
black mineworkers withheld their labour from the gold
mines immediately after the Anglo-Boer War was the
high mortality amongst them from disease- Although
most commentators assumed that the resistance was
directed to the prevalence of disease in general
rather than to any specific i 11 ness, the Corriubiari
noted the Africans' particular concern with
silicosis- In 1903 it stated;

Even among those of the kaffirs employed in 
assisting the rock-driller the mortal it'/ 
from the same complaint Csilicdsis.1 is high, 
and that is one of the causes of their 
refusal to work in the mines. They know 
that going underground would mean, so far as 
they were concerned, a short life, and 
anything but a merry one. Therefore they 
make themsel'/es scarce, and who could bletme 
them for -so doing? The mineowners must
either devise improved methods of working 
the rock-drills, or dig the gold out of the 
hills themselves - if they are determined to

o

have it. 229
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By 1911 many Africans were certainly alive to the 
risk to their health of dust. The injunctions of 
whits rock drill supervisors that Africans use water 
as a dust precaution reinforced their awareness of the 
hazard to their heal th. According to Lionel
Phillips, in response to their fear of contracting 
silicosis many Africans showed a distinct form of 
resistance to management. Black mineworkers moved 
from mine to mine in search of hand stoping jobs in 
preference to remaining on a mine where they were 
obliged to do machine dri 11 ing. Even so, the
knowledge of their vulnerability to disease in 
general, and to silicosis iq particular, did not 
provoke in Africans a spirit of militancy, which was 
markedly evident in white miners.

From December 1905 onwards the policies of the 
mineownars provided the . impetus for a renewed 
militancy, dormant since 1902, amongst the white 
miners. The miners were dissatisfied with 
management's changes in their working conditions,, 
Such changes both affected the miners' wages and 
stimulated the miners' fears that increased 
competition from Africans - and the Chinese - vjould 
reduce their job opportunities. The ravages at 

silicosis reinforced their insecurity. Indeed, the 
devastation wrought b->' the "whits death" provided the 
catalyst for miner militancy which, in 1906, the 
increased strength and size of the Transvaal Miners' 
Association reflected.
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As we have seen, in 1905 the mineowners were
I

e:;pari enci ng a -financial depraseicn o-F great
(flagnitudsa The depression, which had begun in 1903, 
when .Tian'/ overseas investors hsid turn-ad their backs on 
the i n d u s t r - / h a d  b'/ 1903 assumed severe
proportions. Also, as the price o-f gold remained 
-fiicad, the Randlcrds -found it extremely di'F-ficuit to 

make the sam.e handsome pro-fit-s as -khey had done in the 
pre-war years, the more part i cul ar 1 y-" as the'/ were n-ow 
mining ores o-f lower g r a d e s . . ■ In the mineov*jners' 
view, an important solution to their -financial 
problems was the reduction o-f working cost-s. B'/ 1905 
the mineov'jners had succeeded in paring sur-face costs 
to the bare mi nimum. But underground working coot-s
still remained high. Since the war management had 
been able to reduce underground working costs by only 
6d per tan-^'" Consequent!'/ at the end of 190-5, by 
which time the industry had, in th-e minoowners' view, 
an adequate complement of Chinese and African labour, 
the industrialists launched a.concerted operation to 
drive down working cost-s. In trying to achies's this 
objective they focused their energies on incre-asing 
the productivity of the white miners. These af-forts 
did not include the ar-fci san-s.

The mineowners believed that the only real 
solution to white wage costs v/as the absolute 
reduction of the money wages of supervi-sors and the 
prices of contractors. This was their ultimate 
ambi t i on. This ambition explains why the Corner



House dirsctors were keen to introduce training 
schemes -for miners who were born in South A-frica. The 
mineowners believed thcit A-frikaner skilled miners
would be prepared to accept lower wages than the

•7 -^ 0overseas miners.

In 1906 the local directors o-f the Corner House 
were obliged to shelve temporarily the radical 
e;<pedient o-f lowering all round the wages of miners 
and the prices of contractors, in case such a move 
would alienate the English-speaking el ac tor at-a = The 
overseas directors "in Beit's room" had authorised the 
local directors "not to do anything" Eiabout absolute 
wage reductions! un-hii the "elections C-for Responsible
Government! are over".-^ ■ This was the policy that the
local directors were obliged to defer. The local 
directors had no directive from the overseas b,ard, as 
Karan Thorpe incorrectly argues, to postpone their 
productivity drive, which included increased rock
drill supervision 241

In April 1906 the receipt by the Corner House of 
the report of the overseas'consulting mining engineer, 
Ross E. Browne, confirmed the unanimous opinion of the 
directors that the white supervisors were not 
providing an "efficient service" which was 
commensurate with their wages.Comm i s s i o n e d  dy the 
Corner House, Browne had -spent tv-̂ enty months on the
Reef, -from January 1904 to September 1905
investigating the "Working Costs of Mines of the
Wi twatarsrand". Browne made a variety of

■J
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racDmmsndatians^ But fchs one that tha mineawners 
thought would best suit their present di-f-ficulties was 
Bro’wns's suggestion that tha product! vi t'/ ot 
suparvisors, vjhethsr they worked on day-'s pa'/ or under 
contract 3 should be increased considerably, but at the 
same rates of pay that the supervisors were then 
presently recaivinga Although the Corner .House 
decided to defer both publication and informal 
discussio of Browne's report, the local directors
nevertheless agreed i mplement Browne
recommendation that the productivity of supei“-visors be
i ncreased.246

The Chamber immediately launched a propaganda 
campaign to convince the public that the super'/isors 
were inefficient. Tha South African MineSf Commercs 

and Industries, the leading local mining journal, 
initiated the campaign by publishing a series of 
articles demonstrating that the o'/erseas miners were 
incompetent but overpaid and las'/ super'/isors. 
Indeed, the title of one of the first editorials on 
the subject was, "The Inflation of Working Costs ,y 

Inefficient Labour"."^^^ The journals and the 
nev*jspapers succeeded in convincing the public that the 
miners' co-apsratiart would enable the industry to 

reduce its 'working costs, so benefiting the entire 
community. Without quoting Browne, they expressed his
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sent! ments: ^
Ta the sharehoiders of the operating mines 
it means doubling the dividends.
To the owners of undeveloped properties it 
means a great increase of present value.
To the community at large it means a great 
increase in^_the output and rapid rise in 
prosperity.

Consequently, when the -.miners rest'ted
management's attempts to increase their supervision
loads without an accompanying incrsase.in pay, not
surprisingly, they had little, if sny, public
support. Convinced by the Chamber's propaganda, the
public agreed'thet the miner deliberately "begrudged
his best services to his employers'*."^’' As we shall
see, a great deal of the miners' opposition to
management's innovations stemmed from their fear that
increased supervision would result in heightening
their exposure to dust, so increasing their
vul nerabi i i ty to the "white death". But t:ne press
organs of the mineowners, did not present the miners'-
case impartially. In fact, the press'was careful to 

\avoid mentioning the miners' increased dread of 
silicosis. This was an important reason that the 
miners went on S"''''ike on the Crown Deep in October 
1906, when management, compelled them to sup?ervise 
three instead of two machines."*”"̂

The report by the local mining journal on the 
miners' successful strike on the Crown Deep, a Corner 
House holding, was so biased that it caused the public 
to. believe incorrectly that the miners were being
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deliberately obstructive. The editorial stated;
The miner here a:<pects, as we have said 
before, something more than a day's pay for 
less than half a day's work, and as soon as 
it is suggested to him that further effort 
is due to. his employer he i enormously 
impressed with the unreasona’”' ass of the 
request_i_^and prepared to re it at all
costsu

In view of this sort of propaganda it is scarcely 
surprising that the industry-wide miners' strike of 
1907 evoked little, if an'/, local public sympathy. 
Its main support derived from local workmen and from 
newspaper coverage in Britain, particularly in 
Cornwal 1

The Corner House launched its productivity drive
in June 1906, Management agreed risk the
possibility of strikes and introduced the supervision 
of three drills on a number of its properties, 
including the Crown Deep,’̂-“ ihis study has ampj.y 
demonstrated that miners resisted the three-drii1 
system because the'/ belie'/ed it heightened their 
'/ulnerabil it'/ to silicosisj they 'wanted danger pa'/ as 
compensation for the increased work and risk. Even 
so, it must be stressed that miners had other reasons 
for objecting to the three-drill s'/stem. Correctly 
they '/ie'wed the inno'/ation as being indicati'/e of the 
industry's aim to emplo'/ fewer white miners. As
skilled v-jorkers, whose jobs had been fragmented, the 
Q'/erseas miners -t eared the encroachment of
lesser-skilled men, the African and Chinese 
mineworkers, against whose competition the colour bar
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affcrded little, if any, protection.

The'public statements of Seorge Albu, Chairman of
the General Mining and Finance Corporation, reinforced
the miners' fears that the mineowners intended
opposing the colour bar in order to place Africans in
skilled positions. In 1907, at a time when the
mineowners knew that the repatriation of the Chinese
labourers was a foregone conclusion,'^'” Albu a>:pressec
the conviction .nat man'/ African underground
mineworkers possessed the necessary skills to dO’ the
work formerly done by the professional miners:

CIn 19023 We had to teach the nati'/es to do 
the unskilled labour, and in order to teach 
them we had to employ a large number of 
white men. Gradually our managers gained 
more eKparience and came tc the conclusion 
that they the'/ had far too many white men 
undergrcund, whom the'/ could not possibl'/ 
employ, and who, instead of doing nine 
hour's work, did tv*Jo hour's work a da'̂ .
The'/ had too m.any white men underground.

Such sentiments aroused the fears not only of those 
rock drillers who were subjected to the three-drill 
system in both development and production. Albu's 
'/iews also created anKiet'/ amongst supervisors of hand 
drillers who were also the target of the efficiency 
drives in the stopes.

The miners -did not know, nowe'/er, that Albu's 
views, whi .n threated to dismantle the colour bar, 
were idiosyncratic. Most of the mineowners, including 
the directors of the strongest group, the Corner 
House, had no such intentions. Most Witwatersrand 
industrialists, subscribed to the philosophy of Social
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Da^w.inism^ which the report of Ross B. E-irowne
epitomised. In the same way that the Randlords
rejected the idea that whites should perform the same
"unskilled" tasks as Africans, unlike Albu most of
them refused to entertain the notion that Africans
should perform so-called skilled work. Browne summed
up all these arguments, which had both economic and
social rationales, succinctly!!

South.Africa with its preponderating numbers 
of blacks is not the country for cheap white 
Icibour. The black man is there to stay, and 
must be dealt with. He must be controlled, 
and efficiency of control demands 
utilisation of his work. The assignment of 
similar work to vjhites and blacks would 
result in lowering the standard of each, and 
breaking down the barriers, which are 
essential to the supremacy of the white 
race, A distinct line of separation in the 
duties of skilled white and unskilled 
coloured IcwOUr is of , paramount
importance, '

In 1907 clearly neither Browne nor most of the 
Randlords viewed the colour bar.as being dysfunctianal 
to the industry's economic needs. The supervisory 
system with its rider of specialisation had
successfully fragmented the skills of miners, but not 
of the artisans. It was possible for the mineowners 
to reduce the number of highly paid white overseers by 
increasing the numbers of low-paid, supervised African 
workers. In brief, by increasing the ratio of black 
mineworkers to skilled white miners, within the
confines of the colour bar the industrialists could 
displace white miners and so reduce working costs.
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With the advent cf the Chinese labourers in 1904 
and the gradual return o-f the African mi newer ksrs in 
their pre-war numbers, management, because this was 
cheaper, reverted so deplov'ing hand drills in 
preference to rock drills in an increasing number of 
stopes, especially when they were particularly 
narrow. This caused considerable discontent amongst 
supervisors who, when they were transferred from rock 
drills to hand drills, suffered reouced pay. These 
miners rejected Selborne's rationalisation that hand 
stoping was healthier than machine work. Rather than 
stay on the silicosis-ridden mines at reduced pay, a
number of British miners returned home. 161

Reduced wages'was not the only reason for the 
discontent amongst hand drill supervisors. In 1906, 
when the Corner House launched its productivity drive, 
it doubled, and sometimes trebled, the number of 
African hand drillers under the supervision of a 
single m i n e r . A l s o ,  white semi-skilled gangers did 
not assist the supervisors, as was customary. 
Instead, management deplo'/ed Pifrican "boss-boys" as 
i ntermedi a n  es. The departure from custom 
threatened the job security of both 'the semi-skilled 
overseer, who used the job as a stepping stone to 
skilled work,"~°^ and t'ne professional miner. Apart 
from the risk of silicosis, vjh’ich both groups of 
workers shaired, this manoeuvre by management created 
for them an identifiable common interest: the threat 
to their Job security by the cempetition of African
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mineworkers. Both groups o-f whits workars urgsd the 
government to extend the colour bar to include the 
semi-skilled ganger, a request which was granted in 
the mining regulations of Also, both parties 
petitioned for a legally defined ratio of one white to 
aiglit black warkers,'^°^ a demand to which the 
government did not then accede.

When the miners went on strike in 1907, not 
surprisingiy, it was the semi-skilled gangers who 
joined them and not the artisans. It 'was only logical 
that in 1910 the .Transvaal Miners' Association should 
open its ranks to uncertificated miners, at reduced 
rates, so allowing t’rie semi-skilled gangers to Join 
the u n i o n . C l e a r l y  1906 the' labour intensive 
methods of the mineowners, which had very much earlier 
fragmented the skills of miners, threatened the job 
security of both professional and aspirant miners.

The successful miners' strike in 1906 on the 
Crov'/n Deep was a setback to the productivity drive of 
the Corner House. Even sc, a number of the group's 
mines, through the "co-operation" of a few miners, 
continued to implement the three-drill s’j'stemi on an 
informal b a s i s , A l s - o , despite the objections of 
hand drill supervisors to the increased number of 
Africans they were obliged to os'ersee in the
stopes,-'̂ ”  ̂ management extended the practice to include

u ■ 270most mines, '
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Management also achieved cost savings through its 
malpractices concerning contraict payments. There was 
substance to the miners' allegations, as the Mining

OT 1Regulations Commission implicit'/ conceded, that 
management "short-changed" them when it measured 
stopes or -f at homage Also, successful contractors
were unable to earn as much as their counterparts had 
done in the pre-war days. Management openly
acknowledged that it "cut" its contract prices in the 
case of miners whose "monthly cheques became
un̂ l̂ieldy" , Such cost-cutting practices imposed a 
hea'/'/ strain on the o'/erseas miners, particularly 
married men, who found it increasing!'/ difficult to 
cope with the high cost of li'/ing on the
Wi twatersrand.274

Despite the cost savings effected by the industry 
in 1906, by 1907 its financial position was still 
precarious. Reduced wages for white miners became an 
item of priorit'/ on the mineowners' agenda. But after 
the responsible go'/ernment elections in February 1907 
had placed Het Volk, under the leadership of Botha and 
Smuts, as the party in power, the mineowners v*jere 
cautious about int^^oducing radical chau.ges. Their 
spokesmen in the Progressive Party kept a low profile,
too. This V'fas a pragmatic policy as Samuel E'/ans ■cl

local Corner House director, eKplained to a member of 
his London board:

If our representatives showed their teeth in 
apposition then the Go'/ernment will put the 
screw on the industry, and the'/  ̂can do it
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without appearing to be revenge-Ful » Miners' 
Phthisis might, -for instance, be made an 
excuse -for compelling a company to incur 
large expense on artificial ventilation and 
the Labour Party would undoubtedly approve 
of such a measure.

Although the rnineowners continued to complain 
'.'ociferoLisly about the miners' inefficiency relative 
to their high wages, iru.ceased productivity still 
seemed to be the only answer."'̂  Samuel Evans was 
convinced that the industry needed to step up further 
the productivity of white miners without regard to 
their objections. i-ieedless of the miners' dread of 
silicosis, Evans confided to his fellow director, 
Louis Reyarsbach:

You will remember that when I returned from 
England last year I felt sure that the right 
thing for us, and in the long run the best 
thing for the country, would be for our 
mines to be worked for blood regardless of 
political considerations. I am more 
strongly confirmed than ever as to the 
correctness of that view. There is, I am 
sure, still considerable room for accncmy in 
our mines as far as white labour is 
concerned. '

Other groups clearly shared the convictions of 
the Corner House. Disregarding the "white death", the 
rnineowners made the supervision of three drills 
compulsory. On i May 1907 Consolidated Goldfields 
took the initiative on the Knighcs Deep. The mine 
manager formally introduced the three-drill system and 
at the same time he reduced the contract prices of 
hand drill supervisors. Such actions precipitated a 
strike; the striking miners on the Knights Deep 
delegated the negotiation of the dispute to the 
Transvaal Miners' Associcition. But when the
rnineowners ref .issd to negotiate with the miners'
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union, tha strike spread fco all the minesn The 
SKtension of the three-drill system from the Corner 
House properties to a mine belonging to Consolidated 
Goldfields caused the miners to suspect correctly that 
the Randlords intended standardising the practice. Of 
tha 9 706 white underground workers on the 
Wi twatersrand , 4 672 went'on stri ke.

The go'/ernment held several separate meetings 
with both the contestants in the dispute, namely the 
leading mining house directors and the Transvaal 
Miners' Association. But Het Volk'= ministry 
studiously refrained from intervening. According to 
3elborne the government adopted an attitude of 
"perfect impartiality towards emplcv'ers and
employes I. 280 But the government was also determined
to maintain law and order. To help -the nc- p.'ernment 
to quell all disturbances, Selborne saru_..^aned the 
deployment of the imperial troops, an action which the

7̂0 *1Colonial Office both approved and supported. With 
the help of Afrikaner strika-breakors, the African and 
Chinese mineworkers, and the artisans, all of whom 
refused to join the strike, the mines continued to run 
for the duration of the six-week strike, so ensuring 
victory to the minacwners.

There can be no doubt that many reasons prompted 
the miners of the Witwatersrand to join the mine-wide 
strike, which was a sectional strike confined to 
miners and semi-skilled gangers. But the catalyst for 
ali the miners' grievances was unquestionably their
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vulnerability to silicosis. Disablement and deatln- 
•from an occupational disease helped promote the 
militancy o-f the miners. The Cornubian^ a local 
Cornish newspaper published in Redruth, conceded that 
many causes underpinned the Witwatarsrand miners'
rsistance to manaqement. Even so. stressed the

•f£ict that the miners had a primary grievance, which
prompted their striking;

Then the most serious question ot all was 
the allegation that miners were expected to 
curtail their lives by working extra 
rock—drill machines. Miner's phthisis is a 
sura man-slayer, and public sympathy is 
always extended to those in any trade who, 
by their labours, are soon undermined in 
health.
The mining mortality returns on the Rand do 
not show all the havoc wrought by this 
disease, because hundreds go to their native 
land when the et-facts of the disease are
felt, and are soon resting under green
plot, ^̂ Jhile others come to Kimberley and 
other towns in Soutn Africa for a change,and 
then the fact of their demise is seen on a 
verandah pole. In the mining localities in 
England widows are numerous. and for this 
miners' onthisis is orincip-al ly the'“ ' Q O  ' I » Icause.

The Transvasil Miners' Association hoped to 
negotiate -the se'ttlement of the strike. Even so, the 
union believed the time to be propitious for resisting 
management. The British administration had dismissed 
Sill the former grievances of the miners as being 
wi'thout substance, 'Ir 1907 the miners undoubtedly 
hoped that the new Afrikaner government would be as 
sympathetic to their complaints as Kruger's government 
had been and would intervene with the Randlords on 
their behalf. Also, as the press had failed to
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publicise the mortality o-f miners from the-, "white 
death", the Transvaal Miner’s Association believed 
that a strike was the only way it could demonstrate 
publicly the plight o-f miners.

But in 1907, as in 'the past, the actions of both
the sta'he and the press bitterly disappointed the
mine-rs.̂ ®'-̂ ' The government rs-fsrred the miners'
complaint that three drills promoted silicosis -for the
investigation of the Mining Regala'tions Commission,
but during the dispute the government mads no other
tangible gestures to assist the miners. The oress
reports which covered 'the' strike only hinted at the
problem of silicosis. In fact, the newspapers, like
the Minister of Mines, Jacob de Villiers, "did not
think tha't the injury to 'the health of running three
macliines was the primary cause of Cthe strikel" .
Such indifference to the logic which underpinned the
miners' genuine fears provoked the reproving comments
of Thomas Mathews, an organiser of the miners' union,
to the Mining Regulations Commission;

You see5 this is the idea, sir, regarding 
the running of si>: machines, tha-t two 
machines will kill a man after fi-ve years, 
while six will do it in less time. That is 
a point with which everyone underground is 
acquainted. Newspaiper offices and tin 
'tempiesj we don't ask them to believe it, 
because they don'-t know; but you can take - 
our word in all honesty that the health 
point of view with us is of the greatest 
importance.-'̂ '-'

After the strike the mineowners could, indeed, 
"work the mines for blood", as Evans had suggested. 
Also they effected ''considerable" economies "as far as



white labDur" was "concerned .. 2B7 Lionel Phillips told
Julius Wernher triurnphantlys "You may rest assured
that we are taking every advantage o-P the strike to
reduce working costs as Par â s possible,
Management reduced the wages oP men on day's pay,
irrespective oP whether they supervised hand or rock
drills, by approximately 25 per cent. Also, contract
prices were decreased by a similar amount. finally.
Prom July 1907 to Januar'/ 1909 the Association oP Mine
Managers compiled and circulated a "large" inventory
oP miners who were "black-listed".-*̂ '̂ ''* In ,1909 the
Association rssols'ed to reduce. substanti al ly the list
oP "agitators", but agreed "that there were certain

1names thereon V'̂ hich should always be kept in".-*̂  
Indeed, the Cornubian's comment, "It does not appear 
that the miners have gained anything by leaving their 
work", must have been one oP the major understatements 
oP the year.

iMor Por the nex t three years did events i n the
Transvaal PulPil the misplaced op-tlmism cP the Corn i sh
journali st , who saw a silver lining in the cloud that
bedevilled the miners who had lost the s-trike:

IP the Pand strike is the means oP having 
s'teps taken to arre-s't the progre-ss cP thi-s 
disease it will not have been in vai-n. Ths 
Transvaal government and 'the mining 
companies should act together in this most 
important matter - the saving oP human liPe 
- and try in every possible way to prolong 
'the lives oP miners working on rock-drill 

• machines. Anyone who can do something to 
check such deaths is a public_^oenePactcr. 
May such be Pound on the Rand.*̂ '-*=̂
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Such public bsnefactors did not ©Mist in the 
ranks o-f the mining house directors^ The minaowners 
did not wait -for the decision o-f ttne Mining
Regulations Commission as to whether or not the 
supervision of three drills posed additional health 
dangers to miners. Immediately aft-ar they had won the 
strike, the mineowners, with the strong support of the 
Association of Mine Managers, made compulsory the
supervision of three drill Th-a mine managers
ruthlessly enforced the mining house mandate, even 
though, unlike the "press and the tin temples” to 
which Thomas Mathews had referred, the mine manager-s 
were well acquainted with underground working 
conditions. By the time that the Mining Regulations 
Commission report-sd in 1910 that it could not endorse

e "prevailingthe supervision of three drills under th
oo Ahealth conditions",*-' ■ the three-drill system was 

thorouchiy entrenched.

Also, as we have seen, most minaowner-s ignored 
the nevJ regulation, promulgated in response to the 
dir-active from the Mining Regulations Commission to 
the Minister of Mines, that water pipes be insta^lled 
in the m i n e s . A l t h o u g h  dust densities may not have 
deteri or Sited during the period 1907 to 1910, clearly 
they did not diminish relative to the previous erai. 
Under such adverse underground conditions, after 1907 
there could be no decrease in the prevaJ. snce of and 
mortality from silicosis. Biven the chronic nature of 
the disease, which caused its des'elopment over time,
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between 1907 and 1910 the mortality from the "white 
death" undoubtedly grew; its victims now included a 
steadily increasing number o9 general miners, as 
distinct rrora rock drillers.

By 1910 the Transvaal Miner's ^.ssaciaticn was in 
despair about the total indifference of the public, 
the -state and the industry t-o the "-siaughter" in its 
ranks.^*^*^ But it had no substantive communicativa 
channels to reveal the plight of the miners. 
Therefore when Thomas Mann, a leading British 
socialist, visited South Africa in 1910, the executive 
of the miners' union supplied him with details of 
their work conditions and mortality ststi-stics 'n ti 
hope that his influence would "diffusa a knowledge" of 
the disease. Although Mann, with typical eloquence, 
aired the miners' case, his efforts vjere in vain. In 
the legislative assembly, Jacob de Villiers, asserted 
that Mann’s allegations about the deficient 
ventilation of the mines were a "gross 
exaggeration".”̂

The government appointed the Mining Regulations 
Commission in Ma'/ 1907. But, a.s v*je have noted, 
illnesses amongst its members, including the death
from silicosis of the miner reprasentative,
Nicnolson,- delayed the completion of the final report,, 
which the comimissi oners submitted only in April 
1910.”̂  ̂ As -the report indicated clearly, the 
prevalence of and mortality from silicosis were 
extremely serious. The findings of the report were so
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grave that the government knew that legislation for 
tha cofflpensation of miners, disabled  ̂by silicosis, 
would be the ir;;2.vitable outcome. Smuts, con-Firmed in 
oft ice as Hinistar of Mines in the pending Union 
Cabinet under the premiership of Docha, did not want 
the Transvaal alone to be responsible for the 
compensation of miners: he wanted ’the entire Union of 
South Africa to share the financial burden. The date 
sat for the election of the new Union House of 
Assembly was 15 September 1910. Consequently Smuts, 
with the obvious connivance of de Villiars, delayed 
publication of the report for four moijx.hs, until the 
beginning of August 1910, when the election campaign 
was in full swing.

The publication of the report did, indeedcreate
a "sensation .1 300 It is possible that Smuts hoped that
the commission's revelations of the "dismal, if not 
dange>^ous", health conditions on the mines would win 
his South (''frican National Party “a cef , iin number of 
votes". But the Unionist Peirty, which most 
mineo'wners supported, parried criticism of the 
indiAstry by censuring the government for not having 
produced the report two years' earlier and for it
tailur :o
compl ained.'-'̂ -'-̂  In an effort to side-step the countar 
accusations of "neglect", both parties sought "refuge 
in the statement that the facts were unKnov'̂ n to 
them". Neither camp could dispute the findings of 
the commission: both the government and the mineowners

'smedy le "evils" wni ch
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regarded the report. WX 01"! moderate
rsco/nmendati ons, as being a "judicious" and an 
"impartial " document.

did not dismiss the death
seasa 5 which the commi -
305 Even so, the emphashowed clearly.' 

newspaper editorials -focused on the "white deaith", the 
mortality from silicosis amongst whits miner-s. So, 
too, it was this aspect of the commi-ssion's 
wide-ranging report that became of SHClusive 
importance in the political arena.

In 1910 the miners unanimously voted at meetings 
for compensation.'"’''**̂ This had been their demand since 
1907, when the Botha government had legalised 
workmen's ccmpensati on; the miners .lad then urged, b.b 

they did in 1910, that silicosis be included as an
’TC\~7indu-strial disease in terms of the act.'-'"'

Consequently all ’the electoral parties vied with -each 
other to provide the best compensation packages for 
the miners, with the proviso that -such sciiemes 
affected minimally their own packets or tho-se of their 
allies and potentiail supporters.

The politicisation of one aspect of the disease, 
namely the provision of compensation, diverted the 
government and the mining houses from attending to the 
sole solution to the problem - the prevention of 
silicosis. After all, like the establishment of 
Springkell, the sanatorium for handicapped miner-s, the
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award of compsnaation was marsly a pal 1 iaitive. John
X. f'ierriman understood this more clearly than most o-f 
the enfchusia-istic proponents of compensati on, He 
therefore felt compelled to drav*J Lro balming affects 
of compensation to their attentior^. In Harriman's 
view, this wcis especially important, a,s tfia past 
failure of the government and the mining houses to 
implement dust precaution msast.ires affectively ha'd 
caused silicosis to become a social and economic 
problem of national dimensions. In' issuing his sober 
warning, Merriman noted:

- Mere compensation for evil done is a poor 
substitute- for prevention, if prevention i's 
possible. The terrible results of Miners' 
Phthisis in the past are largely due to 
negligence in the face of knowledge, the- “ . . . .  3Q9blame for which must be divided

But the ' miners were prepared to settle for 
com'pensati on, even though it was no recompense "for a 
life d e s t r o y e d T h e y  did, indeed, want effective 
dust preventive measures. But they believed cynically 
that the mineowners would "do nothing" to implement 
precautions against silicosis until they were 
"compelled" to "pay a million a year".'-'̂ -̂

In 1908 Sir Thomas Oliver stated blithely that it 
was "comparativaiy easy to obtain statistics' relating 
to Rand miners' phthisis among Whits men".- But this 
was not so. The Mining Regulations Commission relied 
almost solely for its epidemiological data on 
silicosis from figures supplied by private medrcal 
men, namely Louis Godfrey Irv/ine and DonaJ.d Macaulay,
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The doctorsj as they themselves conceded, could 
provide 'the commission with no prevalence -figures and

T ■*their mortality statistics were not raliabley”'-̂"' A 
surprising omission by the commissioners, who included 
Charles Porter, the Johannesburg Medical 0-fficer of 
Health, was their failure to conduct an independent 
prevalence survey. It is passible that they believed 
that the mortality figures, which Irvine and Macaulay 
provided, were sufficiently serious to warrant their 
recommending improved dust precaution measures without 
the need for conducting such a survey themselves.

After making slight adjustments to the statistics 
of Irvine and Macaulay, the commission reached the 
fallowing conclusion:

That the death-rate from "Phthisis” 
(including miners' phthisis) at ages of 
twenty and over was more than si>; times 
greater amongst "white mining males" than
amongst white "non-mining males". 3i4

Also, the commission implicitly agreed with Macaulay' 
and Irvine that the mortality from "Phthisis",, 
including silicosis, was approKimately 11 per thcusand 
per annum amongst white underground workers "at ages
of twenty and over

But E. J. Moynihan, the private consulting 
engineer who used the same data base as the commission 
for his calculations, argued strongly that the 
"Commission had entirely failed to realise or e::press 
the real state of things, which is very much 'worse 
than they make it out to be". In an interview with



the Trsnsvaal Leader Meynihan, with indisputable
logic, painted out "the absurdity o-f the e-f-fect on the
public mind o-f these figures";

They Lthe commissi oners! talk o-f a 
death-rate on the mines of 60 or 70 per
cent, in -a!-:cess of non-mining as'ocations.
They say that mining males of 20 years of 
age and over has's a total death-rate of 60 
per cent. in eKcsss of non-mining males.
Well, now, in the first place it is quite, 
unfair to the non-mining males to take the 
figures for the ages of 20 "and over", 
because in the non-mining population there 
is a comparatively large number of old 
people, who have a pretty high death-rate, 
whereas, on the mines, to all intents and 
purposes, there are no old people at all.'-'*'̂

From this premise Moynihan calcul atad that the
death rate of white underground workers from sill oasis
was not approx imately 11, per thousand per annum, as
Macaulay and Irvine had concluded, but "in the
neighbourhood of 30 per thousand". As 'we h ava
noted, the Medical Commission of 1912, reported that
no underground worker.was "exempt" from contracting 
si 1 icDsis. But the groups most vulnerable to the 
disease were ranked according to their order of risk 
as' being rock drillers, trammers, hand drillers and 
specialist pitman. Artisans, operatives and salaried

T I Qmen were in the lowest category of danger.- We can 
therefore conclude tentativel'/ that during the period 
1907 to 1910 most of the deaths from silicosis amongst 
underground .Jorkers were amongst the professional 
miners, who comprised, as we have shown, 60 per cent 
of the wh.ita underground workf orce.Ac c o r d i n g l y ,  if
we follow Moyniban's calculation-; we can conclude
that the annual death rate amongst t'ne overseas

I
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miners, including rock drillers, was approximately 30 
per thousand.

The highest mortality amongst miners occurred 
amongst rock drillers who had an average working life 
of only seven years. In 1907 Irvine and Macaulay 
estimated the morta ity amongst rock drillers to be 31 
per thousand per annum. But evidence derived from a 
completely different data base suggests that the death 
rate amongst rock drillers was far higher than the 
doctors' cautious estimates. These data derive from 
death rate statistics for drillers who did not die on 
the Witwatersrand, but who had returned to their 
overseas homes.

One important reason that the Mining Regulations 
Commission in 1908 urged the Minister of Mines to 
introduce more stringent dust precaution regulations 
was the information that "at least one third (probably 
more) of the disabled Rand miners leave the country and 
die elsewhere". As we have accurate figures from 
the Redruth district for the deaths of rock drillers 
who had worked only in the Transvaal, we are able to 
calculate the total death rate amongst rock drillers 
who died abroad.

Although we have figures for the Redruth district 
from 1907 to 1912, the year 1907 is the most suitable 
time for an assessment of this kind. In 1907 Irvine
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and Macaulay had updated thair calcuiatians -ror 
prasentation to the Mining Regulations Commission;. 
Also, the and o-? 1907 v-jitnassad tha exodus of several 
hundred miners froai the I4itwatersrand in the aftermath 
of the miners' strike.

We bass our calculations or, earlier analysis
of the composition ,of mine.^s according to their 
country of origin. Two-thirds of the Cornish
miners, who comprised 50 per cent of the overseas
contingent on the Witvjatarsrand, came from the Redruth 
district. Consequently another two-thirds of the 
overseas miners came from tha rest of Cornwall, fro.m 
other British districts, from Europe, from America and 
from .Australia. In 1907 the Redruth records shewed 
that fourteen rock drillers, vjho had worked solely in

“704.the Transvaal, died in this district of Cornwal 1 .
We can therefore assume that forty-two Rand miners 
died abroad. These forty-two rock dri’lle.-̂  constituted 
t.he extra one-third of the machine men who died^ from 
silicosis overseas, T.he remaining deaths - 142 -
occurred on the Wit'watersrand. On the basis of these 
calculatipns, which are only tentative, in 1907 
approximate!'/ 168 rock drillers died from accelerated 
silicosis.-

In each of the years from 1904 to 1907 tha 
industry employed just over 2 000 miners as rock 
dri 11 eK's. In 1907 the exact number was 2 237. In 
that '/ear the death of 168 rock drillers indicates 
that tha mortal it'/ amongst machine men was 75 per



thousand per annum. This figure corroborates 
lioynihan's calculation that the annual death rate 
amongst white underground workers — it,was principally 
amongst miners - was 30 per thousand.

We must bear in mind that the findings of the 
Mining Regulations Commission were based on figures 
provided in 1.907- By 1910, when the report was 
published, these figures were already out of date. As 
the Medical Commission showed in 1912 the mortality 
•from "Phthisis", including silicosis, was increasing by 
25 per cent each year. Consequently, even though 
they were appalling, Moynihar, s conclusion in mid-1911, 
when the Medical Commission h,ad just been appointed, 
were probably correct. Moynihan estimated that ti'ie 
death rate amongst ail white underground workers was 80 
per thousand per annum and that the annual mortality 
amongst rock driillers had risen to 140 per 
t h o u s a n d . B u t  in 1910 and 1911 only a few perceptive 
members of the public, including the miners, paid any 
attention to the probing analyses and calculations of 
Moynihan. It was only after the Medical Commission had 
presented its findings in February 1912 that the 
general piablic began to take Moynihan's statistics 
seriously.

By 1913 Moynihan had firmly established his 
credibility. Indeed, by this time his credentials were 
so strong that, during the aftermath of the 
Witwatersrand general strike of 1913, newpapers and 
public figures all over the world quoted both his
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currant observations concarning the mortality on the 
mines from silicosis as well as the conclusion he had 
drawn as early as 1910. In particular, all such 
parties tended to repeat in 1913 -he striking analogy 
which Hoynihan, -following the eai~l’ ir sKamole o-f 3ir
! homas Oliver, had re--evoked in 1910 328

It is interesting to make a rough comparison 
with the death-rates in the British army 
employed in South Africa during the Boer War 
and amongst the underground workers of the 
Rand. Taking the British Army as averaging 
300,000 men for two and a half years, I find 
the “killed in action" to show a lesser 
death—rate than that suffered by the 
underground men in the min-es, and the 
death-rate "from all causes" is also 
unquestionably' lower in the case of the 
British Army in South Africai than amongst 
the underground men of the Rand. Mining i-s 
mors dangeroLs than war; but the miner gets 
no medals...
In effect this industry about which we brag 
so much is . something to be rather•ashamed 
of, for from, the social point o-f view it is 
a vampire which battens on the blood of the
living and the bodies of the dead 329

By 1910 ’the annual death rate from silicosis was 
rising, appreciably. Indeed, .from- 1912 to 191S the 
official figures suggested "that some 800 to 900 'new' 
u "̂ ses were arising y e a r l y ■ For the period la92 to 
1910 the statistics, few as they are, together with 
the weighty impressionistic evidence of miners and 
mins officials, suggest strongly that almost an entire 
generation of overseas professional miners died from 
an accelerated form of silicosis. Only a handful of 
general miners, who started i-gork on the Witwatersrand 
during the 1890s, lived to see the end of World War 1. 
By 1904, most rock drillers who had started work
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during the days o-f Kruger's rapuf, ic were dead; and 
the second cohort nf rock drillers, who had conrimenced 
work a-Fter the enc the Anglo—Boer War, died by 1910 
or shortly atterwards. The dead undoubtedl>' included 
South African miners. But their numbers were 
insignificant compared to those from overseas. The 
tragic fate of the Afrikaner miners,! handicapped and 
felled in large numbers by this preventable 
occupational disease, belongs to a later era. During 
this period, however, most overseas professional 
miners whose skills pioneered the South African gold 
mining industry, 'died in the prime of life from the 
swift killer, the "white death”.

In a letter to the Lancet in 1911, John Law
Aymard engraved a brutal epitaph to the British and to
the other overseas professional miners;

Such a death-rate from a single occupational 
disease must be unparal I'el ed in the whole 
industrial ‘world. It can only be compared 
with.King Leopold's Congo Free State.
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Ticktin, pp. 35, 256-257; Kennedy, A Tale of Fno 
Mining Cities, p.- 52.

Both Ticktin, p. 35, and Kennedy, A Tale of 
Ttno Mining Cities, p. 52, note the fortitude of the 
union, but assume that the union was."weak".

Labour Leader, 1 May 1913, "Socialism in 
South Africa",

Transvaal Leader, 2B Aug. 1909, "Capital and 
Labour". For details .on the early years of the ■ .
Transvaal Miners' Association, see Kata, A Trade Union 
Ar istocracy, pp. 55-59, 113-115.

let
"Also Guilty". See also Transvaal Leader, 28 
1909, "Capital and Labour".

Rand Daily Mail, 17 July 1911, letter by
Aug.

4 cr“Ti..'u f̂ QYid Daily Mail, 31 Dec. 1920, "Mine 
Workers' Union". '

Gitsham and Trembath, p. 2S. tiee also 
Thorpe, p. 20; Yudelman, p. 74; and Gray, p. 293.
In following Gitsham and Trembabh, these hiscorians 
also state incorrectly*■ tnat the miners' union had only 
300 members.

34';



iS5 j0 2 , 1903, p. 427, q. 4 542, evidence o-f 
T. Mathews^ Cf. Ticktin, pp. 256-257, who incorrectly 
claims that the union's membership qrew both Purina 
and a-fter the strike.

Rand Daily Mail, 31 Dec. 1920, ''’Mine 
Workers’ Union”.

lo/ Paijy Mail^ 9 June 1910, "Mine Funds”.
See also Katz, A Trade Union Aristocracy, p. 5S; and
Mann , p. 197.

T6 3, 1910, p. 61.
Ts 2, 190S, p. 427 , qq. 4 542-4 544,

evidence of T. Ma'the'ws.
-re 3, 1910, p. 61; TS 2, 1908, p. 331

qq. 3 969-3 97 1 , evidence of T. Willis; Mining, 1 !v! •! 1-,,Journal, 12 March 1910, p,
Final Report of the Hining Regulations Comwission,
1910 5 V. 
Trewick.

evidence of T. Mathews 'and M.

The nickname seems to have been coined by 
the Transv'-l Leader, when it commented on the 
■findings ( zhe Mining Regulations Commission which 
were publisned in August 1910. See Transvaal Leader,
11 Aun. 1910, editorial. From then on the nickname 
became a standard expression.

1 Final Report of the Hining Regulations 
Commission, 1910,-v. 2, p. 263, evidence of Dr L. 6 .
Irvine.

1 A*̂ House O'f Commons Debates, W. Caine, 29
Oct. 190: c c J 1970,

Report of the Miners' Phthisis Commissionf 
1902"-1903, Appendix F.

165 Van Niekerk 27.

166 ppj0  ̂ QQ^ despatches, Milner to Lyttelton, 21 
March 1904; TCMA, file NS, A. Lawley to President of 
the TCM, 17 May 1904; Cd. 21S3, 1904, pp. 144-145, 
Annexure J. See above, chapter 10.

Report of the Coloured Labour Compound 
Comm i ss iciTi , 1905, p. 79, Appendix G2. See also Irvine 
and Macaulay, p. 356.

1 AP?xao Merr-iPapers, correspondence, 1913, no. 
47, memorandum from the Secretary for Native Affairs.

Report of the Coloured Labour Compound 
Commission, 1905, p. 79, Appendix G2.

170 Merriman Papers, correspondenr'^, 1913, no.
47, memorandum from the Secretary fc'- Native Affairs.

171 Report of the Coloured Labour Compound
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Commiss'ion , 1905, p. 79, Appendin .62;- Merriman 
Papers, correspandence, 1913, no- 47, memorandum -from 
the Secretary for Native Affairs.

172 cd 
of L- Cohen-

173 cd  
of L- Cohen,

17^ Report of the Miners' Phthisis Commission t

1897, 1904, P- 163, q- 3 6.30, evi dence

1397, 1904, p. 163, q* 3 630, evidence

1902-190.3, p. 
Irvine-

20. qq. 63-66, evidence of Dr L. 6.

■*•73 -jQ 2, 190S, p« 459, q. 5 088, evidence of
Mathews.

17. Star, 12 Nov. 1902, '’Miners’ Phthisis;
Irvine and Macaulay, p. 36.5; Pern, p, 874.

17  ̂ Cd. 2091,. 1904, p. 25; Oliver, "An Address
on Rand Miners' Phthisis..." 919.

17® Oliver, "An Address on Rand Miners' 
Phthisis.,,", p. 919; TCMA, file Ch23, G, Farquarson 
•to Secretary TCM, 26 Nov. 1905, enclosed memorandum by 
Dr C. L. Sansom, 21 Nov. 1905.

17® 7uMA, file Ch23, G- Farquarson to Secre’cary 
TCM, 26 Mov. 1905, enclosed memorandum by Dr C, L. 
Sansom, 21 Nov. 1905.

1®0 p^sport of the Miners' Phthisis Commission f 
19G2-1903, pp. 21, 25, qq. 67, 110-113, evidence of 
Dr L. G. Irvine and Dr D. Macaulay.

181 For details on the length of contract's and
their renewal by workers, see Jeeves, Migrant Labour 
in South Africa's Mining Economy, p. 55; -SC 2, 1913 
p. 114, qq. 1 168-1 169, evidence of Dr G. A. 
Turner; and Irvine and Macaula/, pp. .348-349.

•* oo Report €ff the Hirters' Phthisis Couniiissiori ̂ 
i902~1903, p, 21, qq. 69-70, evidence of Dr L. G.
Irvins.

l®--‘ Pern, p. 874; SC 9, 1913, p. 117, qq.
1 213-1 214, evidence of Dr G. A. Turner; van Niekerk, 
pp. 30-31, 284-286.

184
185

1 Sept. 190.5, pp.. 25—26, editorial.
Turner, Report on the Preualei’ics of 

Pulmonary Tuberculosis and Allied Diseases in the 
Kraals of the Natives of Portuguese African Territory. 
South of Latitude 22'*...., p. 7.

Turner, Report on the Prevalence of 
Pulmonary Tuberculosis and Allied Diseases in the 
Kraals of the Natives of Portuguese African Territory, 
South of Latitude 22®.,.,'p. 14.
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Turner, Report on the Prevalence of 
Pulmonary Tuberculosis and Allied Diseases in the 
Kraals of the Natives of Portuguese African Territoryf 
South of Latitude pp, 3-13.

Turner, Report on the Prevalence of 
Pulmonary Tuberculosis and Allied Diseases in the 
Kraals of the Natives of Portuguese African Territory^ 
South of Latitude 22®.,., p. 14.

5-6.
1S9

190

See -sbo'/e, chapter three. Sirdwood, pp

SC 10, 1912 ). Ik , Appendi-K Cj Transvaal 
Debates of both Houses of Par 1 lament ̂ J. de Villiere, 
29 April 1910, col. 523.

See, -for instance, Transvaal-' Debates of 
both Houses of Par 1 lament^ . S. de Villiers, 6 Ap il 
1910, cols. 635-6365 CHA, WLF, memorandum by f- 
'Madew, 30 Jan. 1913,; SC 2, 1913, p. 117, qq- 
1 203-1 216, evidence o-f Dr S. A. Turner? and Evening 
Chronicle, 10 June 1913, "Long and Short Contracts".

Surprisingly, Packard's stud'/ overlooks 
entirely Turner's report. Also, in his stud'/ o-f 
tuberculosis, Packard tails to mention the trequent 
association ot this disease with silicosis, 
particular!V"" in the case ot Atricans.

Packard, p. 202.
The ei-'er;tion of Silicosis on the Hines of 

the Miti/iater sr and, p. 242.
Final Report of the Mining Regulations 

Commission , 1910, v, 2, p. 263, a'/idence ot Dr L. 6. 
Irvine.

SC 2, 1913, p„ 
Dr G. A. Turner.

119, q.

SAMR, 10 March 1906, p.

1 221, evidence ot 

65, "Johannesburg
Notes".

193
Commons".

199

Lancet, 3 Ma'/ 1909, p. 363. house OT

JOO
Grey, p. 226.
Oliver, The Diseases of Occupation, p. 
Oli'/er, The Diseases of Occupation, p.

-35»

CAD MNW, tile MM 1106/10, R. N. k;otce to H.
W. Sm'/the, 30 April 1910.

.iO-j. p^nal Report of the Mining Regulations 
Commission , 1910, 1, p. 232.

-- -204 1903, pp. 175, "News and
Comments", March 1903, pp, 208-209, "News and
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Comments".
Van N.i skar k, pp.
It is beyond the scops a-F this study to 

provide the reasons -for the paucity o-f Africans, who 
applied for compensation initially. But sea, for 
instance, 3C 4, 1914, 324-323, qq, 1 792-1 305, 
evidence of S. A. i‘i. Pritchard.

207
208

Van Niekerk, p. 
Van Niekerk, pp,

209 Niekerk, pp.
210
211

Van Ni eker k , pp.

28.
111-131.
101-109.
Q-3-.~C!C3

SC 2, 1913', p. 145, qq. 1 108-1 112, 
evidence of S. V. van Niekerk.

See, for instance, Hurwits, ,p. 127.
21o y^n Niekerk, p. 30.

Van Niekerk, p. 40.
Van Niekerk, pp. 33-34.115
Watkins-Pi tchf ord, "The Industrial Diseases 

of South Africa", p. 37.
Oliver, "An Address on Rand Niners' 

Phthisis...", p. 919.
-•13 Native Grievances Commission, transcript of 

evidence, 2 Feb. 1914, p. 23, evidence of S. A. N . 
Pritchard.

Union House of Assembly Debates ̂ A. Ments ,
13 May 1913, cols. 2 372-2 .373, J. X. Merriman, 13 
May 1913, col. 2378, F. 3, Malan, 27 May 1913, cols 
2733-27875 SC 2, 1913, p. 123, q. 1 269, evidence of 
Dr A. J, Gregory.; SC 14,. 1914, p. 361, qq.
2 000-2 001, evidence of S. A. M. Pritchard.

u.̂ 0 ŷ p, Niekerk, p. ■34.
Irvine and Watt, p. 36.
JC/‘f/'/S, Dec. 1906, "Safety Measures in 

Mining", p. 174, reply to discussion.
Unless otherwise stated, the following data 

derive from SC 9, 1913, p. 200, statement of C, H. 
Spencer, presented icy J. G. Lawn.

Van Niekerk, pp. 28, .39. This calculation 
excludes the Africans who came from Portuguese Esist 
Africa north of Latitude 22^ South and whose further 
recruitment was forbidden in May 1913. See Union House 
o>f Assembly Debates, J. W. Sauer, 8 May 1913,
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.....

c dIs . 2229-2230.
SC 2, 1913, p. 76, q. 63S, es^idencs o-f C.

G. Davidson; SC 9, 1913, p. 200, q. 1 424, statement 
o-f C. H. Spencer presented by J. G. Lawn.

SC 9, 1913, 424 5ta-c.emerr;
H. Spencer presented by 0. S. Lawn.

Oliver, Diseases of Occupation^ p. 2=5.
22B Cdv 1S97, 1904, pp. B4-35., 163, qq. 749.

3 630, evidence o-f G. Lagden and L. Cohen.
Cornubian , 22 May 1903, "Not:r5 and

Comments".
2.i0 ggg 3RA, HE, y. 244, -fils 107H, S. Jennings 

to H. Eckstein and Company, 9 Oct, 1906, where mention 
is made o-f the Africans' objections to using atomisers 
and sprays.

'7“̂ 1.i Fraser and Jeeves, p. Phillips t
F. Eckstein, 2S Aug. 1911. It should be noted, too, 
that wages for hand drill work, which had risen, were 
on a ■par with rock drill work.

=Qr instance, Rand Daily Hail 15 '='ab. 
1912, "Miners' Phthisis". The writer of the article 
contended that "the fear of phthisis Csilicosisl a-t 
present keeps many natives from coming to the mines".

0*TTX.-.- Kubicek, "Financial Capital and South 
Pjfrican Goldmining 1SS6-1914", p̂  3S7; Frankel , 
Capital In]yestment In Africnr Its Cause and Effects.^

234 See above, chapter 11
T3 2, 190S, pp. 166-167, 233, qq. 1 SOS, 

2 292, evidence of E. J. Way and 3. .Albu. See above, 
chapter 5,

TG 2, 1908, pp. 166-167, qq.
evidence o-f E. J, Way.

7v*T-7 see, Di” 1 n — an c e •
Evans to R. Schumacher, 20 No-
Ec k st Bi n and Comp an y. Dec. 1905.

1 504-1 508,

=.vans

See, for instance, CHA, WLF, L. Phillips to 
Selborne, IS Jan. 1906; BRA, HE, v. 155, L. Phillips 
to F. Eckstein, 10 Jan. 1910; Fraser and Jaes'e-s, pp. 
163, 164, 179, L. Phillips to .J. Wer.n.her, IS June
1906, 3 June 1907.

'n-TO' Fraser and Jeeves, 
Phillips to J. Wernher, IS Ju 
BRA, HE, v. 1.34, 3. Evans to 
1906.

pp. 163, 16 
na 1906, 3 J: 
J. Wernher,

BRA, HE, V. 145,

.tne 190'



F. Eckstein tc L. Phillips, 20 April 1906. See also 
CHA, WLF, L. Phillips to Selborne, IS Jan. 1906.

241 Thorpe ' s uii stakeThcrpe, pp. 2B8-2S9 
derives -from her inadequate consultation o-f both 
primary and published sources, including the 
correspondence in the archives o-f H. Eckstein and 
Company, the minutes of evidence to the Mining 
Industry Commission and to the Mining Regulation 
Commission, the Ross E. Browne report., the Journal of 
the Chemical, Metallurgical and Mining Society of 
South Africa and the South African MineSf Commerce and 
Industries.

BRA, HE, V. 134, 8. Evans to R. Schumacher,
20 Nov. 1905, 8. Evans to H. Eckstei n and Company, H
Dec. 1905, V. 145, F. Eckstein to L. Phillips, 20
April 1906; CHA, WLF, L..PhiHips to Selborne, 18 Jan.
1906; Browne, p. 298.

24o Browne, p. 289.
244 Browne, pp. 332, 341. See also .E"-aser and

Jeeves, p. 164, L. Phillips to Messrs Wernher, Beî  
and Company, IB June 1906.

245 BRA, HE, V. 145, F. Eckstein to L.
Phillips, 20 April 1906. The Corner House agreed that 
Ross E. Browne's report be published as an appendix in 
the /Report of the Mining Industry Commission in 190S. 
L. J Reyersbach handed, it in as evidence to the 
commission in 1907. See TG 2, 1908, pp. 1 5.91-1 62S, 
Appendix I. Browne presented his paper for discussion 
in June 1907 to the South African Institution of 
Engineers. Bee JS4IE, June 1907, pp. 299-345.

See, for instance, CHA, WLF, Secretary of 
the City and Suburban to Secretary, Mariv.sburg, 22 
June 1906.

See, for, instance, South African Minesf 
Commerce and Industries, 10 March 1906, pp.
1 209-1 210, 17 March 1906, pp. 3-4, and 13 Oct.
1906-, pp, 107-108, "Leading Articles".

° South African Mines ̂ Commerce and 
Industries, 17 March 1906, pp. 3-4, "Leading 
Article",,

See, for instance, South African MineSf 
Commerce and Industries, 23 Oct. 1906, pp. 107-10E, 
"Leading Article". ,

x.w iU  p .  2 9 o ,

1 South African MineSf Commerce and 
Industries, 23 Oct, 1906, p. lOB, "Leading Article",

Star, 11 Oct. 1906, "Miners at the Crown 
Deep"; South African Mines, Commerce and Industries, 
23 Oct. 1906, pp. 107-108, "Leading Article".
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South African liineSf Commerce and 
IndusLries, 23 Dct. 1906, p. 108, "Leading Article".

254 .fQp instance, Cornubian. 29 Aug. 1907,
"The Position in South Africa"; and Hast Briton\ IS 
July 1907, "Employers and Miners in the Transvaal".

CHA, WLF, Secretary of the City and Suburban 
to Secretary, Maritsburg, 22 June 1906.

256 Report of the Hiuing Regulations
Commission, 1910, v. 2, p. 10, evidence of T.
Mathews and M. Trewick; CHA,' WLF, Secretary of the 
City and Suburban to Secretary, Maritzburg, 22 June 
1906.

jLo/ Richardson, Chinese Mine Labour in the 
Transvaal, pp. 134-135.

253 -j-Q 2, 190S, p. 246, q. 
f j.bu.

2 462, evidence of

259
260

Browne, p. 297.
Fraser and Jeeves, p. 124, L. Phillips to

J. Wernher, 26 Feb. 1903; BRA, HE, v. 134, S. Evans 
to H. Eckstein and Company, 27 Aug. 1906.

PRO, CD, 291/93, despatches, Selborne to 
Lyttelton, 7 June 1905, 291/90, parliament, 14 March
1905.

262 h e , V. 134, S. Evans to R. Schumacher,
20 Mov. 1905, S. Evans to H. Eckstein and Company, 11 
Dec. 1905; TS 2, 1903, pp. 250, 342, 373, 386, qq.
3 330, 3 319, 4 031, statement of S. J- Jennings and 
evidence of C. C. Smith, T. Willis and T. Mathews.

26u yg 2, 1908, p. 377, q. 3 319, evidence of 
T. Willis.

264
265

Van Ni eker k, p. 11.
Minos and Morks Regulations, 1911, p. "Definition of Terms".

266
Willis;

rs 2, 1903, p. 3/9, q, 3 954, evidence of

Rand Daily Mail, 21 Nov. 1910, "Rand 
Workers' Federation". See above, chapter 10.

268 Final Report of the Mining Regulations
Commission, 1910, v. 2, p. 10, evidence of
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South African MineSf Commerce and 
Industries, 23 Oct. 1906, p. 108, "Lesding Article".

254 instance, Cornubian, 29 Aug. 1907,
"The Position in South Africa"; and Hast Briton.! IS 
July 1907, "Employers and Miners in the Transvaal",

CHA, WLF, Secretary of the City and Suburban 
to Secretary, Maritzburg, 22 June 1906.

Final Report of the Mining Regulations 
Commission, 1910, v. 2, p. 10, evidence of T.
Mathews and M. Trewick; CHA,' WLP, Secretary of the 
City and Suburban ■* oecretary, Maritzburg, 22 Juue
1906.

257 Fichardson, Chinese Mine Labour in the
Transvaal, pp. 184-185,

258 TG 2, 190S, p. 246, q. 2 462, evidence of
G. Albu.

,iuY Browne, p, 297. ■
26u ppaser and Jeeves, p. 124, L. Phillips to 

J. Wernher, 26 Feb. 1905; BRA, HE, V. 134, S. Evans 
to H. Eckstein and Company, 27 Aug. 1906.

261 ppjQ̂  291/33, despatches, 3elborne to
Lyttelton, 7 June 1905, 291/90, parliament, 14 March 
1905.

BRA, HE, v. 134, S. Evans to R. Schumacher, 
20 Nov. 1905, S. Evans to H. Eckstein and Company, 11 
Dec. 1905; TG 2, 1908, pp. 250, 3^2, 373, 386, qq.
3 330, 3 819, 4 081, statement f S. J. Jennings and 
evidence of C. C. Smith, T. Wi .s -ind T. Mathews.

26.- TG 2, 1908, p. 373, q. 3 319, evidence of
T. Willis.

Van Niekerk, p. 11.
Mines and Morks Regulations, 1911, p. 1 ,■ 

“Definition of Terms".
266 • 

T, Willis;
L90S, p, 379, q. 3 954. evidence of

Rand Daily Mail, 21 Nov. 1910, "Rand 
Workers' Federation". See above, chapter 10.

rina.1 Report of the Mining Regulations 
Couimission , 1910, v. 2, p, 10, evidence of
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T. Mathews and M. Trewick; TG 2, 1903, p. 432, q.
4 634, evidence a-f T. Mathews.

South African Nines, Commerce and 
Indusir ies f 17 March 1906, pp. 3-4, "Leading 
Article".

270 filial Report of the Mining Regulations 
Commission , 1910, v. 2, pp. 26-27, evidence o-f T. 
Mathews and M. Trewick.

271 f^nal Report of the Mining Regulations 
Commission, 1910, v, 1, pp. 284-290.

272 j0 2, 1908, pp. 436, 521, 323, qq. 4 713,
6 111, 11 349, evidence o-f T. Mathews, E. Moore and R. 
Raine; Austin, p. 141.

South African Mines, Commerce and 
Industries, 13 Oct. 1906,' p. 107, "Leading Article". 
See also TG 2, 1903, pp. 339, 393, qq. 4 118-4 121, 
4 227-4 279, evidence of T. Mathews and G. E. Webber.

See, for instance, BRA, HE, v. 134, S.
Evans to R. Schumacher, 20 Nov. 1905; and Cornubian,
29 Aug. 1907, "The Position i n South Africa 11

BRA, HE, 
March 1907.

V. 134, 3. Evans to F. Eckstein, 2

BRA, HE, 
20 Feb. 1907.

V. 134, S. Evans to F. Eckstein,

, 277
Reyersbach, 2 March

V, 133, 
1907.

s. Evans to L. J.

273 Unless otherwise noted, the summary of the 
stri'f'je is based on the following; Kate, A Trade Un.ion 
Aristocracy, pp. 74, 132-133, 179, 256, 424, 453; 
Grey, pp. 264-292; and Thorpe, pp. 316-529.

Nest Sriton, IS July 1907, "Employers and 
Miners in the Transvaal".

230 PRO, CO, 291/71, despatches, Selborne to
Elgin, 23 May 1907, telegram. 

231 PRO, 00, 291/71, despatches, Selborne to 
3 May 1907, telegram, minute by Sir. F. 

Hopwood, 24 May 1907.
Elgin,

^^^Cornudiar; , 29 Aug. 1907, "The Position in 
South Africa".

.iSo _ Ticktin, p. 252, who claims that the 
"strike had widespread sympathy and support". Its 
support derived only from members of the white working 
class, the families of miners and artisans, and the 
few partisans of organised labour..

134 Final Report of the Mining Regulations
Commission, 1910, v. 1. p. 237; Merriman Papers,
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correspondence, J. de Villiers to JXM, 30 May 1907.
255 Merriman Papers, correspondence, J. de 

Villiers to JXM, 30 May 1907..See also, for instance, 
Trsnsi-'aal Leader, 27 May 1907, "Miners' Strike".

256 Report of the Mining Regulations 
Commission, 1910, v. 2, p. 12, evidence of T.
Mathews and M.. Trewick.

BRA, HE, V. 133. S. Evains to L. J. 
Reyersbach, 2 March 1907.

2BS pi-asep and Jeeves, p. 179, L. Phillips to 
J. Wernher, 3 June 1907.

2S9 CoLincil Minutes of the AMM, 23 July 1907; 
GMEAR.^.30 June 1910, p. 38; TG 2, 1908, pp. 690, 
912, qq- 8 844, 13 547, evidence of F. Crean and H.
F. Petersen.; TG 2, 1909, pp. 49, 51; IliTiing Journal, 
12 March 1910, p. 293, "Transvaal Mines."

Council minutes of the AMM, 7 July 1907; 
Monthly minutes of the AMM, 7 Nov. 1907, 5 Dec. 1907, 
19 Jan. 1909.

Monthly minutes of the AMM, 19 Jan. 1909.
Cornubian, 29 Aug. 1907, "The position in 

South Africa".
293 jQ 2, 1908, pp. 644, 334, qq. 8 033-3 036, 

12 113-12 119, evidence of R. Raine.
■ Final Report of the Mining Regulations

Comm i ssi or,, 1910, V. 1, p.
295 See above, chapter 11.
296 Centurion, article 1.
297 Mann, p. 197.
293 Transvaalf Debates of both Houses of

Assembly, J. de Villiers, 29 April 1910, col. 523
299 I have no es'i denes for this theory- 3utseems to be logical.
300
301

Transvaal Leader, 11 Aug. 1910, editorial 
Mining Journal , 24 Sept. 1910, p. 1 134,

"The Transvaal Mines Regulations' Commission".
TfjO See, for instance, Transvaal Leader, 11 Aug, 

1910, editorial.
Mining Journal, 24 Sept. 1910, p. 1 134, 

"The Transvaal Mines Regulations' Commission".
See, for instance, Rand Daily Mail, 6 Aug. 

1910; and Transvaal Leader, 11 Aug. 1910, editorial.
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3u5 3ee^ for instance, Transvaal Leader, 11 Aug. 
1910, "The White Death", 19 Aug. 1910, "Chamber o-f , 
Mines".

C-.0& jfsrisvaal Leader, Aug. to Oct, 1910 passim; 
Rand Daily Mvzil, Aug. to Dot. 1910 passim; Star, Aug. 
to Dot. 1910 passim.

Transvaal Leader, 10 April 1909. "Labour
Day" .

30S It is beyond the scope of this study to 
detail the compensation schemes. But see Transvaal 
Leader, Aug. to Oct. 1910 passim; Rand Daily Hail, 
Aug. to Oct. 1910 passim; Star, Aug. to Oct. 1910 
passim.

309 SC 10, 1912, p. i::, Appendiii C.
310 Daily Mail, 7 May 1913, letter from an

anonymous miner.
Rand Daily Mail, 11 April 1913, "Phthisis 

Terror"; Evening Chronicle, 16 May 1914, letter by 
"Humanitarian'L

Oliver, -Diseases of Occupation, p. 2B5.
Final Report of the Mining Regulations 

Commission, 1910, v. 2, pp. 340-141, evidence of Dr 
L. S. Irvine.

Final Report of the Mining Regulations 
Commission,' 1910, v. 1, p. 37, par. (23.

■-'15 Final Report of the Mining Regulations 
Commission, 1910, v. 1, p. 37, par. (3).

316
Phthisis".

Transvaal Leader, 29 Aug. 1910

317
Phthisi s".

Transvaal Leader, 29 Aug. 1910

31B UG 19, 1912, p. le, par. 44.
319

42, 43.
U6 19, 1912, pp. 14, 15, IB,

320 See above, chapter 6.
1 Final Report of the Mining Regulations 

Commission, 1910, v. 2, p. 241, evidence of Dr L. G. 
Irvine.

Final Report of the Mining Regulations 
Commission, 1910, v. 1, p. 34. See also ibid., v. 
2, p. 241, evidence of Dr. L. G. Irvins.

-*—■ See above, chapter 6.
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524 Cd. 7476, 1914, 148, Table A.
j0 2 , 1908, pp. 83-84, evidence o-f H. 

Weldon, Anne>:ure E; Gt1EAR...10 Jane 1907, table 
showing "Whits Wages’ - Mines and Works, Transvaal",

326 ye 19 192, p. !1 , par, 2 1 ,
•i27 isj-icet, 2 Dec. 1911, p. 1 587, letter by Dr 

J. L. Aymard quoting the published -figures o-f E, J, 
iioynihan.

See, for instance, Ei-'aning Chronicle, 24 
July 1913, "Opinions about the Strike"; Marker, 21 
Aug. 1913, "The Industry and Human Life"; Lsboar 
Leader, 7 Aug. 1913, "Parliament Day by Day"; and 
Pyeynolds Newspaper , 8 Aug. 1913, "City of Dreadful 
Death". ' •

329
Phthisis".

330

Trans^'aaI Leader, 29 Aug. 1910, "Miners'
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CHAPTER 13

CONCLUSION

"There are two points about our great gold 
mining industry that the world most 
cheer-fully condones. The Death Rate and The
Dividends. "■ -Eveninq Chronicle, 1913

"It is obvious that , the gold mines o-f the 
Transvaal are little better 'than charnel 
houses...Men are being choked by the dust 
from the rock drills and then flung away as 
pitilessly as if they were mere bundles ^of 
old clothes."-- Reynolds Newspaper , 1913.-̂

In a recent statement extolling the enormous 
achievements of the South African gold mining 
industry, R. N. (Tom) Main, Chief Executive of the 
Chamber of Mines of South Africa, nevertheless admits 
to there having been some pioneering "warts".’-' This 
study has examined one of those "warts" inexplicably 
neglected by historians for virtually the entire 
century. These are the conclusions.

Firsr, almost an entire generation of overseas 
miners, whose skills pioneered the South African gold 
mining industry, died from silicosis. Most of the 
miners remained migrants because their relatively high
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money wages did not compensate for the high cost of 
living on the Witwatersrand. Although most of the 
miners came from Britain, they were not, contrary to 
the conventional wisdom, almost exclusively Cornish. 
The Cornish comprised approximately 50 per cent of the 
overseas contingent, while approximately 35 per cent 
of them came from other British counties. The dead 
included pioneer rock drillers as well as the second 
cohort of rock drillers who joined the workforce on 
the gold mines after the Anglo-Boer War in 1902. The 
victims were also most of the early-day general 
miners. They, too, contracted a more rapidly 
developing form of silicosis than their counterparts 
at metal mines elsewhere, including CornwalI.

When disabled by the occupational disease, most 
miners, if they could afford to do so, returned to 
their overseas homes. Health care facilities for 
patients witn chronic illnesses were virtually absent 
on the Witwatersrand. Consequently, as with sick 
African migrant workers whose rural homesteads 
provided health benefits, communities in Breat Britain 
were obliged to accept responsibility for their 
incapacitated and dying migrant miners as well as for 
the miners' dependants. The figures provided in 
historical summaries, written by health officers and 
government commissions, have seriously under-estimated 
the number of overseas miners who died from silicosis 
during this period. The findings of this study 
rectify this failing.
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Second, there are the responses to the disease by 
the Rand lords and the successive governments o-f the 
Transvaal, namely the British administration under 
Crown Colony rule, from 1902 to 1907, and the ministry 
of Het Volk, the party in power during Responsible 
Government, from 1907 to 1910.

In 1901 the Transvaal authorities discovered that there 
was a high mortality from accelerated silicosis amongst 
the Witwatersrand miners, particularly rock drillers. 
By that time the cause of the disease had been 
identified and the precautions for its prevention, 
despite their lack of sophistication, were available. 
Even so, the British administration and the Randlords 
did virtually nothing to prevent the occurrence of 
si 1 icDsis.

For instance, there is the widely accepted view that in 
1902 the Governor of the Transvaal and High 
Commissioner of South Africa, now raised to the peerage 
as Viscount Milner, acted decisively in appointing the 
Weldon Commission - the first commission of its kind - 
to investigate silicosis. Such a view is completely 
without foundation. There were other problems 
concerning the gold mines which Milner 
considered to be more important. These 
included the African labour shortage and the high 
mortality amongst Africans, which threatened to thwart 
the scheme of Milner and the Randlords to import 
indentured Chinese labourers. Regarding silicosis,
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Milner acted tardily and hesitantly, it not
reluctantly. He did, indeed, tinally appoint the 
commission, but only as a result ot pressure from the 
British House ot Commons.

At this time, too, there was a similar enquiry in 
Cornwall, the Haldane Commission, which also made 
valuable recommendations. But unlike the case in 
Cornwall, on the Witwatersrand there was no
co-operative commitment between the government and the 
employers to implement the recommendations ot the 
Weldon Commission and so to prevent the disease. The 
mining i ndustr i al i sts waited -for' the government to 
enact dust precaution measures and then expected the 
state to do its own policing regarding their
enforcement. This is precisely what the Transvaal 
government did not do. Instead, it took an 
inordinately long time to introduce remedial measures 
only to withdraw them the following year.

A similar pattern emerged during the time of 
Transvaal Responsible Sovernment. The new Government 
Mining Engineer, R. N. Kotze, showed more resolution 
than his predecessor, H. Weldon, in trying to 
eliminate the disease. But Kotze lacked the 
whole-hearted support of the Botha-Smuts government; 
and the Minister of Mines, J. de Villiers, virtually 
ignored the problem. Consequently the mineowners 
continued to pay mere lip-service to the regulations. 
They were not prepared to pay trifling sums of money 
for the simple schemes to facilitate the allaying of
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dust with water. Further, ignoring their own
advisers, they were even less willing to introduce 
more expensive measures to improve ventilation.

During the 1390s the Randlords used mass
production techniques, which involved both 
mechanisation and labour intensive practices, peculiar 
to the Witwatersrand, to "speed up" the excavation of 
the ore. The scale of these operations, which can be 
likened to major military exercises, has been
generally underestimated. Such mining practices, 
implemented in both outcrop and deep level mines, 
created inordinately high dust 'densities. Both in 
absolute and in relative terms the prevalence of and 
mortality from accelerated silicosis on the 
Witwatersrand gold mines was considerably higher than 
at other metalliferous mining centres, where mining 
operations were conducted in a more leisurely way. 
After 1902 the mineowners intensified production. On 
the mines everything became subordinated to achieving 
high production levels and to reducing working costs.

In spite of the ravages of the "white death", 
successive governments supported the mineowners' 
production objectives. The result was that there were 
only perfunctory safeguards against dust. When these 
puny measures failed to control the prevalence of the 
disease, both the controlling parties - the state and 
the mineowners - transferred the blame for the disease 
to the miners themselves. They were held to be 
responsible for their occupational illness because of
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their ignorance and carelessness in observing the dust 
precaution regulations. Such victim-blaming
strat gies were clearly unfair and lacked substance. 
As the miners claimed correctly, the prescribed dust 
preventives were ineffective. Also, some of the “wet" 
preventives even further endangered their health. But 
the state mine officials and the mineowners ignored 
the evidence of the miners, based on their own 
eitperience, in favour of managerial theory, which was 
frequently a less sound criterion of the efficacy of 
the measures.

Many mine managers both directly and indirectly 
encouraged miners to break the regulations. Unless 
mine managers met production and working-cost targets, 
prescribed by their controlling boards, they were in 
danger of losing their jobs.

The flat contract system, as practised on the 
Wi twatersrand, al s.o caused some miners to flout the 
regulations. By 1907 most miners were obliged to work 
under contract, which was a form of "speeding up". 
The contract enabled a fortunate few to earn handsome 
wages. But half of the the contractors earned only 
just under or over £1 per day, which was the daily
rate accorded to skilled artisans, while the remainder
earned less - sometimes nothing. Therefore in order 
to earn the equivalent of a day's pay some 
miner-contractors had no option but to ignore the 
regulations, the observance of which caused them loss 
of valuable time. In terms of the contract system
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miners could be ordered to supervise three machines 
instead o-f the customary two. The miners were opposed 
to this, as they claimed that additional supervision 
entailed loss o-f time and hence loss of pay- Until 
the contract system was amended to guarantee miners a 
fi>:ed daily minimum wage, it was difficult for miners 
to meet the dust precaution requirements wj nouc loss 
of pay. In contradiction to the popular notion, held 
by contemporaries and historians, we need to stress 
that that miners did not earn on average inordinately 
high wages.

The failure of the controlling parties to deal 
with silicosis had severe repercussions: Witwatersrand 
rock drillers continued to have an average working 
life of only seven years; and silicosis reduced the 
average working life of the general miners to fifteen 
to twenty years. In the face of such unabating 
mortality the mineowners built the "palace", 
Springkell, the sanatorium for handicapped miners, as 
an extravagant public relations gesture; and the Botha 
government carried out its promise - under Union - to 
award compensation to disabled miners. But such 
remedial measures, much extolled in popular his'tories, 
were only palliatives. The conquest of silicosis only 
began - much later - when the state and the mining 
houses began to co-operate with one another to 
eliminate the disease: the state passed stringent dust 
precaution regulations and the mineowners observed 
their "spirit".
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The* third conclusion concerns the responses of 
miners to the flimsy efforts of the state and the 
mining houses to curb the excesses of silicosis. The 
fear and anger of miners at being the victims of a 
preventable occupational disease provided the catalyst 
for their militancy during the period.

Of course miners had other grievances. One of 
their main complaints was that management abused the 
contract system. The miners alleged that mine 
managers in re-negotiating contracts lowered prices 
if, in their view, the previous contracts had yielded 
eKcessively high wages. The miners also claimed that 
management mis-measured feet or fathomages to their 
disadvantage. Management's handling of the conti acts 
was therefore a major source of grievance to the 
miners, who believed that they were being cheated 
regarding their pay.

We have stressed the origins of the colour bar to 
show that the miners' initial demands for it stemmed 
from their materialism which was bolstered by a 
convenient belief in Social Darwinism with its rider 
of white racial supremacy. Further, the mineowners 
shared the miners' spurious safety rationale which 
underpinned the issue of the original legal colour 
bars. Like the miners, the mineowners bel le'̂ 'ed that 
responsible positions involving the safety of other 
mineworkers should be entrusted solely to white 
workmen. By 1907', at the time of the miner's strike,
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as in the past, the colour bar was still not 
dysfunctional to the mineowners. Witnin the confines 
of the colour bar, the mineowners were able to 
displace relatively highly paid white m’:-i-.rs and so 
reduce costs, by increasing the ratio of black
underground workers to white miners. This practice 
derived from management's experience with the 
employment of indentured Chinese labourers.

During the 1890s the miners had viewed their 
competitors as being the tiny semi-permanent and 
permanent proletai-ianised African workforce. But b'/ 
1907 the position was different. Miners now faced 
competition from the huge African migrant workforce. 
To obviate such competition, the miners urged the 
Botha government to extend the colour bar and to 
legalise a fixed ratio of white to black workers.

Such encroachment by Africans on the customary 
preserves of white miners resulted from the 
sapervision system, with its rider of specialisation. 
The supervision system rendered the miners' intangible 
all-round skills redundant. Previously their 
versatility provided the basis for their claim to be 
skilled workmen. Supervision had originally caused 
miners on the Reef to be promoted in tne labour 
hierarchy to "aristocrats of labour". But it also, 
ironically, fragmented their skills. By 1907 miners 
as supervisors were vulnerable to job displacement by 
semi-skilled African hand and rock driliers.
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These grievances o-f miners concerning the 
insecurity o-f their pay and tenure coincided with 
insecurity relating to silicosis, and prompted them to 
strike in 1907. The miners' opposition to the 
three-“drill system embodied all these grievances. In 
asessing the causes o-f the 1907 mine-wide strike, the 
miners' fears of disablement and death from silicosis 
have until now been under-estimated in the
literature. We need to stress, too, that the miners' 
former sense of fataUism towards the disease had 
changed. By 1907 they wanted danger money and were 
prepared to strike for it.

The Transvaal Miiers' Associcition, which had 
organised since its inception in 190'2 on cra-ii-t union 
lines and not on industrial lines, did not in 1907 on 
the eve of the strike, as other historians have 
asserted, consist of a mere 300 members. On the 
contrary, the miners’ union was strong in numbers and 
in spirit. Such strength was all the more remarkable 
as each year amongst the union's executive meriibership 
there were numerous silicosis deaths.

As the notoriety of the Witwatersrand spread, 
overseas miners stayed away. Consequently management 
had no option but to employ South African born miners, 
who were poorly trained, to fill the vacancies. The 
popular myth is that Afrikaners entered the industry 
in large numbers only after they had been deployed as 
strike-breakers in 1907. This is not so. As early as 
1902 Afrikaners began to enter the underground
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semi-skilled and skilled work-farce in slow but 
ever-increasing numbers. Undoubtedly the industry 
increased the size o-f its white work-j-orce in absolute 
terms. Even so, in slowly growing numbers, A-frikaners 
•filled the empty places.

The fourth conclusion per'tains to the responses 
of the public to the problem of silicosis. The public 
barely, if at all, reacted to the mortality amongst 
miners. Until 1910 the industry was, in fact, 
sufficiently powerful to cause both the press and the 
medical profession to be silent about the devastations 
of the disease.

The press tended to be silent because it was 
cor . -jlled by the mineowners. But the response of the 
doctors, who were, indeed, apathetic towards the 
problem, is more comple:-!. Many doctors were obliged 
to supplement their incomes by taking part-time 
appointments on the mines. They therefore experienced 
a conflict of interests which caused most of them to 
subordinate their commitment to their patients to the 
needs and interests of the gold mining industry. As 
significant, silicosis was not an infe'ctious disease 
and posed no threat to public health. In a community 
such as that of the Witwatersrand, where wealth and 
power tended to coincide, the doctors, vjho at that 
time had a low standing as a profession, recognised 
that there was neither social prestige nor material 
profit to be gained from concern with a non-infectious 
disease which was confined to the working class.
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The -final conclusion relates to the impact o-f 
silicosis on A-frican mineworkers. Long-service 
Africans, like their white counterparts, undoubtedly 
contracted accelerated silicosis. But such Africans 
constituted only a tiny fragment of the black
underground labour force. Even so, the official 
figures for this form of the disease amongst the black
mineworkers are at least two or three times too low.
Disabled Africans were "shunted" off the mines or 
returned voluntarily, like the overseas white miners, 
to die at their own homes. The Africans who were most 
prone to accelerated silicosis were the "foreign" 
Africans, namely those who did not come from the 
British southern African territories.The vast
majority of the "foreign" Africans were the Mosambican 
"East Coasters" who came from those Portuguese East 
African districts south of Latitude 22“ South, namely 
Lourenco Marques and Inhambane situated south of the

c:'Save River.'"'

Amongst the "East Coasters", too, the prevalence 
of simple silicosis was higher than amongst Africans 
from other regions. There were three reasons for 
this. First, their contracts, which averaged eighteen 
months, were far longer than those of Africans from 
other regions. Second, they served several 
intermittent indentures during their life time, 
particularly in their prime. Finally, unlike most 
other Africans who tended to shun underground i*jork, 
the "E-ast Coasters" had a marked penchant - it was
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tantamount to an ethnic speciality - tor such tasks.

Although mine o-f-ficials and health officers 
conceded that there was a high prevalence of a simple 
form of silicosis amongst African migrant workers, 
they asserted that it posed no dangers to these 
mineworkerss it did not, they claimed, develop into a 
handicapping form of the disease. The reason they 
gave was that the Africans' spells of rest between 
contracts - their "holidays" at their "kraals" - gave 
the workers the opportunity to regain their health and 
to overcome the temporary ill effects of Husc 
exposure. There was no scientific evidence for this 
theory, which was based only on doctors' observations 
and experience. Even so, the mineowners both seise-l 
upon and promoted the unsubstantiated medical 
orthodoxy as an important rationale for perpetuating 
the migrant labour system.

In 1908 a British authority in occupational
health, Sir Thomas Oliver, in referring to the problem
of silicosis on the Witwatersrand, prophesied:

When the history of the development of the 
South African goldfields comes to be 
written, posterity is sure to pass severe 
strictures, not altogether unmerited from a 
nnedical point of view, upon the labour 
conditions that prevailed, and were allowed 
to continue so long unheeded.

The truth is that Oliver was wrong. Until now history 
has taken his prophecy surprisingly lightl/.
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Notes

 ̂ Ev'enirig Chronicle, 4 Aug. 1913, "What the 
Miner Wants".

^ Reynolds HeNspaper, 8 Aug. 1013, "City of 
Dread-ful Death".

Star, 23 Oct. 1989, "A tribute to miners and 
national development".

^ Van Niekerk, pp. 9, 28-31.
CAD, MNW, tile MM 2489/25, extract -from letter 

by Jo^o Bello, Minister for the Colonies of Lisbon, to 
Gen. J. B. M. Hertzog, 28 May 1927. I thank David 
Yudelman for drawing my attention'to the reference.

^ Oliver, Diseases of Occupation, p. 292.
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